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ABSTRACT 
The Eyring rate theory equation has been modified successfully to enable 
predictions of binary molecular diffusivities for a wide variety of liquid-liquid 
systems. The activation free energy for binary diffusion has been evaluated in 
terms of the activation free energies for self diffusion of the solvent and solute. 
This was accomplished through the use of regular solution theory by relating 
the bond breaking energy of the jump step to the bond breaking energy in 
evaporation. Diffusivities estimated by this equation and the equations developed 
by Olander, by Gainer and Metzner, and by Wilke and Chang were compared 
with experimental data. All of the equations tested predicted adequately the 
diffusivities for most low viscosity as well as for some moderately high viscos-
ity systems. The high viscosity system diffusivities are more accurately 
predicted by three modified absolute rate theory equations. An important 
result of this study was the observation that the jump step portion of the total 
activation energies generally constituted from 0 to 3 5 percent of the total energy 
for all of the modified absolute rate theory equations. 
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In almost all studies of mass transfer in liquids, accurate liquid molecular 
diffusion coefficients are needed fo:r the liquid systems under consideration. At 
the present time, relationships are available with which one may estimate b:inary 
liquid diffusivities with reasonable accuracy for a variety of simple, low viscos-
ity systems. However, there are several significant problems which tend to 
preclude the application of these relations for the prediction of diffusivities for 
certain classes of b:inary liquid systems. For example, estimations of the 
molecular diffusion coefficients for some high viscosity systems using existing 
approaches (except for one recently proposed mechanism) have resulted in 
order of magnitude errors. Large deviations between experimental and pre-
dicted diffusivities also have been observed for some systems exhibiting 
hydrogen bonding. 
The objective of this work is to present a mechanism which will allow 
one to estimate binary molecular diffusivities for the simple, low viscosity 
systems and for liquid solutions with high viscosity components and/or com-
ponents exhibiting hydrogen bonding. The proposed mechanism utilizes the 
Eyring rate theory as a basic starting point. The novel feature of this method 
is an application of regular solution theory in the calculation of the free energy 
of activation for binary diffusion. 
The diffusivity prediction model developed in this work and other methods 
presented in the literature will be compared with experimental data. Since 
literature diffusion data for systems in the moderately high viscosity range 
1 
are very limited, additional data were obtained experimentally during the 
course of the investigation. A radioactive tracer technique was used to obtain 
data in the very low solute concentration region, in contrast to the relatively 
high solute concentrations used in a previous study of high viscosity systems. 
2 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The many diverse methods of estimating binary molecular diffusivities 
will not be reviewed here since they are adequately described elsewhere (Reid 
and Sherwood, 1966). However, the diffusion mechanisms proposed by Olander 
(1963) and Gainer and Metzner (1965) will be described because some of the 
concepts which they introduced have been employed in the mechanism to be 
proposed later in this work •. 
The absolute rate theory equation for the prediction of the molecular 
diffusion coefficient is often expressed in the following form (Ree et al., 1958): 
(1) 
Until 1963, the free energy of activation for viscous transfer A.F and binary 
'17B 
molecular diffusion ,A.F D were usually considered to be equal, in part 
AB 
because there was no reliable way to evaluate the free energy of activation for 
binary molecular diffusion. In 1963, Olander proposed a method of estimating 
this free energy term. 
In the development of his diffusion mechanism, Olander (1963) suggested 
that at low solute concentrations the mechanism of viscous transfer is deter-
mined almost entirely by the sol vent molecule interactions. This viscous 
mechanism can be thought of as occurring via two processes. The first process 
is the formation of a hole or a vacant lattice site followed by the second process 
which is the movement of a neighboring molecule to fill the hole. This 
mechanism tells nothing of the relative importance of the two processes, but 
3 
it does allow one to consider the total free energy of activation for viscous 
transfer in a pure substance as 
(2) 
where the superscripts hand j refer to the hole formation and jump step contri-
butions of the total process, respectively. 
In the binary diffusion process for very dilute solutions where solute A 
can be considered to be almost completely surrounded by solvent molecules, B, 
the hole formation process can be considered as occurring in pure B. However, 
the movement (i. e;, jump) of the solute molecule into the hole must ultimately 
take into account the interaction of the solvent and solute molecules. Thus, 
and, consequently, 
(3b) 
Since the jump term is considered as passage up a potential energy 
I 
barrier, E: , the following equation can be written by malting use of the zero 
0 
point energy difference: Q 
. rfAB I 
exp (-.6?D /RT) = -Q- exp (-€ /kT) 
AB AB 0 AB 
(4) 
There are no universally exact combination rules for the zero point 
energy difference between dissimilar species. However, Olander (196~3) 
utilized a relation proposed by McLaughlin (1959) indicating that for both 
laminar viscous and self diffusion processes this zero point energy difference 
4 
5 
can be represented by a fraction (empirically determined) of the Lennard-Jones 
expression for the potential energy between the central molecule and its nearest 
neighbors. McLaughlin also indicated that the zero point energy difference 
depends primarily upon the force constant e:. Olander then assumed that, if a 
' linear relation between E: and e: is valid, the combination rules for the molec-
o 
ular constant E: could be applied to the zero point energy difference to give 
E: = E E: 
0 AB 0 AA 0 BB 
(5) 
If it is then assumed that the product of the ratio of the partition functions for 
the activated and equilibrium states for binary diffusion times the inverse ratio 
of the partition functions for viscous transfer is approximately unity, then the 
following relation is obtained: 
AFj - A~D = A~ -;A~ A~ 
17B AB 17B D AA DBB 
(6) 
If one also assumes that the jump part of the free energy of activation consti-
I 
tutes a constant fraction, f, of the total free energy of activation, then the 
diffusion coefficient can be estimated by the following equation (Olander, 1963): 
1/3 [f\AFD - ;AFD A:FD )] 
D = kT ( N ) exp BB AA BB (7) 
AB ; 17B VB RT 
It was assumed by Olander in the above development that the free energy of 
activation for viscous transfer and self diffusion are equal. 
Olander (1963) empirically obtained a value of approximately one-half 
I 
for the parameter f and a value of about 5. 6 for ; from binary diffusion data. 
Gainer and Metzner (1965) developed a somewhat similar method for 
estimating the activation energy for binary diffusion. They also started with 
the Eyring absolute rate theory equation in a form similar to Equation 1 but 
had the activation energy in the exponential term instead of the free energy of 
activation as used by Olander. However, they further extended their analysis 
and divided the contribution of the activation for the jump step into two parts 
by first assuming that the energy term was a measure of the solvent-solute 
bond energies. These two terms are assumed to account for ordinary dis-
persian forces and for hydrogen bonding forces. Thus, 
(8) 
Consideration of the effects of these two forces as a function of the distance 
over which they act leads to the following expressions for the correction 
parameters c1 and c2 for the individual jump terms: 
and 
where 
R = (v /N)1/ 3 A A 






The ratio of the activation energy due to hydrogen bonding to the total 
activation energy is assumed by Gainer and Metzner (1965) to be related to 
6 
the heat of vaporization by the following ratio: 
E 
DAA-H 
= E AHvap 
DAA Q A 
(10) 
where the AHAvap is the heat of vaporization due to hydrogen bonding and may 
-H 
be estimated as the heat of vaporization of the liquid of interest minus the heat 
of vaporization of the hydrocarbon homologue of that liquid at the same reduced 
temperature. Gainer and Metzner assumed that the activation energy for self 
diffusion was equal to that for the viscous process. Using this latter assump-
tion, the parameter~ was evaluated from self diffusion data, and an average of 
6. 0 was obtained. 
Gainer and Metzner (1965) further assumed that the jump and hole forma-
t 
tion portions of the total activation energy were of equal magnitude (i.e., f = 
1/2). Their final equation for the estimation of DAB is given as follows: 









E = RT ln 
'17B 
(12) 
The above equation was developed assuming that the internal contributions to 
the total partition functions were the same for the equilibrium and activated 
states. This assumption was also made during the development of Equation 11. 
The procedure was used to estimate binary molecular diffusivities with reported 
average absolute deviations of about 20 percent or more for the intermolecular 
hydrogen bonded systems and highly viscous solvent systems studied in their 
work. The claim of superiority of the Gainer and Metzner equations over 
prior methods was based primarily on the comparison of predictions of their 
model with the high viscosity data obtained in their laboratories. These data 
appear to be based upon experiments in which somewhat high solute concen-
trations were used. 
The primary assumption made in the developments of Olander (1963) and 
Gainer and Metzner (1965) is that the basic Eyring absolute rate theory ade-
quately describes the mechanisms of viscous transfer and molecular diffusion. 
In addition to this assumption, the intermolecular distance terms (i.e., the 
X's) were assumed to be equal and proportional to the cube root of the molar 
volume. The application of Eyring's theory by both Olander (1963) and Gainer 
and Metzner (1965) should primarily be applied to very dilute solute concen-
trations in binary systems. The energies of activation were assumed to be 
equal for viscous transfer and self diffusion. Both of these developments 
introduced the viscosity coefficient 11 into the equation for the diffusivity 
8 
9 
prediction. Consequently, it was assumed that the product of the ratio of the 
partition functions for the activated and equilibrium states for binary diffusion 
times the inverse ratio of the partition functions for viscous transfer was 
approximately unity. They also assumed that the combination rules for the 
force constants can be applied directly to the zero point energy difference to 
obtain the binary activation energy (or free energy) as a geometric average of 
the individual component activation energies. 
The last two assumptions summarized above were eliminated in this 
investigation (1) by not introducing the viscosity coefficient into the Eyring 
prediction equation and (2) by considering that the contribution of the jump 
step to the total activation free energy of the diffusion process is proportional 
to the energy of vaporization. Once these assumptions were accepted, the 
relationship between A.FD and the free energies of the individual species A 
AB 
and B were readily obtained through the use of regular solution theory. 
III. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Eyring's absolute rate theory equation for the prediction of the molecular 
diffusion coefficient can also be represented in terms of the free energy of 
activation by the following relationship (Ree et al., 1964): 
kT j2VB 2/3 r AFDAB] 
DAB= ~h (N) ex:p t RT (13) 
In this work, it is assumed that A.1 = A.2 = A.3 = A. = (!2V B/N)113 . 
The parameter ; can be evaluated from a variation of Equation 13 and 
from a knowledge of viscosity and self diffusion data at any particular temper-
ature if one assumes that the free energy of activation for self diffusion and 





~X= D h ( N ) 
XX 
[ AF ] nxx 
exp ~ RT (14) 
(15) 
(16) 
The parameter ~ was re-evaluated by the author for a number of pure sub-
stances. Values of~' suggested for use in this model, are presented in 
another part of this :wqrk .. 
A. Evaluation of the Free Energy of Activation for Binary Diffusion .. 
As stated above, the free energy of activation for self diffusion and 
10 
viscous transfer were assumed to be equal. However, for binary diffusion, 
this equality is invalid because of the difference in mechanism, as emphasized 
by Olander (1963). In order to estimate the free energy of activation for binary 
diffusion, .AF D was related to the free energies of activation for pure 
AB 
solvent and pure solute: AF D 
XX 
and A.F . As in the work of Olander, the 
17x 
total free energy of activation was assumed to equal the sum of two portions: 
that due to the hole formation step and the jump step. Thus, 
AF D = A.F~ + .Ay1D 
AB AB AB 
(17) 
If in this instance, it is further assumed that the hole formation contribution 
to the free energy of activation is the same in a dilute binary solution as it 
would be in a pure solvent, then 
h . 
.AF = AF + Ai 
DAB DBB DAB 
(18) 
The problem of evaluating AFD now becomes one of estimating 
. . . AB 
.A?D in terms of .AFb and AFb and also of estimating the portions 
AB AA BB 
of the total free energy, A.FD , that can be attributed to the hole formation 
AB 
and solute jump process. 
The process of molecular motion for both diffusion and viscous flow 
requires additional space (a hole) in the liquid, as visualized in the absolute 
rate theory approach. Thus, a molecule that jumps from its surrounding 
cage into a hole can be considered as behaving in a manner very similar to a 
molecule that jumps from the bulk of a liquid near the vapor interface into 
the vapor layer above the liquid. (Although in the case of the jump step in 
11 
12 
diffusion or viscous transfer, the hole that must be available may not necessarily 
be the full size of the molecule that is jumping). This consideration suggests 
that the free energy of activation for diffusion due to the jump step may be taken 
as a fraction of the energy of vaporization so that 
(19) 
Experimental evidence supporting the above relationship is only indirect. 
The jump step portion of the activation free energy of diffusion represents some 
I 
fraction f of the total activation free energy. Thus, 
(20) 
By combining Equations 15, 17, and 19, the following relationship is obtained: 
AF = (~) AE vap = k' AE vap 
77B f B B 
(21) 
Experimental data by Glasstone et al. (1941) seem to suggest a relationship 
similar to Equation 21. The following relationship was found by Glasstone 
~ al. to approximate the data of nearly 100 liquid substances: 
(22) 
The above relation applies for liquids as diverse as water and other associated 
liquids, for glycerol, and for nonpolar substances such as hydrocarbons. It 
does not apply, however, to liquid metals. The approximate nature of 
Equation 22 was discussed briefly by Bondi (1946). The similarity of the 
experimentally obtained relation (Equation 22) to Equation 21 suggests the 
13 
possible validity of Equation.19. 
It has been assumed that the above analysis for self diffusion and viscous 
transfer can be applied to a very dilute solution of A in B. The solution must 
approach infmite dilution in A so that any molecule of A can be considered to 
be surrounded only by B molecules. It follows, therefore, that the jump step 
portion of the activation free energy of diffusion can be approximated as a 
fraction Z of the energy of vaporization of solute A from almost pure B: 
(23) 
The above expression is used in the following application of regular solution 
theory. 
Regular solution theory has several basic limitations. The theory 
assumes a nearly random distribution of solute molecules in the solvent 
medium. This assumption restricts the theory to systems exhibiting a zero 
excess entropy of mixing. In addition, regular solution theory accounts for 
only ordinary intermolecular dispersion forces. Hydrogen bonding or electro-
static interactions were not accounted for in the original treatment. In spite 
of its shortcomings, regular solution theory allows for a straightforward 
means of estimating AF D . 
AB 
From regular solution theory, it can be shown that for infinitely dilute 
binary solutions AE ::: can be given by (Hildebrand and Scott, 1964) 




Upon assuming that the activation free energies of diffusion for the jump 
process are a fraction of the respective energies of vaporization for pure and 




In order to obtain Equation 25, it has been assumed that the proportionality 
constants k and Z for Equations 19 and 23 are the same. The validity of this 
assumption will be examined later. 
Equation 23 may be substituted into Equation 3b to give 
-v A 
If one now assumes that the portion of the free energy of activation due to the 
hole formation process constitutes a constant fraction, f, of the total free 




f = 1- f (28) 
then the binary molecular diffusion coefficient for dilute solutions may be 
expressed as 
;2 V 2/3 AFD 





and where .6.F D and AF D are determined using Equations 15 and 16 along 
AA BB 
with a knowledge of the viscosity and molar volume of each component at the 
temperature in question. The recommended values for f and ~ will be given 
later. Thus, Equations 13 and 29 may be used for the estimation of the 
molecular diffusivity DAB" 
B. Summary of Assumptions. 
The assumptions that have been introduced in the development of 
Equation 29 are summarized as follows: 
1. Eyring's rate theory of unimolecular reactions is a valid repre-
sentation of the processes of viscous and diffusional transport in 
a cell model of the liquid state. 
2. Regular solution theory is valid for infinitely dilute solutions. 
3. The activation free energy for diffusion can be divided into two 
parts--a hole formation and a jump term (Equation 17). 
4. The activation free energy for self diffusion is equal to the 
activation free energy for viscous flow (Equation 15). 
5. The activation free energy for the hole-forming process for 
the self diffusion process is a fraction, f, of the total free 
16 
energy for the self diffusion process (Equation 27). 
6. The value of the fraction f for self diffusion of the pairs AA and 
BB is the same as that for binary diffusion of the AB system. 
7. The activation free energies of the hole-forming process for 
both binary and solvent self diffusion are equal (Equation 3a). 
8. The activation free energy for the diffusional jump steps can be 
considered as fractions of the total energy vaporization (Equa-
tions 19 and 23), and k is equal to Z • 
It will be assumed later that f is a constant for all biri.ary systems within 
a major category of systems but that the value of f may be different for each of 
the three major categories of systems. 
The validity of the third, sixth, and seventh assumptions has been 
tested by using thermodynamic data. The development that led to Equation 29 
can be followed in a similar manner using these assumptions to yield 
AF = .AF + k [AEvap- .AEvap - AH mix] (30) 
DAB DBB A B AB 
If the assumptions are valid, one would expect a plot of .AF D versus 
. AB 
vap vap - mlX . . 
.AE A - A.EB - a.HAB to be lmear. The author was~ able to obtam 
thermodynamic solution data and diffusion activation free energy data for the 
solutes carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, ethanol, and methanol in the 
solvent benzene and for the solutes methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, and n-
butanol in the solvent water. The data used for these calculations are given in 
Appendix A. In addition, the values of AFD , were calculated using 
BB va va _mix 
Equations 15 and 16, and included for the term (AE A~ AEBP_ ARAB) equal 
to zero. These data are presented in Figures 1 and 2. One can tentatively 
conclude on the basis of this one comparison that the combined effect of the 
three assumptions may be valid. Studies with more systems and.tests of the 
non-combined effect of assumptions would be necessary for final conclusions 















0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 
Figure 1. The binary activation free energy, 6F D , versus the 
P . AB va vap -miX 
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as the solvent. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL 
In order to compare predicted binary molecular diffusivities with experi-
mentally determined diffusivities for systems in the moderately high viscosity 
range, five binary systems were studied experimentally (Table VII). The 
solution viscosities for these systems ranged from 6. 8 to 43.4 centipoise. 
The conventional steady-state methods for determining diffusivities were 
not considered practical because of the very slow rates of mass transfer. In 
addition, previously used unsteady-state techniques require either relatively 
high initial solute concentrations (e. g., interferometric techniques) or a 
radiometric method with a strong beta or gamma source as the solute. Thus, 
an unsteady-state porous frit technique was devised, as described below, for 
use with solutes tagged with carbon-14. A detailed description of the technique 
and apparatus used to detennine binary molecular diffusivities is given in 
Appendix B. 
A. Equipment and Procedure. 
The essential component of the apparatus is a porous ceramic plate 
about 2-7/8 inches square by 1/4 inch thick. The edges of the plate were 
sealed with an epoxy resin. 
The clean, dry, porous plate was first soaked in a binary solution with 
a known concentration of solute. The solute consisted of a known mixture of 
radioactively tagged (C-14) solute and non-tagged pure solute. The initial 
concentration of the solute, ethylene glycol, in the solvents, propylene glycol 
and diethylene glycol, that were inside the porous plate was 4. 50 (10) - 2 moles 
20 
per liter. The initial concentration of the solute cyclohexanol in the solvents 
-2 
ethylene glycol, propylene glycol, and diethylene glycol was 2.41 (10) moles 
per liter. Following the pre-soak period, the porous plate was rigidly 
fastened inside a solvent bath which consisted of a 6x3-l/2xl-l/4 inch box. 
A stirring assembly was then lowered around the two faces of the plate. This 
assembly consisted of four horizontal blades which swept up and down very 
close to both surfaces of the plate. The blades could be reciprocated over a 
wide range of frequencies by means of a vartable speed transmission. The 
stirring assembly was activated immediately before the solvent bath, holding 
the porous frit, was filled with 300 cc of pure solvent. The solvent bath was 
almost totally immersed in a constant temperature oil bath whose temperature 
was controlled at the desired temperature to within :1:: 0. 01°C. The diffusivities 
were measured at temperatures of 25. 0, 30. 0, 40.0 and 50. 0°C. The viscosity 
of these systems varies by less than 2. 5 centipoise;Dc at these temperatures. 
The solute inside the porous plate was transported by molecular diffusion 
through the pores, to the surface of the plate, and then into the well-agitated 
solvent in the solvent bath box. The agitator frequency was adjusted to 
minimize the resistance to mass transfer in the solvent bath immediately 
adjacent to the porous plate and to assure a uniform solute concentration in 
the solvent bath (at any given time) during the unsteady state buildup of the 
bath solute concentration. 
During the course of a run, one milliliter samples were removed from 
the solvent bath to determine the bath solute concentration as a function of 
21 
time. About 12 samples were removed dur:ing each run and later analyzed. 
The radioactivity of the solute in the samples was counted in a liquid 
scintillation counter. The total solute concentration was then determined 
from the solute activity. The effect of radioactive decay was considered to 
correct the measurements to the time each run was begun. 
Certain calibration parameters for the porous frits were determined 
during standardization runs using a binary system for which the molecular 
diffusion coefficient was already known. The diffusion of radioactive sodium 
chloride in distilled water was used for this purpose [DAB:;::: (1. 61±. 01)10 - 5 
em 2 per sec. at 25° C (Harned and Owen, 1958) ]. The initial concentration 
of this solute was 1.10 (10)-3 moles/liter. The activity of the Na-24 was 
determined us:ing a standard Gieger-Mueller detector and a counter. 
B. Analysis of the data. 
The molecular diffusion coefficients were determined from the data for 
the bath solute concentration versus time. The molecular diffusion process 
inside the porous plate is described by the following relations dur:ing the 
"penetration-theory" portion of the diffusion process: 
2 
oC = D o C (3la) (;)t AB oX2 
C(x, 0) = C 
0 
(3lb) 
C(C), t) = C 
0 
(31c) 
C(O, t) = Ct<t) (3ld) 
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The solute balance, which describes the solute concentration in the sol-
vent bath, is 
dC 
V __!. = - 2D A oC(O, t) 
f dt AB T ox (32a) 
(32b) 
Equations 31 and 32 were solved simultaneously by using Laplace trans-
forms to give the following expression for the solute concentration in the 
solvent bath, Cf' as a function of time (see Appendix B for details): 
c - c [ J f 0 = exp (K2t). 1 - erf (Kt112) 




and where the solvent bath volume, V f' is assumed to be a constant during the 
entire rtm, even though V f changes during the run. The average solvent bath 
volume is approximated by 
V = 300 - N/2 f 
where N is the total number of one milliliter samples withdrawn from the 
sample bath. 
(34) 
The development of Equation 33 necessitated restricting sample times, 
2 
t, to values less than 0.30Leff /DAB' where Leff is the effective length of 
the pores. Approximate values of Leff were determined in a separate inves-
tigation (Wu, 1968) and varied from 0. 38 to 0. 58 em for one-half of the plate 
thickness. 
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The molecular diffusion coefficients were determined from a knowledge 
of Cf versus t; however, the porous plate area parameter, AT, first has to be 
determined using a system with a known diffusivity. Regardless of whether 
one is concerned with a diffusivity determination run or a calibration run, the 
term K was considered as a curve-fitting parameter. In order to consider any 
0 possible initial solute concentration in the bath, C f also has to be regarded as 
a curve-fitting parameter. 
An iterative, nonlinear, least-squares technique was used to determine 
0 
the values of K and Cf ~ This technique minimized the weighted sum of the 
square of the deviation, S; 







The experimental measurement of the dependent variable is the counts per 
minute of the radioactive solute tracer in the solvent bath. This measurement 
is proportional to the total concentration of the solute in the bath, C r Thus, 
the standard deviation can be considered as 
(37) 
assuming that all error is related to the normal randomness of the radio-
active decay process. (The proportionality constant, A, disappears in the 
resulting least-squares "normal" equations. ) 
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The porous plates were calibrated at the beginning of the study and 
recalibrated following their use in the determination of DAB' The calibration 
of each plate consisted of about three determinations of AT --at least one at 
the beginning and at least one at the end of the study; the average value of AT 
was used in the parameter K to determine the molecular diffusivity. There 
were no consistent trends in the values of AT. This indicated that foreign 
particles did not accumulate :in the pores of the plates during the experiments. 
The cleaning procedures for the porous plates have been described :in 
Appendix B. 
The values of the binary molecular diffusivities that were determined 
experimentally are given in Table IV, along with values of DAB that were 
estimated by using various models. 
25 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The molecular diffusivity prediction model developed in this work as well 
as other methods presented in the literature (Wilke and Chang, 1955; Olander, 
1963; Gainer and Metzner, 1965) are compared with the experimentally deter.mined 
diffusivities given in the literature and obtained in this work. The comparisons 
that have been divided into three classes of experimental data will be preceded 
by a discussion of the estimation of the terms ; and f. 
A. Evaluation of the Parameter $ .. .-
The term; was introduced into the original rate theory as a lattice 
parameter to describe the geometric arrangement of the diffusing molecule 
with respect to its neighbors. Ree ~ .al. (1958) determined the value of; to be 
six, based on the assumption that; equals the number of nearest neighbors in 
a plane normal to the direction of motion of the diffusing molecule for an 
assumed hexagonal close-pack structure. 
Li and Chang (1955) experimentally deter.mined; by assuming that the 
activation free energies for viscous transfer and self diffusion were equal. 
Thus, use of Equation 1 leads to 
1/3 ~ _ kT [.lL] 
x- nxx71x vx (38a) 
where (VX/N)113 is assumed equal to A.2A.3/>..1 . This equation, along with 
self diffusion coefficients, viscosities, and molar volumes for pure compo-
nents, was used by Li and Chang to obtain a value of 6. 0 for~· 
Ree ~ al. (1958) evaluated; in a similar manner by using dilute binary 
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diffusivities and obtained an average value of 5. 60. This value was subse-
quently used by Olander (1963 ). 
Gainer and Metzner also evaluated ; by using Equation 1. They obtained 
an average value of 6. 0 for all solvents except the lower normal paraffin 
alcohols (i.e., methyl and ethyl alcohol) for which; was 8. 0. They used self 
diffusion data and molar volumes that were possibly calculated by using Kopp's 
rule for the normal boiling temperature. 
The parameter ; was re-evaluated by the author· to account for the 
hexagonal close-packing correction factor, 11"2, used in the evaluation of A. and 
also to use experimental values of the molar volumes at the ~ temperature 
as the self diffusion and viscosity measurements. The following equation, 
obtained from Equations 14, 15, and 16 was used to determine;: 
(38b) 
The results are indicated in Table I. As observed by earlier investigators, 
the average value of e found in this work for methanol and ethanol <e = 7. 5) is 
considerably higher than that of most other solvents <e = 5. 6). These average 
values have been used in the model developed in this work in the temperature 
0 0 
range of about 0 to 30 C. 
As may be noted in Table I, the values of the geometric parameter, ;, 
for water were not included in the table or used in the calculation of the 
average ~- These data were not included, because as indicated by Johnson 
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15 5.10 3.074 
25 5.34 3,099 
35 5.58 3,126 
45 6.06 3.156 
15 7.27 3.197 
25 6.77 3.216 
35 6.59 3.230 
45 6.36 3,219 
15 7.06 2.574 
25 7.19 2.582 
35 7.29 2,591 
n-Propanol 15 4. 91 3.741 
25 5.24 3.747 
35 5.43 3. 739 
45 5.54 3. 730 
i-Propanol 15 4.76 3.843 
25 4.63 3. 830 
35 4.55 3. 817 
45 4.55 3.791 
n-Butanol 25 5.67 3.842 
35 5.28 3. 930 
45 5.42 3.962 
n-Pentane 25 5.28 2.659 
n-Hexane 25 4.96 2.901 
28 
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n-Heptane 25 4. 94 3.120 
n-Octane 25 5.54 3.358 
n-Nonane 25 4.81 3.574 
n-Decane 25 4.73 3. 765 
:30 
to the value of D for water. If one used these widely varying data for the 
XX 
self diffusion coefficient, the values of~ for water will range from 4.1 to 6. :1. 
These values bracl<et the value of 5. 6 used in this work. 
The effect of temperature on the geometric parameter, ~. was investi-
gated to determine if any general relationship for systems of solvents could be 
obtained. Neutron and X-ray diffraction data (Eyring and Marchi, 1963) 
indicate that the number of nearest neighbors to a molecule increases in an 
orderly manner as the temperature is decreased. For some of the compounds 
siudied :in this work, ~ was found to increase as the temperature decreased; 
however, for other systems, ~ decreased as the temperature decreased. There 
appears to be no correlation of~ with reduced temperature and reduced 
pressure. 
The values of~ in Table I were determined from self diffusion coeffic-
ients. Because the geometry with respect to the nearest neighbors for the 
pure solvents should vary when a solute molecule has a volume considerably 
different than a solvent molecule, the .; value for binary systems might differ 
from those indicated in Table I. This possibility will be investigated at a 
later date. 
B. Evaluation of the parameter f. 
The parameter f is defined in this work as the fraction of the total 
diffusional activation free energy which can be attributed to the hole fonnation 
portion of the liquid phase transport process (see Equation 27). A similar 
' term, f , was used by Olander (1963 ), except that it was based upon the ju.mE) 
' step contribution (f = 1 -f). Using a graphical analysis of a wide variety of 
I 
diffusion data, Olander found f equaled 0. 50. Gainer and Metzner (1965) also 
' used a value off equal to 0. 50 in their development. Before determining the 
' f value to be used in the model developed for this work, the value off 
determined by both Olander (1963) and Gainer (1964) was re-examined in this 
paper. 
Olander (1963) graphically curve-fitted experimental data selected from 




' He obtained a value off equal to 0. 50. However, by using the same data, the 
author obtained a value of 0. 397 but employed a nonlinear, least squares, 
' curve-fitting technique to obtain f (i.e. , f ::-:: 0. 60 ). The data were also 
correlated with a slightly modified form of Equation 39a. The argument of 
' the exponent was taken to equal (f cS +b), where b was merely an empirical 
constant that was included so as not to force the curve-fit through (Y = 1. 00, 
6 =0). The value off thus obtained was very close to 0. 60 but still was not 
0. 50. The use of 0. 60 rather than 0. 50 leads to only a small difference in 
the estimation of DAB using the Olander (1963) model; however, as will be 
shown later, the model developed in this article is much more sensitive to 
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values of f. Olander (1963) discussed the possibility off values being 
different from the tentative values of 0. 50 recommended in his work. 
I 
As mentioned earlier, Gainer and Metzner (1965) used a value off equal 
to 0. 5 in their model. They assumed this value on the basis of Olander's (1963) 
work. Gainer (1964) supported this choice with a study of~ of about 14 sys-
tems used in his study. The value of DAB predicted by his model was compared 
with the experimentally determined diffusivity for the methanol (A)-glycerol (B) 
r 
system using three different values off (1/3, 1/2, 2/3). For this ~system, 
I 
the optimum value off obtained by Gainer appeared to about 0. 50--similar to 
I 
Olander's observation. In this work, the optimum value off using the 
original Gainer and Metzner (1965) model for other high-viscosity systems for 
which Gainer experimentally obtained molecular diffusivities was determined. 
Five systems were studied (hexanol-glycerol, hexanol-triethylene glycol, 
water-glycerol, water ethylene glycol, and methanol-glycerol). The value of 
I 
f which minimized the deviation between the experimental and the predicted 
r 
DAB for an individual system was determined, along with the value of f which 
minimized the average absolute percentage deviation (AAPD) for all of the 
I 
systems. The parameter, f , was varied from zero to one in increments of 
I 
0. 025 in a direct search for the value off that minimized the deviation. The 
same type of search procedure is used later in this article for all models 
studied. 
The above re-examination of Gainer's data, to test the 
r 
assumption that f equals one-half, resulted in some interesting 
32 
observations not directly related to the determination of an 
r 
optimum f . The prediction D using the Gainer and Metzner AB 
model is dependent upon good estimations of VX' Tlx• and ~ap. 
According to Gainer and Metzner (1965), the values of the heats 
of vaporization were determined using the Bondi and Simkin (1957) 
article. Most of the values of the heats of vaporization used by 
Gainer and Metzner are not currently available (Gainer, 1969). 
Thus, one can only compare the viscous activation energies, E , 
TlB 
that they obtained and tabulated (Gainer, 1964) with the E values 
11B 
vap 
that were calculated using Equation 12 and our values of AEB 
(calculated from AH;ap). In this stti<:ly, either experimentally 
determined heats of vaporization were used or values of .on;ap 
were calculated using vapor pressure versus temperature data and 
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. The values of E generally 
11B 
agree to within 10 percent. However, Gainer (1964) reports E 
17B 
of n-hexanol at 25°C to be 3910 cal. I mole, compared with 1850 
that was obtained in this work. Part of this large discrepancy may 
be due to Gainer's use of the. Bondi and Simkin (1957) approach to 
evaluate A~ap and part may be attributed to the values of the 
molar volume he used. 
The molar volumes used in this work were those calculated 
from the density of the liquid components at the temperature of the 
diffusion experiment; whereas, the molar volumes used by Gainer 
awear to be calculated using Kopp's rule at the boiling point 
33 
(although Gainer does not state this explicitly). In some cases, 
these values of the molar volume differ from one another by as much 
as 50 percent, e. g., for the solvent glycerol. Such differences can 
lead to final differences of 15 percent and more when estimating the 
molecular diffusivity. 
The viscosity data used by Gainer and Metzner (1965) and those 
measured in this work or obtained in the literature agree within 
several percent except for the ethylene glycol and triethylene glycol 
data. The data used here for these two glycols were measured in this 
laboratory and the results agreed within about 5 percent with 
literature data; however, the viscosity data differed by about 20 
percent from the values used by Gamer and Metzner. The value of 
the viscosity of n-hexanol used by Gainer and Metzner was not 
reported so no comparison was possible. 
The predicted values of DAB are sensitive to the physical property 
data one selects for use in the calculations and, as discussed above, there is 
some concern as to what these values are or should be. Thus in the author's 
re-estimation of optimum values off, the study of the above-mentioned five 
systems was restricted first by using the exact physical property data of 
Gainer and Metzner and second by using our best estimations or measure-
ments. The physical property data actually used in this study for each 
system are tabulated in Appendix A. 
Using Gainer and Metzner's model and their physical property data, 
the value off which minimized the AAPD for all five systems was determined 
34 
as 0. 550. The values off which minimized the deviation for each system 
considered separately varied from 0. 400 to 0. 600. Thus, Gainer and 
Metzner's study of~ system was fortunately very representative of most of 
their systems . 
When Gainer and Metzner's model was used with what is believed to be 
more accurate physical property data, the value of f which minimized the 
AAPD for all five systems was 0. 650. In this case, individual system f values 
ranged from 0.40 to 0. 75. The effect of the use ofth.e best estimates of 
physical property data on the predicted diffusivity was pronounced only with 
the glycerin (A) - .hexanol (B) system. For this system, the experimental 
DAB is 0.060x1o-6 cm2 /sec, that predicted by Gainer's original model is 
-6 2 0. 077 (10 ) em /sec. When an optimum f (viz., 0. 650) and the best esti-
mates or measurements of the physical property data is used, the DAB 
predicted is 0.113 x 10-6 em 2 /sec. 
In this work, the Gainer and Metzner model was also modified so that 
the viscous activation energy, E , is calculated from experimental viscosity 
77B 
versus temperature data using the following relation 
d(ln77B) 
E = R----;;... 
77B d(T-1) 
instead of Equation 12. Using this method of detennining E and the 
77B 
(40) 
physical property data evaluated in this work, values of the parameter f vary 
from o. 725 to 0. 900. The value off for the methanol-glycerol system using 
this "modified" approach to the Gainer and Metzner model will be examined 
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more carefully in the folloWing sections. 
There is also evidence in the literature to suggest that for many systems 
the fraction of the total energy of activation for molecular transport processes 
due to the hole formation step, f, is closer to 0. 9 than to 0. 5. Using the data 
of Jobling and Lawrence (1951) for the viscosity of normal liquids at constant 
volume, Bockris ~ al. (1964) concluded that the predominant term .6HD is 
h . AB 
the enthalpy to form a hole, i.e., AHD , and that .AHb contributes very 
AB AB 
little (10 percent) to the total enthalpy of activation. The results of this 
analysis appear to be similar to an earlier analysis reported by Glasstone 
et al. (1941) who considered that the activation energy of viscosity for a 
constant volume process, E , equaled the activation energy of the jump step, 
. ~B 
EJ • Glasstone, et aJ.. (1941) analyzed constant volume viscosity versus 
~B --
temperature data with a modified rate equation for viscous transport in order 
to compute Ej . They reported values of f ranging between 0. 8 and 0. 9 for 
~B 
most ttnormal" liquids • 
Bockris ~ aJ.. (1964) have indicated by using binary diffusion data how the 
ratio (.A~ I .6.~ ) should vary as a function of the isothermal compress-
AB AB 
ibfiity coefficient of pressure. The ratio was reported to be equal to about 
0.01 for normal alcohols, 0.04 for hydrocarbons, and 0.17 for glycols; that 
is f is approximately equal to 0. 99, 0. 96, and 0. 83, respectively. They 
calculated AHb from the following expression: 
AB 
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The assumption that the activation energy of diffusion (or viscous trans-
port) at constant volume represents only the jump-step contribution has been 
disputed (Coll:ins, 1957). The activation energy of diffusion measured at con-
stant pressure is considered to be the sum of the jump and hole formation 
activation energies . 
The calculation of f using the constant volume and constant pressure self 
diffusion energies (ED )p and (ED >v reported by McCall~ al. (1959) has 
BB BB 
been re-examined in this work, and the paa:a.meter f has been calculated from 
the following expression: 
f = kED )p - (ED )_1/ (ED )p l BB BBj BB (41) 
The results are presented in Table II. With a few exceptions, notably water and 
methanol, f values tend to be concentrated in the range of values found by the 
above workers who used this general approach and also found in this work, by 
using the search for optimal. f values in conjunction with the various diffusion 
models described earlier in this paper. For nonassociating solvents such as 
benzene and isopentane, f is generally greater than two-thirds. Olander (1963) 
suggests that for hydrogen bonded molecules f should be less than one-half--
which is indicated in Table II. 
It should be pointed out that the data in Table II for water imply that 
A~ is equal to the total activation enthalpy. This does not agree with the 
BB . 
observations of Glasstone ~ al. (1941). They state that A~ is negative, 
BB . 
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The above discussion suggests that the value off equal to one-half that 
was used by Olander (1963) and Gainer and Metzner (1965) should probably be 
somewhat larger--perhaps about 0. 8. It is also recognized, however, that the 
value of f varies, and in cases widely, from system to system. The model 
developed in this work (DM)' the original Gainer and Metzner model (D GM), 
the modified Gainer and Metzner model (DGM) and the Olander model (D0 ) are 
dependent upon the value off used. In the following sections, the best value of 
f to use for a given diffusivity prediction technique (D GM' DGM' D 0 , DM) will 
be determined by the direct search optimization technique outlined above 
which minimizes the AAPD for all solute-solvent pairs within a given type of 
system Q.ow viscosity, nonassociating; low viscosity, associating; high vis-
cosity, associating). 
The parameter f will be considered to be constant for its respective 
model within each of the three major types of systems, i.e., the hole forma-
tion step is assumed to require the same fraction of total activation energy 
for each binary solution within a major system category. In some special 
cases, a major type of system will also be broken into subsystems for which 
a single value off will be used. (Such a generalization is an oversimplifi-
cation in reality; and the best values of f for individual binary systems are 
expected to vary from the best f value for a given category of systems.) 
In the following discussion, experimental binary dtifusivities will be 
compared with six different diffusion coefficient prediction techniques : 
Wilke-Chang method (Dwc>' original Olander model (D 0 ), original Gainer 
39 
and Metzner model (D GM), with f = 0. 5, the Gainer and Metzner model with an 
optimum f and experimental values of E , and the model developed in this 
17B 
work (DM) with an optimum value of f. 
C. Predictions for nonassociating systems Q.ow viscosi:tY). 
A comparison of the experimental values for the binary molecular 
diffusion coefficients of the 28 different solute-solvent systems that exhibit 
negligible hydrogen bonding between the binary pairs (Table III) and the pre-
dieted diffusivities of the various models will be made in this section. 
The authorrs modification of the Gainer and Metzner model (optimum f = 
0. 850 and experimental E ) predicts diffusion coefficients with an average 
17B 
absolute· percent deviation (AAPD) of 16. 9 percent. This may be compared 
with AAPD values of 17. 3, 18. 9, 21. 0, 21.9 and 35.8 percent that result, 
respectively, from the predictions of the Olander equation (f = 0. 5), the 
model proposed in :this work (f = 0. 675), the original Gainer and Metzner 
model (with an optimum f = 0. 90), the Wilke-Chang equation, and the original 
Gainer and Metzner model (f = 0.5). The modified Gainer and Metzner model 
is clearly superior to the original Gainer and Metzner model. Likewise, the 
original Gainer and Metzner model is improved considerably by the optimi-
zation of f. 
For those models for which AAPD was optimized, the best value off 
was in the range of about 0. 70 to 0. 90--which appears to be in agreement with 
predictions based upon viscosity data discussed earlier. This range off 
contrasts with the value of f equal to about one half that was found by Olander 
(1963) and used by Gainer and Metzner (1965). 
40 
TABLE III 
EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED DIFFUSIVITIES 
(x105CM2/SEC) FOR LOW VISCOSITY 
SYSTEMS 
Solvent Solute Temp 11 DEXP (REF) Dwo A(WC) Do A(D0) DGK 
oc cp % % 
Benzene Acetic acid 15 0.696 1.92 a 2.14 11.5 1.84 4.2 2.15 
II Carbon Tetrachloride 15 0.696 1.60 a 1.68 5.0 1. 72 7.5 2.03 
Chloroform 15 0,696 2.39 a 1.89 20.9 2.06 13.7 1.90 
Hexane 15 0.696 2.15 a 1.39 35.3 2,11 1.9 2.89 
Methanol 15 0.696 2.50 a 3.10 24.0 2. 45 2.0 2.02 
Ethano.l 15 0.696 2.25 a 2.34 4.0 1,82 19.1 1.30 
Methyl Ethyl Ketone 30 0.569 2.09 b 2.25 7.6 2.77 32.6 3,01 
Oyclohexane 25 0.610 2.09 c 1,82 12.9 1,98 5.3 2.15 
Acetone 25 0,610 4,12 c 2,42 41.3 2,86 30.6 3.96 
Toluene Ethanol 15 0,623 3.00 a 2.84 5.3 1.95 35.0 1.37 
" Chlorobenzene 15 0.623 1.90 a 1,91 0.5 1.91 0.5 1.81 Methyl Ethyl Ketone 30 0.5:>3 2.21 b 2.66 20,4 2.91 11.7 3.02 
n-Propanol 25 0.553 3.56 d 2.73 23.3 1.90 46.6 1.32 
Hexane Benzene 15 0.337 3.70 a 3.80 2.7 3.23 12.7 2.33 
" Methyl Ethyl Ketone 30 0.278 3.74 b 4.84 29.4 4.57 22.2 4.04 
Methanol Benzene 15 0.623 2.40 a 1.73 27.9 2.27 5.4 5.88 
Chloroform. Benzene 15 0.596 2,51 a 2.53 o.B 2.19 12.6 2,01 
Carbon Tetrachloride Benzene 15 1.038 1.08 a 1.65 52.8 I, 43 32•4 1.04 
" 
Cyclohexene 25 0.888 1.28 e 1. 76 37.5 I. 48 15.7 1.26 
Cblorobenzene Toluene 15 0.844 1. 48 a 1.53 3.4 1.63 10.1 1. 45 
" Bromo benzene 15 0,844 1,40 a 1.52 8.6 1.39 0.7 1.31 
Ethanol Benzene 15 1.327 1.67 a 0,84 49.7 1,21 27.6 3.19 
" Toluene 15 1,327 1,60 a 0.74 53.8 1.19 25.6 3.47 
Bromo benzene Ohloro benzene 15 1.196 1.10 a 1.30 18.2 1,17 6.4 1,05 
Acetone Benzene 25 0.308 2.75 c 3.50 28.7 3.91 42.2 7.09 
n-Propanol Toluene 25 1.950 1.35 d 0.50 63.0 0.96 28.9 1.22 
Cyclohexane Benzene 25 0.883 1.88 c 1.48 21.3 1.70 9.6 1.46 
" 
Carbon Tetrachloride 25 0.883 1.48 e 1,42 4.1 1,51 2.2 1,68 
Average absolute percent deviation 21.9 17.3 
Value of the parameter f used 0.50 
a. Johnson and Babb (1956) 
b. Amourdem and Laddha (1967) 
c. McCall end Douglas f1967l 
d. Shroff and Shemilt 1966 
e. Kulkarni!! al. (1965) 
I 
A(GK) DGK A(GK) DGK 
% f. 
12,0 1,87 2.6 1,81 
26.9 1,90 18.8 1,79 
20.5 1.82 23.8 1.97 
34.4 2.15 0.0 1.86 
19.2 I. 45 42.0 1.57 
42.2 1.30 42,2 1.38 
44.0 2.43 16.3 2. 42 
2.9 2.16 3.4 1.94 
3.9 2.44 40.8 2.87 
54.3 1.37 54.3 I. 42 
4.7 1.88 1,1 1,91 
36.6 2. 48 12.2 2.46 
62.9 1.86 47.8 2.09 
37.0 2.98 19.5 3.28 
8.0 4,13 10.4 4.53 
145.0 3.00 25.0 3. 71 
19.9 2.09 16.7 2.03 
3.7 1.12 5.7 1,18 
1.6 1.36 6.2 I. 28 
2.0 1.39 6.1 1.42 
6,4 1.37 1,4 1.38 
91,0 1.31 21.6 1,60 
116,9 1.}7 14,4 1,65 
4.5 1,00 9.1 I .03 
157.8 4.85 76.4 4.93 
9.6 0.78 42.2 1.32 
22.3 1.43 23.6 I. 54 






































































Figure 3 indicates the dependence of the AAPD for each prediction model 
of the parameter f. In the case of the Olander model, the AAPD varies only 
slightly as the parameter f varies from zero to one. All other models, however, 
show a stronger dependence on f for these nonassociating, low viscosity systems. 
This shows, of course, that there is greater scatter in the optimum value of f 
for the individual solute-solvent systems for the Olander model. This appears 
to be so because the difference between AF and A.FD is small, and thus, 
?1B AB 
the exponential term is probably close to unity. This implies that a small 
error in the evaluation of that difference could yield a large error in the best 
value of the parameter f one obtains. 
The values of f discussed above are for an assumed constant value for 
the entire set of nonassociating systems. The values of the optimum f for 
individual solute-solvent systems (not indicated in Table III) are consistently 
in the range of 0.6 to 1.0. For a few systems, they are, however, found to 
be nearer zero. 
On the basis of this comparison, it would appear that the modified 
. Gainer and Metzner equation best predicts diffusion coefficients for low 
viscosity, nonassociating systems. Except for the original Gainer and 
Metzner model, all prediction expressions are of comparable accuracy. In 
view of this, the relatively easy-to-use Wilke-Chang (1955) equation is 
recommended for these binary solutions. 
D. Predictions for associating systems (low viscosity). 
A comparison of the experimental values of the binary molecular 
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Figure 3. The average absolute percent deviation versus the 
fraction f for 28 low viscosity nonassociating systems. 
diffusion coefficients for 19 different solute-solvent associating systems with 
with the predicted diffusivities for various models will be discussed in this 
section. These comparisons are shown in Tables IV, V and VI and in Figures 
4, 5 and 6. 
The Wilke-Chang equation clearly predicts the diffusivities for this class 
of systems far better than any of the other equations when all of the data are 
considered together (as in Table IV). Since the AAPD' s are all greater than 40 
percent for all the other equations and less than 20 percent for Wilke-Chang 
equation, this relatively easy-to-use equation is again recommended for this 
set of binary solutions. 
A closer look at Table IV reveals that for all oftheequations except the 
Wilke-Chang equation, the diffusivities for the systems where water is the 
solvent (aqueous systems) are predicted much less accurately than for systems 
where water is not the solvent. The reason for this condition is that the 
parameter f is quite different for these two subdivisions within this category 
of systems. On this basis, these subdivisions were studied separately, and 
the results are given in 'Iltie.s V and VI and in Figures 5 and 6. 
For the aqueous systems shown :in Table V, the Wilke-Chang equation 
is still far superior to any of the other equations and is still recommended for 
calculating diffusivities for this subdivision. This result was not unexpected 
since a great deal of the data upon which the Wilke-Chang equation was based 
was of this particular type. 
The optimum value of the parameter f for these aqueous solvent systems 
varies quite widely. Olander's model and the Gainer and Metzner modified 
44 
'rABIE I"l 
~tFERIMZN'rAL AN~ PREDICTED DIFFUSIVI'riES 
{x105cm2LsEC) FOR LO~ VI3C03ITY 
ASSOCIATING 3Y3TEMS 
Solvent Solute Temp Tl DEXf* DliC ~(WO) Do b(D0) DGM 
oo cp ~ 
" 
Water 1-Butanol 15 1,104 0.71 0.62 6.5 1.07 39.0 2.30 
n-Butanol 15 1,104 0.71 0.82 6.5 1,14 48,1 2.35 
Ethanol 15 1.104 1,00 1.14 14,0 1,51 51.0 0.92 
Methanol 15 1,104 1,26 1,5i 19.8 1,96 55.6 1,15 
1-Propanol 15 1,104 0.87 0.94 8.0 1,22 40.2 1,90 
n-Propanol 15 1,104 0.87 0.94 8.0 1.26 44.8 1.88 
Acetone 15 1.104 1,22 1,00 18.0 1.97 61.5 2,81 
t-Butanol water 15 4.70~ 0.30 0.29 3.4 0.68 126,7 0.74 
Ethanol Water 15 1.327 1.02 0.97 4,9 1,65 61,8 2.40 
Methanol Water 15 0.623 1.75 i .99 13.7 ?.98 70.3 3.83 
1-Fropanol Water 15 2.859 0,38 0.43 13,2 0.97 155.3 1,07 
n-Propanol W'lter 15 2.522 0.61 0.49 19.7 1,06 73.8 1,21 
Meth'!lnol Acetic Acid 15 0,623 1,54 2,12 37.7 2,17 40.9 4.70 
Chloroform l';thanol 15 0.569 2.20 3.36 53.6 2.07 5.9 1,47 
" Ether 15 0.569 2.07 2.36 14.0 ?,75 32.9 3.21 
.~cetone 15 0.569 2.35 2.95 25.5 2.77 17.9 4,01 
Ether Chloroform 15 0.247 4,40 5.17 "7.5 4,45 1,1 4,06 
Eth'lnol Chloroform 15 1. 327 1.63 0.91 44.2 1.30 20.2 3.36 
Acetone Cblorofor.a 15 0.355 3.92 3.36 1!1.3 3.63 7.4 6.46 
Average absolute percent deviation 1il,O 50.2 
Value of the parameter f ased. 0,500 
•Johnson and Babb {1956) 
. 
b(GM) DGM A(GM) !lGM 
" 
'-' 
198.7 1,93 150.6 1.86 
205.2 1.90 1 ~6.8 1,88 
8.0 1,40 40.0 1, ~9 
9.6 1,43 13.5 1,39 
118,4 1,81 108.0 1,86 
116,1 1.78 104.6 1.87 
130.3 1.93 58.2 1,93 
146,7 0,26 13.3 0,31 
135.3 1.07 4.9 1,14 
118,9 2.57 46.8 2.77 
181.6 0,45 18,4 0.54 
98.4 0.52 14.8 0.59 
205.2 2,62 70,1 2. 71 
33.2 1,57 28.6 1,62 
55.1 2.18 5.3 2.23 
70.6 2.18 7.2 2.25 
7.7 ~<.82 9.5 4.78 
106. j 1,08 33.7 1,15 




















































EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDIOTED DIPPUSIVITIES 
{~ 105 em2iSEOl lOR LOW VISOOSITY 
ASSOOIATING AgUEOus SYSTEMS 
Solvent Solute Temp TJ DEXP (Dwo> A(liO) Do A(D0) tJGM A(GM) 
00 cp % % r. 
Water 1-Butanol 15 1,104 0.71 0.82 6.5 1.07 }9.0 2.30 205.2 
" 
n-Butanol 15 1,104 0.77 0.82 6.5 1.14 48.1 2.35 198.7 
" Ethanol 15 1,104 1,00 1,14 14,0 1. 51 51.0 0.92 s.o 
.. Methanol 15 1.104 1.26 1.51 19.8 1.96 55.6 1. 15 9.6 
It 1-Propanol 15 1,104 0.87 0.94 8.0 1,22 40.2 1.90 118,4 
.. n-Fropanol 15 1.104 0.87 0.94 8.0 1.26 44,6 1.69 116,1 
.. Acetone 15 1,104 1.22 1.00 18.0 1.97 61.5 2.81 1}0.} 
Average absolute peroentasa deviation 11.5 46.6 112.3 
The paraaeter t uaed o.so o.so 
DGM A(GM) D' GM 
% 
0.99 26.6 0.78 
1.00 29.9 0.99 
0.64 36.0 0.49 
0.68 46.0 0.54 
0.91 4,6 0,69 
0.90 }.4 0.88 




























• EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED DIFFUSIVITIES 
{x 105 om2[sEO) FOR LOW VISCOSITY 
ASSOCIATING NONAQUEOUS SYSTEMS 
Solvent Solute Temp 11 0EXP <owe> A(WC) Do A(D0 ) DGM A(GM) 
oo cp % % % 
i~Butanol Water 15 4.703 0,30 0.29 13.4 0.68 126.7 0.74 146.7 
Ethanol Water 15 1 .327 1 .20 0.97 4.9 1.65 61,8 2.40 135.3 
Methanol Water 15 0.623 1. 75 1.99 13.7 2.98 70.3 3.83 118.9 
1-Propanol Water 15 2.859 0.38 0.43 13.2 0.97 155.3 1.07 181,6 
n-l'ropano 1 water 15 2.522 0,61 0.49 19.7 1,06 73.8 1,21 98.4 
Methanol Acetic J.c1d 15 0.623 1.54 2.12 37.7 2.17 40.9 4.70 205.2 
Chloroform Ethanol 15 0.569 2.20 3.38 53.6 2.07 5.9 t.47 33.2 
" Ether 15 0.569 2.07 2.36 14.0 2.75 32.9 3.21 55. I 
.. Acetone 15 0.569 2.35 2.95 25.5 2.77 17,0 4.01 70.6 
Ether Chloroform 15 0.247 4.40 5.17 17.5 4.45 I , 1 4,06 7.7 
Ethanol Chloroform 15 1,327 1.63 0.91 44.2 1,30 20.2 3.36 106.1 
Aoetone Chloroform 15 0.355 3.92 3.36 14,3 3.63 7.4 6.46 64.8 
fiVe rage absolute percent dev1a t lon 21.8 5L2 102.0 
The parameter t used 0.50 o.so 
0GM A(GM) DGM 
% 
0.26 13.3 0.26 
1.07 4,9 1,06 
2.57 46.8 2.62 
0.45 18,4 0.46 
0.52 14,8 0.53 
2.62 70.1 2.62 
1.57 28.6 1.64 
2.18 5.3 2.18 
2.18 7.2 2.18 
4.82 9.5 4.83 
1.08 33.7 1.06 
3.76 4,1 3.97 
21.4 
1.00 
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Figure 4. The average absolute percent deviation versus the fraction 
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Figure 5. The average absolute percent deviation versus the fraction 
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Figure 6. The average absolute percent deviation versus the fraction f 
for 12 low viscosity associating nonaqueous systems. 
51 
model both give values off that are less than o. 5. This fact agrees with 
Olander's statement that ,6~D should be larger than normal for hydrogen-
AB 
bonded substances. On the other hand, Gainer and Metzner's original model 
and the model developed in this work give values off that are greater than 1. 0. 
Eyring, in Glasstone et al. (1941), indicates that the activation energy for the 
jump step is negative for water. This agrees with an f value of more than 1. 0. 
Thus the proper value for the parameter f is still open to question when water 
is the solvent. 
For those systems where water is not the solvent shown in Table VI 
and Figure 6, but where association between binary pairs exists, the model 
developed in this work predicts the diffusivities significantly better than any 
of the other models tested. The AAPD for the model developed in this work 
is 14. 'J . as compared to 21 •. 8: for the Wilke-Chang equation, '22. Q for the 
modified Gainer and Metzner model, :21~ ~. and 10.2 •. Q; for the original Gainer 
and Metzner model with an optimum f and f equal to 0.5, respectively, and 
51. 2 for Olander's model. 
For those models for which the AAPD is optimized, the best value off 
for the nonaqueous solvent systems ranges from 0.950 to 1.0. This range 
agrees very well with the value off (0. 99) estimated by Bockris et al. (1964) 
for normal alcohols. 
This comparison shows that the model developed in this work gives the 
, best prediction for the diffusivities of nonaqueous solvent, low viscosity, 
associating systems. When the proper optimum value off is used, all of the 
models give average deviations of less than 25 percent. Because the model 
developed in this work gives significantly lower deviations, the model is 
recommended for calculating diffusivities for this subclass of systems. When 
the necessary data are not available, the. Wilke'-Chang equation serves as an 
excellent substitute. 
E. Predictions for high viscosity systems. 
The results of a comparison of the experimental values of the binary 
molecular diffusion coefficients for 19 high viscosity, solute-solvent systems 
with the predicted diffusivities of the various models are summarized in Table 
VII and in Figure 7 when all the data are analyzed together. 
The diffusivities for the first five systems shown in Table VII (i.e., 
those where ethylene glycol and cyclohexanol are the solutes) were measured 
in this work. The diffusivities of these systems at other temperatures were 
also measured in this work, but were not included in Table VII. They were 
not used here so that the results would not be unduly weighted by these few 
moderately high viscosity glycol systems. The effect of temperature on the 
diffusivities for these systems will be investigated in a separate study. The 
diffusivities for the remainder of the systems shown in Table VII are from 
the work of Gainer and Metzner (1965). 
None of the .equations tested adequately predict the entire set of data. 
The best model is the modified Ga:in.er and Metzner model (with an optimum f 
of o. 850), which has an average deviation of 39.9 percent. Table VI reveals, 
however, that some of the equations tested do adequately predict some of the 
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TABT-3 VJI 
~x-; :<;RU\El>TAL ANI' Pf'.EDICTED DIFFUSIVITIES 
(x 106cm2/SEC) FOR HIG:! VISCOSITY 
~ 
Solvent Solt.tte Temp I) TE·r;: ( D.ilC) ~(ifC) no ~n0 ) n3M 
O:J pols" ~ t: 
Propylene ~thylene 30 0.326 0.53 0.4'33 8.9 0.621 17.2 0.545 
Glycol Glycol 
niethylene Stbylene 30 0.216 0.65 0.'361 3:>.5 0.826 27.1 0.795 
Glycol :nycol 
:;;thylene Cyclobexe.nol 30 0.135 0,64 0.651 6.4 0.803 25.5 1.27 
:aycol 
Propylene Cyclohexanol 30 0.326 0.31 0.313 1,0 0.398 28 • .4 0,476 
Glycol 
Diethylene Cyclohexanol 30 0.216 0.50 0.559 11,8 0.531 6.2 0,548 
Glycol 
Glycerin Hexanol 25 9.5 0.060 0.011 81.7 0.138 130.0 0.273 
Triethylene 
1,60 84.9 0.360 Glycol HE>xanol 0 0.51 0.077 0.324 36.5 
Glycerin '~ater 20 1~.8 o. 133 0.0105 92.1 0.162 21.8 0.190 
}lycPrin YethAnol ?I 13.6 0.064 0.0179 72.0 0.540 140.6 0,052 
Ethylene W"ter 20 0.206 1,80 0.618 65.7 2.64 46.7 2.65 
';.lyeol 
94.2 0.0182 0.0386 Glycerin Hexanol 0 121.0 0.0137 0.0008 32.5 
<:thylene n-imyl .Hcohol 30 0.135 2.03 0.?16 65.6 1 .51 27.4 2.34 
.-;lycol 
91.8 Bthylene n-!:rexa.ne 30 ·). 135 8,?0 O.!'i?O 2.85 65.2 12.03 
"Jlycol 
<!6.4 84.4 "Chl'yRene" n-Hexanol ?3.~ 2!1. 5 o. 193 J.J06C)::> 0.0302 0.0504 
"Chry~ene '' n-!'l!yl '·lcoho1 23.4 ?4.5 0.160 0.00763 95.? 0.0350 78. I 0.0621 
"Chryser.e·· n- ~ecqne 2~.0 ?4.5 0.077 0.00530 ::n,l 0.0467 39.4 0.0392 
··!len -le can~·· n- He xonol ??.0 '+0.0 0,10::' 0.00557 94.6 0.0211 79.5 0.0584 
"Henoecane .. n-Jctanol 22.0 40.0 o.o!'io5 0.004 ?6 9?,5 0.0163 74.3 0,0368 
"Pen-4ecllne n-T)e cqne ??,0 .·.:).0 0,150 0.0042i3 97,1 0.0339 77.4 0.0354 
'ver,.ge absolute percent rleviation 66.5 54.6 
ThP parqmeter f tJ£ed 0.50 
''.Jhrysene'' is 1 r 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 'l, 13, 14, 15, 16 1odec,.hydrochrysene 
"H•n~~c~ne" is 1, 1-di-(alphR-decalyl)-bendecane 
c.( 3M) DGM A(GM) DCzr.l 
1 <t 
2.8 0.513 3.2 0.639 
22.3 0.739 13.7 o. 717 
98.4 1.23 92.2 0.859 
53.5 0.464 49.7 0.388 
9.6 0.560 11,9 0.403 
355.0 0.131 118.3 0.122 
29.4 0.234 54.1 0.207 
42.9 0.089 33.1 0.099 
18,8 0.032 50.0 0,065 
47.2 1.91 6.1 1.32 
181.8 0.0157 14.6 0.0149 
12.5 1.95 6.2 1. 48 
46.7 6.66 18.8 3.60 
73.9 0,0265 86.3 0.0478 
61,2 0.0310 80.6 0.0536 
49.1 0.0219 71.6 0.0537 
43.3 0.0247 76.0 0.0492 
42.0 0,0175 72.4 0.0353 
76.4 0,0170 88.7 0.0456 
66.7 49.9 
0.50 0,625 
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Figure 7. The average absolute percent deviation versus the fraction 
f for 19 high viscosity systems. 
individual systems and that logical subgroups of systems do exist. The most 
logical subgroups of systems seem to be the extremely high viscosity systems 
and the more moderate high viscosity systems. Because of this, the systems 
whose solvents are labeled "hendecane" and "chrysene" were studied as one 
subgroup and the remainder as another subgroup. 
The first subgroup, shown in Table vm, contains (see Figure 8} the more 
moderate high viscosity systems. These systems have at least one material 
that exhibits hydrogen bonding, and for most of the binary pairs both the solute 
and solvent exhibit hydrogen bonding. The results show that the original Gainer 
and Metzner model, the modified Gainer and Metzner model, and the model 
developed by the author all predict the data to about the same degree of 
accuracy; namely the average percent deviation is around 35. Olander's model 
gives a slightly higher deviation when the parameter f is taken to be one ·half, 
but when the optimized value of 0. 650 is used, the average deviation is 31.0 
percent. 
The optimum f values range from 0. 65 to 0. 85. This range is also in 
agreement with the range predicted by Eyring in Glasstone et al. (1941). 
Bockris et al. (1964) shows, as discussed earlier, that for glycols the value 
of f should be around 0. 83. The modified Gainer and Metzner model and the 
model developed :in this work have optimum values off of o. 850 and 0. 825, 
respectively. Thus, these two models substantiate Bockris' results almost 
exactly. 
The second subgroup, shown :in Table 1X and Figure 9, consists of 
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TABLE VIII 
~X?ERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED DIFFUSIVITIES 
( x 106 om2 (sEC) FOR MODERATELY HIGH VISCOSITY 
~ 
Solvent Solute Temp 11 Dzxe: IJc,~ A(WC) " A( n0 ) Dmr. 
"" 
'0 
oc potse 1. { 
Propylene E:tbylene 30 0.326 0.53 0,483 8.9 0.621 17.2 0.545 
Glycol Glycol 
0,216 llie thylene ethylene 30 0.65 0,461 3?.5 0.826 27.1 o. 795 
Glycol Glycol 
0.681 >:thylene Oyclohexenol 30 o. 135 0,64 6.~ 0. 803 '25.5 1.21 
:}lycol 
Propylene ., 30 0.326 0,31 0,313 1,0 0.398 28.4 0.476 
:aycol 
n 0.216 methylene 30 0.50 0.559 11,8 0.513 6.2 0.543 
Glycol 
Glycerin Hexanol ?5 9.5 0.06 0,011 61.7 0.13d 130.0 0.273 
1'riethylene 1,60 }lycol Hexanol 0 0,51 0.077 51.0 0,324 36.5 0.360 
~aycerin 'tfater 20 14.8 0.133 0.0105 9?,1 0.162 21,80,190 
Glycerin MetMnol 21 13.6 0.064 0.0179 72.0 0,154 140,6 o.o5~ 
Ethylene llater 20 0.206 1.8o 0.618 65.7 ::>.6o 46.7 2.65 
'llycol 
121.0 ,0137 .008 0.18? .0336 '3lycer1n iiexanol 0 Q4 ':,\ 3?.5 
Ethylene o-~myl Ucollol 30 0.135 2.03 0.716 6<6 '.s• ?7.4 ~.34 
:>lycol 
30 0.135 8.20 0.670 ~· .8 ?.85 65.2 1?.03 Ethylt>ne :Jexane 
~lycol 
.~verage .,bsol~te percent 1ev1et1on 51,<) 46.5 
7elue of r userl 0.50 
-~~-~-<,-~-·-~~---~~--~~---~~----- --~-~~~~~-
A{GM) DGM t.( GM) DGM 
% t 
2.3 0.507 4.3 0.639 
22.3 0.729 12.2 0.717 
98.4 1.23 92.2 0.859 
53.5 0.461 48.7 0.388 
9.6 o. 562 12,9 0.403 
355.0 0,113 83.3 0.122 
29.4 0.215 57.6 0,207 
42.9 0,076 42,9 0.099 
18,8 0,029 511.7 0.065 
47.2 1. 78 1.1 I. 32 
1S1,80.131 4.4 ,0149 
12.5 1,88 9.6 I, 48 
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Figure 8. The average absolute percent deviation versus the fraction 
f for 13 moderately high viscosity systems. 
TABLE IX 
EXPERIMENTAL AND l'REDICTED DIFFUSIVI1'US 
(x 106cm2/SEC) FOR EX1'~lELY HIGH VISCOSITY 
~ 
Solvent Jolute Temp TJ Dzxi? D. we ~(WC) 
~ 
l'o ~<ne) n:;y. 
oc poise 
"Obrysen'3 11 Hexanol 23.4 24.5 0.193 0.00674 Q6.4 
" 
n-Amyl Alcohol 23.4 24.5 0,160 0.00744 95.2 
necsne 22.0 24.5 0.071 0.00516 33.1 
"ltentlecane" Hexanol 22.0 40,0 0.103 0,00557 9!1,6 
Octyl Alcohol 22.0 40.0 0.0635 0,00476 9?.5 
llecane 22.0 40.0 0.150 0.00428 97.1 
Aver~ge absolute percent deviation 94.?. 
Value of the parameter f used 
"Chrysene" is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16 dodecahytlrochrysene 
"ttenilecane" is 1, 1-dl-(alpha-decal;rl)-henilecane 
% 
0.030 84.4 o.oso 
0.0}5 73.1 0.06?. 
0,047 39.4 0.039 
0.021 79.5 0.058 
0.016 74.} 0.037 
0.0"'>4 77.~ 0.035 
72." 
0.50 
~(GM) r.~ A(GM) D(w; D (GM) 
;( '( t 
73.9 0.034 56.5 0.073 62.2 
61.2 0.108 32.5 0.083 48.1 
49.1 0.062 19.5 0.083 7.2 
43.3 0.116 12.6 0.085 17.5 
42,0 0.067 5.5 0.058 8.7 
76.4 0.064 57.3 :>.078. 48.0 
57.6 30.6 32.0 
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Figure 9. The average absolute percent deviation versus the fraction 
f for 6 extremely high viscosity systems. 
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systems whose solvents are "hendecane" and 11 chrysene11 • The modified 
and original Ga:iner and Metzner models, with optimized f values, give average 
deviations of about 30 percent. None of the other models tested adequately 
predicted the diffusivities for this subgroup. The optimum f values for 
this subgroup vary from 0.225 to 0. 825. There appears to be no systematic 
correlation for these f values. 
The average absolute percent deviations :in Table VI range from 39.9 to 
67.2 percent when all of the 19 high-viscosity systems are considered together. 
One significant fact that can be obta:ined from this table is that the diffusion 
coefficients measured :in this laboratory (i.e., the systems whose solutes are 
ethylene glycol and cyclohexanol) are predicted generally with greater precision 
than those taken from Gainer and Metzner's work. The apparent reason for 
this is that the diffusivities reported by Gainer and Metzner were not measured 
at very low solute concentrations as was done :in this work. The highest solute 
concentration used :in this work was approximately 0. 02 5 moles per liter. In 
contrast, the concentrations used in the work of Gainer and Metzner were not 
explicitly stated, but an analysis of their data indicates :interfacial concen-
trations ranging from a high of eight .moles per liter to a low of 0.1 moles 
per liter. 
One would expect their data to be very concentration dependent (or 
concentration average values) s:ince the diffusion coefficients of associating 
systems, especially high viscosity systems, are known to vary greatly with 
concentration. This is expected to happen even at fairly low concentrations. 
On the basis of this, the average absolute percent deviations versus f were 
recalculated using only the experimental results of this project. 
The results of this recalculation are shown in Table X and in Figure 10. 
The average deviation is lowest for the Wilke-Chang equation--the value being 
12.1 percent. This is comparable with the 14. 8, 17. 9, 20.8, and 37.3 percent 
deviation for the authors' model, the modified Gainer and Metzner model, 
Olander's model, and the original Gainer and Metzner model, respectively. 
It is interesting to note that none of the equations tested gives an average value 
of the absolute percent deviation greater than 25 except the original Gainer 
and Metzner model. Thus, one might speculate that all of the equations tested 
predict adequately the diffusion coefficients for all types of systems at concen-
trations approaching infinite dilution. This could apply even to the ability of 
the Wilke-Chang equation to predict the diffusion coefficients of moderately 
high viscosity systems. 
The optimum f values are between 0. 775 and 0. 925--as expected from 
the results of Eyring in Glasstone ~ aJ.. (1941) and Bockris (1964)--for all of 
the models except Olander's. 
On the basis of the author's study, the Wilke-Chang equation can 
adequately predict the diffusivities for moderately high viscosity systems--
to about 30 centipoise or more--but it is definitely not adequate for high 
viscosity systems. All of the other equations tested also predict quite 
adequately the diffusivities for the moderately high viscosity systems. It is 
also important to note that the predictions are much more accurate for these 
other equations when an optimized f value is used than when a value of one-half 
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Solvent Solllte Temp 
" oo poise 
l'ropJlene Etbflene 
0.326 Gl7001 Gl7001 30 
D1etbflene Etbflene 
0,216 Gl700l Glycol 30 
Etbflene Cyolobexanol 
GlJOOl 30 0.135 
Pl'opflene orolobexanol 
30 0.326 GlfOOl 
D1etbfl.ene OJolobexanol 
30 0.216 GlJOOl 
Aferage absolute percent dev1at1on 
Value of the parameter t used 
TABLE X 
EXPERIMENTAL AND PREDICTED DIFFUSIVITIES 
(x to6om2/sEO) JOR HIGH VISCOSITY 
SYSTEMS MEASURED IN THIS WOBK 
ll:EXF Dwo A(WO) Do A( Do) DGM A(GM) 
% % 
.,. 
0.53 0,483 8.7 0.621 17.1 0.545 2.8 
0.6!) 0.461 32.4 0.826 27.0 0.795 22.3 
0,64 0.681 6,4 0.803 25.4 1,21 98.2 
0.31 0.313 1.1 0.398 28.4 0.476 53.5 
0,5() 0.559 11.7 0.513 6.3 0,548 9.7 
12.1 20.8 37.3 
o.so 0.50 
DGM A(GM) DlJM t:l ( GM) DJf A(M) 
.,. .,. f. 
0,461 13.0 0.524 1.7 0.536 1. 1 
0.649 0.2 0.653 0.5 0.757 16.4 
t .17 83.0 0.987 54.2 0.832 30.0 
0.443 42,8 0.409 31,8 0.380 22,5 
0.580 16,1 0.490 20.4 0.480 4.0 
31.0 17.9 14,8 
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Figure 10. The average absolute percent deviation versus the fraction 
f for 5 high viscosity systems measured in this work. 
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is used for the f parameter. 
For the higher viscosity systems, the equation developed in this work, 
the original and modified Gainer and Metzner model, and the Olander model, 
all can be used to predict the diffusion coefficients. Again, an optimized value 
off will give more accurate results. Since the data reported by Gamer and 
Metzner are probably concentration dependent, the value of the parameter f 
shown in Table VIII should be used for these calculations. It is obvious here 
that more high-viscosity diffusivities at low solute concentrations are needed. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The Eyrmg rate theory equation has been successfully modified to enable 
one to predict binary molecular diffusion coefficients for a variety of liquid-
liquid systems. The activation free energy, AFD , has been evaluated m 
AB 
terms of the self-diffusion, activation-free energies of the solute and solvent. 
This was accomplished through the use of regular solution theory by relating 
the bond-breaklng energy of the jump step to the bond-breaking energy m 
evaporation. The assumptions used in this development have been tested (with 
the meager data available m the literature), and these prelimmary results 
showed the assumptions to be valid. 
Comparisons of the ability of the equation developed m this work with the 
equations developed by Olander, by Gainer and Metzner, and by Wilke and Chang 
to accurately predict the diffusion coefficients were made for three general 
types of systems. Generally, the results showed the Wilke-Chang equation to 
be adequate for most low viscosity systems as well as for the moderately high 
viscosity systems studied in this project. Likewise, all of the other equations 
tested adequately predicted the diffusion coefficients for these same systems. 
This is especially true if the optimized value of the parameter f is used instead 
of the value of one-half suggested by Olander and by Gamer and Metzner. 
The diffusivities for the high viscosity systems are more accurately 
predicted by the three modified forms of the Eyring absolute rate theory 
equation than by the Wilke-Chang equation. Since these three equations give 
similarily adequate results, the availability of data for the system of interest 
iS a very important consideration. The equation developed in this work and the 
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equation developed by Olander require less data than the Gainer and Metzner 
model and are thus preferred. As for the low viscosity systems, the three 
modified forms of the Eyring absolute rate theory equation give superior 
results when an optimized value of the parameter f is used. This is even more 
evident for the high viscosity systems, since the AAPD's are more dependent 
upon f for these systems. 
The parameter f generally is in the range of 0. 65 to 1. 0 for most of the 
systems and for most of the equations studied. This range agrees with the 
estimation by Eyring that the jump step portion of the total activation energy 
should constitute about 10 to 20 percent of the total activation energy. 
More specifically, the value of the parameter f is between 0. 95 and 1. 00 
for all of the equations tested for the low viscosity associating systems--
excepting those containing water as the solvent. This agrees almost exactly 
with the estimation by Bockris et al. (1964) that f is about 0. 99 for normal 
alcohols. On the other hand, the value of the parameter f for aqueous systems 
varies considerably depending upon the model being tested. 
Olander's equation shows very little dependence of the average absolute 
percent deviation on the parameter f. For normal liquids, this means that 
the choice off equal to one-half by Olander was a good one. In general, however, 
the optimized value of f gives better agreement between calculated and experi-
mental diffusivities than the value of one-half. This is especially true for the 
low viscosity associating systems and for some high viscosity systems. 
The diffusion coefficients reported by Gainer and Metzner may be subject 
to severe error due to a possible concentration dependence. Thus, the values 
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of fused for future predictions should only be based on the data obtained in this 





PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND PARAMETERS 
USED FOR CALCULATIONS 
A. Selection of Data. 
In this section the methods used to select the various physical properties 
and parameters used in calculating the binary diffusivities will be presented. 
They are as follows: 
-16 p 1. k, the Boltzman constant 1. 3805(10) erg; K. 
-27 2. h, the Planck constant 6. 6242(10) erg/sec. 
23 3. N, the Avogadro number 6. 023(10) molecules/mole. 
-3 4. R, the universal gas constant I. 987(10) Kcal/mole. 
5. T, the temperature at which the diffusivity was required in °K. 
6. VX' the molar volume of component X at the temperature of 
interest (except for use with the Wilke-Chang equation) was used in 
units of em 3 /mole. This is readily obtainable from the density and 
the molecular weight of the component. The density is usually 
obtainable from one of the following references: 
a. The Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, (1965). 
b. Perry (1963) 
c. The International Critical Tables (192().). 
d. Timmermans (1959). 
e. Tables of the A .P.I. Research Project 44 (1968). 
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If not available from these references, the density can be measured 
[Daniels et al. (1962) ]. For all the systems reported in this work, 
the density data \\ere available in the above references except for the 
solvents ethylene glycol, diethylene glycol and propylene glycol. The 
densities for these were measured by Moore (1967). The densities of 
the systems "Hendecane" and "Chrysene" were also not available in 
the above references; they were measured by Lowit.z ~ al. (1959). 
When used in the Wilke-Chang equation, the solute molar volume 
3 in em /mole is required at the boiling point. This was calculated 
using Kopp's rule and the "Atomic Volumes" given in Treybal (1963). 
7. 'T]B' the viscosity of the solvent (or solution of solute A in solvent B 
at infinite dilution) was used in units of poise. The viscosity is 
usually available from one of the references discussed above. 
8. ; , the geometric parameter in the diffusion coefficient was set 
equal to 5. 6 for all solvents.i>rOlander's equation. It was 5. 6 for 
DM for all solvents except methanol and ethanol for which it was 
equal to 7. 5. ; was 6. 0 for Gainer and Metzner's equation for all 
solvents except methanol and ethanol for which the value of 8. 0 was 
used. 
9. ¢, the molecular association constant in the Wilke-Chang equation 
was equal to 2. 6 for water, 1. 9 for methanol, 1. 5 for ethanol and 
1. 0 for all other solvents. 




.6F == RT ln(77X VX/hN) 
77x 
(A-1) 
and the assumption that AF D equals .6-F • The selection of the 
xx 11x 
terms :in this equation has been described previously. When used :in 
Equation 2 9, ,,AFD is calculated using the follow:ing equation 
XX 
and the assumption that A.FD equals AF • 
xx 77x 
11. E , for use :in the modified Gainer and Metzner equation was 
'11x 
(A-2) 
calculated from viscosity data versus temperature with the following 
equation: 
(A.-3) 
When used :in the original Gainer and Metzner equation, E was 
11x 
calculated with the follow:ing equation: 
- vap -3 .!. 3/2 
E =RTln((7JXVXAEX )/(1.09(10) M 2 T )) 
'11x 
(A.-4) 
The data necessary for use :in both of the above equations have already 
been discussed, except the energy of vaporization term which will be 
discussed later. 
12. Cl, the volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion, is calculated 
from the following equation: 
1 dVX 
('J. =---




and molecular volume data as a function of temperature. 
13. ED , when used for all forms of the Gainer and Metzner equation, 
XX 
ED is assumed equal to E . All of the necessary data used in 
xx nx 
these equations have been discussed previously. 
14. The term ~H~ap is usually given in one of the references discussed 
earlier. These data are usually at the normal boiling point. When it 
was not available at the desired temperature, it was corrected by the 
following equation (see Perry, 1963) 
T - T 
= ( c 2)0.38 
AHvap T - T 
T2 c 1 
(A-6) 
vap . When no value of the A~ was available, it was calculated from the 
Claperyon-Clausis equation [see Moore (1955)] and the vapor pressure 
data given in Jordan (1954). In just two cases (viz. for "Hendecane11 
and 11Chrysene"), the enthalpy of vaporization at the normal boiling 
was estimated by Trouton's rule (see Perry, 1963) 
vap 
AHx = (21 )T boiling 
15. E (used in the Gainer and Metzner equation) was calculated 
nx-D 











vap vap . The evaluation of ~HX is discussed above. The term AHX-D 1s 
the enthalpy of vaporization of the hydrocarbon homologue of X at 
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the same reduced temperature. 
16. E is calculated from the equation 
f1x-H 
E =E - E 
~X-H ~X ~X-D 
17. AE~ap is simply obtained from the ~ap by the equation 




The following tables contain the data collected from the literature and 
the parameters used in order to perform the necessary calculations throughout 
the thesis. 
Table A-I shows the molecular weight, the solvent association parameter 
used in the Wilke-Chang correlation, and the parameter~ used in the various 
forms of the absolute rate theory equations. 
Table A-II gives the density data used to calculate the diffusion coeffic-
ients and the volumetric coefficient of expansion at constant pressure. 
Table A-III gives the viscosity data used in the calculations. 
Table A-IV gives the value of the molar volume obtained from Kopp's 
rule, the heat of vaporization, and the ratio of the heat of vaporization due to 
dispersion force bonds to the total heat of vaporization 
Table A-V gives the viscosity, self diffusion, and volumetric coefficient 
of thermal expansion at constant pressure data used in the calculation of the 
parameter ;. 
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Table A -VI gives the binary diffusion and heat of mixing at infinite 










































































































































6. 0 5.6 
6.0 5.6 
6.0 5.6 
6. 0 5.6 
6.0 5~ 6 
6.0 5.6 
6.0 5.6 















6. 0 5.6 
6.0 5.6 
























































































































6.0 5.6 5.6 
6.0 5.6 5.6 
6.0 5.6 5.6 
6. 0 5.6 5.6 
6.0 5.6 5.6 
6.0 5.6 5.6 
6.0 5.6 5.6 
6.0 5.6 5.6 
6.0 5.6 5.6 
6.0 5.6 5.6 
6.0 5.6 5.6 
6.0 5.6 5.6 
6.0 5.6 5.6 
6.0 5.6 5.6 
6. 0 5.6 5.6 
6.0 5.6 5.6 
6.0 5.6 5.6 
6.0 5.6 5.6 
"Ghrysene'' is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16- dodecahydrochrysene 
"Hendecane" is 1, 1-di-(alpha-decalyl)-hendecane 
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TABLE A-II 


















Acetic Acid 15.0 
Chloroform 15.0 
Carbon Tetrachloride 15.0 









Methyl Ethyl Ketone 30.0 
Cyclohexane 25.0 
Ethylene Glycol 30.0 
Ethylene Glycol 20.0 
Density 
0 

































Density .a. t 0 'ff 



















































































































































* Interpolated from data given in specified reference 
** Extrapolated from data given :in specified reference 
T Timmerm.ans (1959a) 
P Perry (1963) 




















A American Petroleum Institute Research Project 44 (1968) 
L Lowitz et al. (1959) 









































cp cp Ref-Page 
15.0 0.696 0.569 T-146 
25.0 0.610 0.504* T-146 
30.0 0.569 0.475* T-146 
15.0 0.623 0.523 T-152 
25.0 o. 553* 0.467* T-152 
30.0 0.523 0.440* T-152 
15.0 0.337 0.278 T- 44 
30.0 0.278 0.229** T- 44 
15.0 0.623 0.510 T-305 
30.0 o. 567* 0.476* T-305 
15.0 2.522 1.722 T-315 
25.0 1. 950* 1.325** T-315 
15.0 2.859 1.765 T-317 
15.0 3.379 2.271 T-320 
15.0 4. 703 2.876 T-322 
15.0 1.314 1. 040 T-382 
15.0 0.569 0.514 T-220 
15.0 1.038 0.845 T-227 
25.0 0.888 0. 739 T-227 
15.0 0. 844 0. 711 T-285 
15.0 1.196 0.985 T-288 
15.0 1.327* 1. 065* T-311 
15.0 0.247 0. 227** T-344 
15.0 0. 355 0. 295 T-355 
25.0 0.308 0.271** T-355 
15.0 1.104 1.011 P-3.201 
21.0 1. 005 0.722 P-3. 201 
30.0 0.365 o. 312** T-361 
25.0 o. 883* 0.683* T-195 
30.0 13.56 7.98 * M 

















































































4. 76 ** 
* Interpolated from data given in specified reference 
** Extrapolated from data given in specified reference 
+ Gainer and Metzner (1965) 
T Timmermans (1959) 
M Moore (1967) 



















L Lowitz et al. (1959) _ 




































































































































f AHvap Re -Page --:x 
T-149 1. 000 
T-149 1.000 
T-149 1.000 
T-153 1. 000 
T-153 1.000 
T-153 1.000 
T- 47 1. 000 






T-320 0. 611 
T-322 0.598 
P-3 .112 o. 910 
T-221 1. 000 
T-228 1. 000 












TABLE A-IV (continued) 
VA at 
B.P. 
Kopp's ~ap ~ap -D Temp Rule 
Solvent oc Cm3/Mole Cal/Mole Ref-Page ~ap 
Ethylene Glycol 30.0 66.6 19100+ J- 72 0.331 
Ethylene Glycol 20.0 66.6 19300+ J- 72 0.331 
Propylene Glycol 30.0 88.8 15500+ J- 73 0.454 
Diethylene Glycol 30.0 118.4 12250+ J- 73 0.568 
Triethylene Gly~ol 0.0 170.2 17400+ J- 73 0.914 
Cyclohexanol 30.0 136.9 12700+ J- 73 0.666 
Glycerin 0.0 96.2 23400+ J- 80 0.365 
Glycerin 20.0 96.2 24000+ J- 80 0.365 
Glycerin 21.0 96.2 23800+ J- 80 0.365 
Glycerin 25.0 96.2 23800+ J- 80 0.365 
Hexanol o.o 148.0 12700+ J- 67 0.750 
Hexanol 25.0 148.0 12420+ J- 67 0.754 
Hexanol 22.0 148.0 12420+ J- 67 0.754 
Hexanol 23.4 148.0: 12730+ J- 67 0.754 
n-Amyl Alcohol 23.4 125.8 12730* P-3.113 0.668 
n-Amyl Alcohol 30.0 125.8 12580* P-3 .113 0.668 
"Chrysene" 22.0 340.2 8620 TR 1.000 
n-Decane 22.0 229.4 12280 A-436 1.000 
''Hendecane'' 22.0 658.6 8960 TR 1.000 
n-Octanol 22.0 192.4 16220 P-3.113 0.696 
* Corrected for temperature by Equation A -6 
+ Estimated from vapor pressure data and Claperyon-Clausis equation, 
Moore (1955) 
T Timmermans (1959a) 
P Perry (1963) 
J Jordan (1954) 
A American Petroleum Institute Research Project 44 (1968) 









































DENSITY, VISCOSITY, SELF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 






































































































































* Interpolated from data given in specified reference 
** Extrapolated from data given in specified reference 
# Calculated from data given in reference 
T Timmermans (1959a) 
JB Johnson and Babb (1956) 
I International Critical Tables (1926) 
DM Douglass and McCall (1959) 
DB~(10)5 















































BINARY DIFFUSION AND HEAT OF MIXING 


























































JB 0.100 (at 20° C)* 
JB 
JB 
JB 3. 690 (at 20°C)** 
JB 
JB -0.290 (at 15°C)** 
JB 3. 64 (at 20°C)** 
JB 
JB -2.85 (at 15°C) 
JB 
JB -2.85 (at 15°C) 
JB 
JB -1.756 (at 25°C) 
JB -2.75 (at 15°C) 
JB 
JB 












TABLE A -VI (continued) 
** Extrapolated from data given in specified reference 
# Extrapolated linearly to zero concentration from data given in specified reference 
M Mrazek and Van Ness (1961) 
JB Johnson and Babb (1956) 
T Timmermans (1959b) 
Ba Bertrand~ al. (1966) 




EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS 
Wall et al. (1952 and 1958) devised a method for measurmg molecular 
diffusivities for bmary systems of low viscosity, high molecular weight aqueous 
polymer solutions. The conventional steady-state methods available at that 
time were impractical due to the slow rate of mass transfer of these high 
molecular weight polymers. 
The original method employed a porous disc of unglazed porcelain. This 
disc was first soaked in an aqueous solution of the polymer for a time sufficient 
to enable a rmiform concentration of the polymer m the solvent to develop 
throughout the disc. The disc was then transferred to a well agitated pure 
solvent bath. At various time intervals the water agitation was stopped, and 
the apparent weight of the disc was measured. These data allowed the molec-
ular diffu.sivity to be calculated. This method should be applicable to the high 
viscosity systems of mterest here where the mass transfer rate is also 
expected to be small. 
Marcinkowsky, Nelson and Kraus (1965) devised an experimental 
technique very similar to the method described above except that the disc was 
filled with a radioactive tracer of strong gamma emission (viz., Na-22). 
They flushed fresh solvent past the disc so that the solute concentration out-
side the disc was nearly zero. By placing their detector close to the disc but 
outside the apparatus, they were able to measure the radioactivity of the 
tracer left m the porous disc versus time and, subsequently, determine the 
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molecular diffusivity. This radioactive tracer method could be used for 
organic solvents only by measuring the activity of the solute in the bath, be-
cause the low beta energy of C-14 could not be detected by the technique used 
above. 
These methods have been modified for use in this work as described in 
the following sections. 
A. Description of Apparatus 
The apparatus used in this investigation is shown in Figures B-1 through 
B-6. The basic components include (1) a pollOus plate immersed in a solvent 
bath which is stirred vigorously with a mechanical stirrer, (2) a constant 
temperature bath, and (3) a counting apparatus. The details of the apparatus 
are as follows. 
1. The Porous Disc. The porous plates are about 2-7/8 inches square 
and about 1/4 inch thick. The plates were obtained from Fi::s her Scientific 
Company and were ground on a carborundum: (No. 203) grinding sheet with 
water. They were cleaned with 12 molar HCl and distilled water and then with 
acetone, and again with distilled water. The edges of the porous plates were 
sealed with an epoxy resin (with a thickening filler to prevent capillary 
action) and cured. They were then mounted in aluminum frames for support. 
2. Solvent Bath. The solvent baths are aluminum boxes about 6 x 3 1/2 x 
1 1/4 inches with small clips in the bottom. These clips held the porous plates 
in place. 
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Figure B-1. Schematic diagram of porous plate and associated 
equipment. 
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Figure B-2. Porous plate fitted with stirring blades used to measure 
diffusivities. 
90 
Figure B-3. Porous plate beside stirring blade used to measure 
diffusivities. 
Figure B-4. Porous plate, stirring blade and solvent bath used to 
measure diffusivities. 
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Figure B-5. End view of constant temperature bath showing cams and 
variable speed motor. 
Figure B-6. Front view of constant temperature bath. 
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which are allowed to move vertically and are connected to eccentrically 
mounted cams. The cams are mounted on a shaft which is driven by a variable 
speed transmission motor. The stirring blades are mounted on a frame which 
has four horizontal stirring blades on each side of a porous plate. The blades 
themselves are equilaterally triangular in shape, and as they move up and down 
they wipe the solvent away from the surface of the porous plates. The blades 
serve to reduce the resistance to mass transfer in the solvent bath immediately 
adjacent to the porous plates, and they also keep the solute concentration in the 
bath uniform during the unsteady-state buildup of the solute concentration. 
4. Constant Temperature Bath. The constant temperature bath is made 
of sheet aluminum and contains approximately thirty gallons of transformer oil. 
The oil is agitated by a centrifugal pump. The temperature in the bath is 
coarsely controlled by a cooling coil (through which tap water is passed) and a 
heating element that is controlled by a variable voltage rheostat. The fine 
temperature control heater is made of about 30 feet of 30 gauge nichrome wire 
wrapped on a plexiglass frame. This fine-control heater is connected to a 
relay which is in turn connected to a mercury, thermometer-type thermo-
regulator. The bath temperature can be controlled to within ± 0. 01° C over 
the desired temperature range. The temperature of the experiments ranged 
0 0 from about 25 to 50 C. 
5. Counting Apparatus. The tracer materials used were C-14 tagged. 
No good-quality, inexpensive method is available for continuously counting the 
C -14 tracer in the solvent bath. Perhaps the best method of doing this would 
be by a liquid scintillation method. However, the scintillation materials, if 
added to the solvent, would alter the physical properties of the solvent and give 
rise to erroneous molecular diffusivities (i. e., a diffusivity through a multi-
component system). Because of these difficulties, small samples of the liquid 
in the solvent bath (i. e., outside of the porous plate) were removed at various 
time intervals. 
The radioactivity of the solute in the liquid was counted using a liquid 
scintillation technique. Liquid scintillation counting is a method of assay in 
which self-absorption and window absorption of nuclear radiation are eliminated 
by dissolving or suspending the sample in a scontillation liquid as described by 
Overman and Clark (1960). The samples to be camted were dissolved in a 
solution of toluene (the primary solvent which absorbs most of the energy of the 
beta particle and transfers the energy to the primary scintillator), 5-diphenyl-
oxazole (the primary scintillator), 1, 4-bis-2-(4 metb.yl-5-phenyl-oxazolyl)-
benzene (the secondary scintillator), and ethyl alcohol (a diluent which aids in 
the dissolution of the sample to be counted). These solutions are described in 
detail later. 
The samples were counted in the Soils Laboratory in the Agriculture 
Department on the Columbia campus of the University of Missouri on a Packard 
model 3310 liquid scintillation spectrometer. The results of each count were 
automatically typed out on a Monroe digital printer. 
For the standardizat~on runs, the aqueous sodium chloride samples were 
evaporated to dryness and counted using a standard Gieger-Mueller detector 
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and scaler. Due to the poor condition of the scalers used, each sample was 
counted in two different units and the results averaged. 
B. Experimental Procedure. 
The porous plates were first soaked in a solution of solute plus solvent 
until a constant concentration of solute was obtained throughout the porous plate. 
This soaking period varied from ten hours for a standardization run to three 
days for the highly viscous solvents. The time necessary to obtain a constant 
concentration of solute throughout the porous plate was decreased by heating the 
soaking solution to 5<f>to 70° C. 
After the porous plates were removed from the soaking solution and 
blotted to remove excess solution from the surfaces, they were mounted in the 
solvent baths. The solvent baths were then mounted in the constant temperature 
bath. The stirring plates were set in motion and approximately 300 milliliters 
of pure sol vent were added to the bath. The initial time was recorded as the 
average of the initial pouring time and the final pouring time, usually ± 0.1 
minutes. 
During the course of the run, one milliliter samples were removed from 
the solvent baths and set aside for later counting. The number of samples 
removed during a run generally was twelve. This caused the volume of the 
solvent bath to decrease from 300 milliliters to about 288 milliliters. 
Preliminary experiments showed that there was very little change in the 
rate of increase in solute concentration as the stirring speed was changed 
from 100 to 200 cycles per minute. Thus, this latter speed was used. 
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After each run, the cells were soaked in a very dilute solution (about 0. 5 
molar) of nitric acid for several hours, in several batches of distilled water for 
about five to eight hours each, and then dried at 110°C for twelve hours. 
The standardization runs were performed at the beginning of this work and 
at the end to see if there was any significant change in the characteristics of the 
porous diffusion plates as a result of either rubbing of the stirring blades on the 
porous plates, adsorption of foreign material in the pores, or any other causes. 
C. Measurements of Solvent Viscosities 
Moore, (1967) determined the solvent viscosities of the glycols used in this 
work. The results obtained from his work are listed in Appendix A as well as in 
an unpublished report. The viscosities were measured using a series of 
modified Canon-Fenske capillary viscometers. The densities were also measured 
by Moore (1967) using a standard pycnometer. The temperature was controlled 
during the viscosity and density measurements to± 0.02°C. 
The thermometers used for both the diffusion coefficient measurements 
and the viscosity and density measurements were calibrated by Moore (1967) by 
using a National Bureau of Standards thermometer. 
D. Description of Materials 
1. Solvents. The solvents used include ethylene glycol, diethylene glycol, 
and propylene glycol and were donated for use in this project by the Dow 
Chemical Company. Each was further purified by vacuum distillation. 
2. Solutes. The solutes ethylene glycol and cyclohexanol were C-14 
tagged. Both were purchased from the New England Nuclear Corporation in 
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standard form. 
The sodium chloride was obtained from the University of Missouri -Rolla, 
Department of Chemistry. For each standardization run 0. 0195 gram of salt was 
irradiated in the University of Missouri- Rolla Nuclear Reactor Facility. The 
time the samples were irradiated varied from ten minutes to one hour depending 
upon core position, power and time elapsed before using. 
3. Solutions for Measuring Diffusivities. The ethylene glycol came as a 
solution of 3. 65 milligrams of ethylene glycol in methanol. To this was added 
about four milliliters of non-tagged ethylene glycol. The methanol was distilled 
off by applying an aspirator vacuum (approximately 20 millimeters of mercury) 
for forty minutes with stirring and heating up to about 35° C. One milliliter of this 
solution was then added to each of three battery jars containing 150 milliliters 
each of ethylene glycol, propylene glycol, and diethylene glycol. These solutions 
were then used to soak the porous plates in before each run when ethylene 
-2 glycol was the solute. The concentration of ethylene glycol was 4. 5(10) moles 
per liter in the solvents propylene glycol and diethylene glycol. The concentra-
tion of C-14 tagged ethylene glycol in the non-active ethylene glycol was 3. 6 (10) -5 
moles per liter. 
The cyclohexanol comes in standard form as a solution in benzene. (In 
this case 5.40 mg/. 094 ml of benzene). To this was added exactly 4 milliliters 
of nonradioactive cyclohexanol. The benzene was then removed under an 
aspirator vacuum. One milliliter of this solution was then added to each of 
three battery jars, each of which contained 200 milliliters of the appropriate 
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solvent. The porous plates were then soaked in these solutions when cyclohex-
anol was the solute. This gave a concentration of 2. 41 x10 -2 moles per liter 
of cyclohexanol in each of the three solvents. The fourth aliquo1s of both the 
ethylene glycol and cyclohexanol were kept for future work. 
4. Scintillation Liquid. The scintillation liquid was made. of toluene 
(spectro quality) purchased from Arthur Thomas Co. as the primary solvent 
with ethanol obtained from the University of Missouri - Rolla, Department of 
Chemistry as a diluent. The primary scintillator was PPO, and the secondary 
scintillator was Dimethyl-POPOP (both these were purchased from Packard 
Instrument Co.). Slightly different amounts of ethanol were used to dissolve 
each of the different solvents used as mentioned above. The scintillation 
liquid was made up of the following amounts as shown in Table B-I for the 
solvents shown, each in one liter of toluene. 
5. Standardization Solutions. The solutions used for standardizing the 
cells were of sodium chloride in water. They were made up of 0. 0195± • 0003 
grams of NaCl, which had been irradiated in the University of Missouri - Rolla 
Reactor Facility for about one hour, which was dissolved in 300 milliliters of 
distilled water. The porous plates were soaked overnight in this solution 
before the run was begun. These solutions had a concentration of 0. 00111 
moles of NaCl/liter. 
E. Analysis of Data 
1. Equations Describing Diffusion. The following is a development of 
the equations necessary for the analysis of data for diffusion of a solute out of 
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a porous plate which is suspended in an initially pure solvent. Diffusion in only 
one direction out of the plate need be considered since the edges of the porous 
plates were sealed with an epoxy glue. The experimental conditions to be 
imposed such that the following equations are valid are: 
1. For dilute solutions the diffusivity is not a function of concentration; 
-2 
thus all solutions will be less than 10 molar. 
2. The diffusivity is a function of temperature, thus it will be controlled 
0 
to± 0.01 C. 
3. The pores in the porous plate are small enougth that any natural 
convection effects within the plate may be disregarded. 
4. The bulk flow terms in the diffusion equations are negligible. 
5. The solvent is stirred sufficiently fast so that there is no resistance 
to diffusion outside the porous plate. 
Referring to Figure B-7, the equation for diffusion can be written 
2 
cC =DC) C 
at 2 
C)X 
The s.ubscrtptsAB are omitted from Din this section for simplicity. 
With the boundary conditions: 
2 
1. For short time periods, i.e.,t~ 0.3 Leff /D 
C(~, t) = C 
0 
2. The initial concentration in the porous plate is C 
0 























Figure B-7. Boundaries of porous plate and concentration profiles 





The equations describing the conditions in the solvent bath are 
1. The amount of solute diffusing out of the porous plate may be accounted 
for by a mate rial balance at the surfaces (i. e. , x = 0) as: 
dCf(t) = -2DA oC(O, t) 
vf dt T ax 
2. If initially the concentration in the solvent bath is C~, then 
0 
Ct<O) = Cf 
(B-5) 
(B-6) 
Taking the Laplace transforms of equations B-1, B-2, B-4 and B-5 
gives 
2-
sC(x s) - C = Dd C(x, s) 
' 0 2 dx 
V (sC (s) - C0 ) = -2DA dC(O, s) 





The Laplace transform of equation B-1 was taken without justification 
that the Laplace transform of the second derivative of C(x, t) with respect to x 
is equal to the second derivative of the Laplace transform of C(x, t) with 
respect to x. This cannot be justified since the function C (x, t) is unknown. 
Justification of the final function will be made with respect to the boundary 




C(x, s) = AJ. exp(-Mnx) + A2 exp( /s7Dx) + C0 /s (B-11) 
From Equation B-8, A2 = 0. Thus the total solution reduces to 
C(x, s) = Al_ exp(-/s/Dx) + C0 /s (B-12) 
The derivative of Equation B-12 with respect to x is 
dC(x, s)/dx = -JSljj AJ. exp( -/STnx) (B-13) 
By introducing Equation B-12 into Equation B-9 and the result along with 
Equation B-13 into Equation B-10, the resulting equation can be solved for AJ. 
to give 
(B-14) 





- 0 0 -1 Cf(,s) = Cf / s + (Cf - C0 )/ s(1 + K Js) (B-17) 
The inverse Laplace transform is given in the Handbook of Chemistry and 
Physics (1965) as 
Cf(t) = 0 0 + (C~ - C0 ) exp (K2t) erfc(K/f) (B:-18) 
or 
Equation B-19 at t=O gives the value of Cf as C~. Thus, this satisfies 
the boundary conditions. This equation is good for short diffusion times, and 
when rearranged takes the form 
co-cf 2 1_ 
~-.;;... = exp(K t)(1-erf(Kt2 ) 
c - C0 
0 f 
(B-20) 
Holander and Barker (1963) have shown that a much more simple equa-
tion can be obtained when the concentration outside of the porous plate is 
assumed to be the same as the initial concentration outside the porous plate. The 
boundary conditions for Equation B-1 are now 
and 
1. For short time periods, 
c(oo, t) = C 
0 
2. The initial concentration in the porous plate is C 
0 
C(x, 0) = C 
0 
3. If there is no resistance to diffusion outside the porous plates 
(~tx = 0) 
(B-2) 
(B-3) 
0 C(O, t) = Cf (B-21) 
Taking the Laplace transfonn of Equations B-1, B-2, and B-21 gives 
2-
sC(x, s) - C 0 = Dd C(~, s) (B-7) 
dx 
- 0 
C(O, s) = Cf/s (B..,22) 
The total solution of Equation B-7 is again 
C(x, s) =A' exp (-ls?D x) + A21 exp (/SliT x) + C /s 1 0 (B-11) 
From equation B-8, A2 is zero and 
C(x, s) =A]_ exp (-/S1D x) + C0 /s (B-12) 
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From Equation B-22 
0 A' = (C - C )/s 1 f 0 (B-23) 
Thus, C(x, s) is 
- -1 0 C(x, s) = s (Cf - C ) exp (...;B7IJx) + C /s 
0 0 
(B-24) 
The inverse Laplace transform of B-24 is given in the Handbook of Chemistry 
and Physics (1965) as 
c(x,t) = c0 + (C;- c0{1. -erf ~) J (B-25) 
The material balance 
dCf(t) C(O, t) 
dt = -2DAT X (B-26) 
can now be solved by introducing Equation B-26 to give 
o 4 AT C o.;rrr;; r 
ef = cf + vf v .. (B-27) 
Equation B-27 at t = 0 gives the value of Cf as C~. Thus, this satisfies 
the boundary conditions. This equation and Equation B-20 are only valid when 
2 . 
the product Dt/L eff 1s equal to or less than 0. 3. This is due to the choice of 
the boundary condition that C(x, t) does not change at x =<XI (i.e. the center of 
the diffusion cell, where x really is equal to Leff). 
Equation B-27 can be considered a linear approximation to Equation 
B-20 and can be used without prior knowledge of the parameters to be 
obtained during the least squares analysis. It will be used only to obtain an 
estimate of C~ and D (or AT, whichever is unknown). These estimates will 
then be used to enter the nonlinear least squares analysis of Equation B-20 
0 for Cf and D (or AT, whichever is unknown). The details of the least squares 
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analysis and the program used is given later. 
2. Conversion of Activity Data to Concentration Data. The activity data 
obtained for a standardization or diffusivity measurement were corrected only 
by subtracting the measured background. It was not necessary to correct for 
counting efficiency for the samples taken for the standardization runs because 
the geometry for each count was the same. Correction for self absorption of 
sodium chloride was negligible due to the very dilute solutions that were 
sampled. The decay of Na-24 is sufficiently fast (half life of 15.0 hours) that 
it was necessary to allow for decay time. The radioactive decay was 
accounted for by multiplying the measured activity less the background by 
0. 693 t 
exp t~ 
where tis the time elapsed from the beginning of the run to the time the 
sample was counted. The half life used for the decay correction (t~ = 15.0 
hours) was measured since it was possible, upon irradiation of the sodium 
chloride sample, to obtain radioactive species other than Na-24. 
The counting efficiency in liquid scintillation spectrometers varies with 
the concentration of diluent, and with the concentration of the primary and 
secondary scintillators. To avoid the necessity of correcting for slight 
variations in the concentration of these materials, enough of the solution. was 
prepared to add to all the samples for each run. 
The initial concentration inside the porous plate is known for the sample 
that is taken from the soaldng cell. The concentrations of all samples 
removed from the solvent bath were obtained readily since the activity is 
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directly proportional to the concentrations. 
3. Method of Least Squares Analysis. Equation B-27 may be used with 
the concentration data directly for very short time periods to obtain an initial 
estimate of the diffusivity (or the area of mass transfer in the case of a stand-
ardization run). To perform this technique, the concentration versus the 




and the intercept at time equals zero is assumed to equal C~. 
The average value of V f was used in this and all subsequent analyses. 
This average value was calculated as follows 
vf = 3oo. o - N/2 (B7'28) 
For these experiments, 300 milliliters of solvent were added during each run 
and N is the number of data points used in the analysis. The use of an average 
value of Vf will lead to slightly erroneous results. However, the error intro-
duced by this should be less than 3 or 4% since the true volume is in the worst 
case 292 ± 8 milliliters. 
The number of data points to be used was determined in the following 
m8llner. Equations B-20 and B-27 are. valid as long as the time for which the 
diffusion was allowed to occur did not exceed 
2 
t !!i: 0.3Leff /D 
The effective value of L was approximated by Wu (1968) by using a nonlinear, 
three variable, least square fitting technique with the following equation: 
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c - c f 0 





I» 2 2 





In this equation, b is the nth root of the equation 
n 




and Ol is the volume of the liquid surround:ing the plate divided by the volume of 
the porous plate that is occupied by the liquid. 
In his work, Wu assumed C~, L eff' and Ol were all unknown for the 
standardization runs. An average value of Leff was found by him to be 0. 544 
and was used to determine the number of terms to be used in the analysis of a 
standardization run :in this work. For the diffusivity determination runs, the 
values of Leff as calculated by Wu varied considerably from run to run. Thus, 
the value that he obta:ined for each :individual run was used. These values are 
listed with the results for each run :in Tables B-IV through B-IX. 
The values of the diffusivity obtained by Wu (1968) were used as the 
initial values to estimate tin Equation B-29. 
Equation B-20 may be written in the following form 
Cfi =Co+ (C~- Co) ex{4DAst~ t· -erf 2A~;ri ] (B-32) 
where Cf is the actual experimentally measured value of the concentration at 
i 
the time\· 
For the follow:ing analysis, the two parameters that will be determined 
by least squares technique are C~ and AT. Since Equation B-32 is not 
linear in the parameters, a nonlinear least squares analysis was used. This 
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analysis requires an iterative technique. 
The initial values of AT will be denoted by A~, and the initial value of 
0 00 0 00 • 
cf will be denoted by Cf • If AT and Cf are substituted into Equation B-32, 
the result will be an approximate value of C f , C:f , which is given by 
i i 
c• = c + (C00 - c ) exp 4DA~ 2 \] [1. - erf 2A~v15t ] ~ 0 f 0 ~2 J ~ (B-33) 
The residuals or differences for each data point, i, of the actual value of 
C f from the approximate value, C f , are then 
i i 
where C:f is given by Equation B-33. Letting OAT be a small correction to 
i 
the initial value of AT, A~, such that 
0 
AT= AT +OAT (B-35) 
and similarly for C~, such that 
(B-36) 
then Equation B-34 for the residual terms becomes 
(B-37) 
By considering the right hand side of Equation B-33 as a function of AT and 




The subscript o means a quantity is evaluated at \' AT and C f • All the 
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second and higher order terms in the Taylor series expansion have been 
neglected. 
Each data point may be described by Equation B-38. The resulting 
equations are linear in the correction terms ac~ and 5AT and may be handled 
in a manner similar to any other linear equation containing two unknown 
variables. 
Once the correction terms are evaluated by applying the linear least 
0 




may be substituted back into Equation B-38 for A~ and C~0 and the process 
repeated. The process may be repeated as many times as is necessary to 
allow the correction terms 6AT and 6C~ to approach zero. 
Since all the data v.ereobtained by counting a radioactive sample for a 
specified time, the probable error for each sample or data point is different. 
Thus each data point should carry a different weight during the least square 
fitting technique. This is simply accomplished by multiplying the residual 
(as determined by Equation B-34) by an appropriate weighting factor. 
The probable error for a total count of a radioactive sample is equal to 
the square root of that count. Since the concentrations were obtained by 
merely multiplying the total count by a constant for any one run, the probable 
error of the concentration terms is . also approximately equal to the square 
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root of the concentration. (This is true for all the diffusivity determination 
runs since all of the samples were counted for the same length of time and 
for most of the standardization runs). 
The relation between the probable error and the proper weighting factor 
is shown by Scarborough (1962) to be: 
weighting factor = 1/ (probable error)2 
Thus a weighting factor of this type was used. Since the probable error is 
equal to the square root of the count, the weighting factor becomes, 
weighting factor= 1/count 
Radioactive decay is a statistical process. For this reason some total 
counts that are measured for a short period of time may be excessively lower 
(and others excessively higher) than the true or mean count rate for that 
period. The weighting factor as given above could conceivably be wrong for 
counts that are measured for a short time period. To avoid this possibility, 
the counts were all measured for a sufficient length of time (viz. from several 
minutes for high activity samples up to one hour for low activity samples). 
Most samples were counted for five minutes. 
The actual program used to determine the area of mass transfer for a 
standardization run with the input data and the results are given below. 
F. Experimental Results 
The results shown in this section will include the results obtained from 
the standardization runs as well as the results of the experimentally measured 
diffusion coefficients. 
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f1IMFNSIDN 11ATAI?C,?l,A!''I,fJA12l 
X"=1)AfAIJ,21 
V= IJ fl T h ( J, l I 
r. ••••• l< MD Y ARF ntJ'.IMY VARTARLFS l.JSEn ONLY TO PPESFRVF TH~ fl.HA. 
DY=Y>!<nATACJ,"31 
\, ••• •• GY IS Tf-IF VAR IA'KF Ul= TPI" C'lr-JCF~ITf?ATJI'liiJ. 
R=2.*~!~1*SQRTI~14l*XI/AI~l 
I') II( ll=FXPIR**?. l*( 1.-f.RF(P)) 
DAI21=1A!li-AC31l*ff2.*P*R*DAC1J/AI711 -ll.li'e":I7Q$P/Af?)l) 
c: ••••• f'1Afll AIIID 011<?.1 ARE THE PRATIAL I'JERIVATIVFS OJ: THE' PEDIDUAL WITH 
C ~FSPEf.T TO THF !NTTIAL CONCENTRATION IN THF. !?-ATH AND THF MASS 
C: TRiifii~HR AREA RESI'F.rTIVHY 
R= I A ( 3 I+( (A I 11-A ( 3 J) *DA f 11 I l- Y 
C ••••• ~ IS THF. RESIDUAL OR THE FUNCT!IJN LESS THF. EXPEPI~F.NUL 
C VIIUJE OF THF. CONCFIIITRATTfl~l 
RF.TlJRN 
FNO 
$J~FTC ~TIN LIST,D~CK 
Sli6ROUT INF. STN I (P ,f)ATA ,A ,DA,DY, N,J I 
OIMf:NSinN ~ATAI20,21,AI~J,OAI21 
X= 0 4 T A I J, 2 I 
Y= OAT A { J ,1) 
r ••••• x ANO V ARE nUMMV VAPTAeLFS USED CNLV TC PPESEPVF THE DATA. 
DY-=Y*OA T I'd J, ':\) 
C ••••• OY IS THF VI\QIANCE IJF THF CrJNf.>=ll.lfiHTI11N. 
OA{lJ=l.O 
OA!?I=4.*A(3l*SQRTI~f4l*X/3.1415QI/AI51 
C ••••• l)/\(11 Al\1!1 OAI2l IIRF Tiir. P~>.t\TIAL r'lFPIVATfVES 01= THF RF.f)!OllAL WITH 
C RFSPECT TO T~E I~JTIAL CDNCENTRATJI1N TN THF S~TH ANn TH~ ~ASS 
C TPA~SFE~ ~REh ~FS~FCTIVFLY 
R=AI ll+I'Af7.l*fi(2J-Y 
r ••••• R IS THE RfSinUhl OR THE FUNrrrnN LESS THE FXPFQT~FNTAL 
\. VALIJF OF TH~=' CO"JCF'NTPATIO~ 
R.FTU~N 
EN'1 
~18FTr. FITS LIST,n~"CK 
SU~RDUTt~E FITALLfPFSID,X,P,DP,O,LISTI 
!HMI"NSUJN P(ll, nP(l), USTI41, 4.(:20,20), SI40'JI, 13P(7.0) 
DrUBLE PRECTSIO"J BI?.OI, SUM 
F. Oil IV AL EN u· I S, K I( l ,( <;( 2 I , NF I lt' l , C S ( ~) , K S T G I , ( S ( 4 I , A J , I R, P F1 l 
DATA MAX,M~'X,CnNV/20,403,0.001/ 
C ••••• INtTIALTlF 
JJ=l.IST!ll 
KK=LTST(2l l.OOP<;=U S T( ~) 
L rsrnJ=O 
~FP.~"F;':JJ-KK 
IFCL!JOPS.FQ.Ol GO TO 10 
MOST=?*KK 
TF!KK.t.T.l.I"JR.'II~RFF.LT.Cl r.n TO t4 
TFIKK.GT.~AXJ r.n rn 1? 
C ••••• ~FG!N ITER.ATJO~ Lorn 
1 IIIFJX=KK 
nO 7. N=l,MAX 
"3('111=0.0 
no 2 t.~= 1 , ~Ax 
2 A(M,NJ=O.O 
00 fl J=l.JJ CALL RESIOfR.,X,P,On,vAq,KK,Jl 
TFtVAR.NF.O.OI Gil Trl '+ 
NF P<=NF TX+J 
IFCNFIX.GT.~'XJ Gn Tn 1~ 
tF(NFIX.GT.MOSTl r,~ '!'~ 14 
C ••••• CALCULAT~ FtX PniNT FLF~FNTS 
BOJFIX)=P 
114 
nn "'~ '-'= 1, KK 
~("1,NFD'l=OP(M) 
3 ~(NFTX,~)=OP(~) 
GO Til t. 
C ••••• CALCULATE R"G'lLAR PO[NT 
4 Df1 'i I'IJ=l,KK 
~IN)=B(NI+R*DPINl/VAF 
no "i M=N,!<K 
'i ~IM,NI=A(M,Nl+nPI~l*DPfNI/VAR 
6 CONTINUE 
C ••••• F!NI~H OFF ~ATRIX 
DO 7 N= 1, KK 
00 1 M=I'-!,KK 
1 II(N,MI=AP1.N) 
C ••••• INVFPI MATRIX 
t<S IG::O 
CALL MATINV(A,NFJX,~SIGI 
IFIKSIG.EQ.l.OR.KSIG.FO.?l Gn Tn lA 
IF !LOODS.EQ.-11 GO TO lG 
C ••••• CALCUL ATF NFW VALlJFS f1F PARA~ HERS 
81 G-= I'). 0 
nn q M=l,KK 
~UM=O.O 




9 f.Hf.;=BTG+A!I.1A'l<l (AI'~SI SU"'l-CCNV*AR~(P ('-11 I ,O.Ol 
LIST(3J=LIST1ll+l 
T F I g t G • E0 • 0. C I G'J T 0 1 r 
IFILIST(3l.GF.lf1f1PS1 Gn Tn 17 
m TO 1 C ••••• CONVEDGfMCF ACHIFVFn CO"lDUTF VARTANCES 
11) TF!LOr1PS.Ft;l.ll r,n Tf'l 18 (')=0.0 
TFINFRF.~.J:O.O) r.u Tn ll 
SlJ"1:0.0 
r:m 11 J=1,JJ 
CALL RESTD(R,X,P,nP,V~R,K!<,J) 
IF(VAR.FQ.O.Ol GO TD 11 
SUM= SLJM+Q.*P IV t.,R 
ll CO "'IT PJI.JE Q=SQRTI SI\IGLC Sll'-11/FUl/\T(~!fPFF) I 
12 nn l 3 K = 1, K K 
1~ OPI~I=SQRT(ftRS(ft{K,K))J 









r ••••• FNTRY FnR SAVING ~t..TRIX 
ENTRY FtTSAVfHOLDI 
DIMENSinN HnLO!l) 




C ••••• ~NTAY ~f)o REST~PI~G S~VFD M4TRIX 
~~T~Y ~1Tq4KIHFL~l 
~IMfNSinN HFLn!ll 
f)(l ?1 1\i=l,MM'\X 
?1 'i!"li=HELI''I!NI 
RFTIJqN 
C ••••• FNTRY Ff1R VhPI'\NCt OF RFSI"l!JII.L AT XX FfJU.OWS 
fNTR.Y flTV~P IFifNC,XX,Plii1,PfS,ORFS,Ll 
CII.LL FUNCP:U=S,XX,PIIP,RR,VAQ,I(K,ll 
VAR=O.O 
nn 7.3 K=l,KK 
SUM=O.C) 
'"lC 2?. ~J = 1 , !<' K 
22 SIJM=<iUM+AIK,NI*B"'I".JI 
?3 VAR=VAP+SUM*RR(Kl 




RUN= 1 SOLUTE= 2 SOLVENT= 1 
CONCENTRATION= 0. 30630491E-05 TIME= 
CONCENTRATION= 0. 40487843E-05 TIME= 
CONCENTRATION= 0. 36149085E-05 TIME= 













































0. 27000000E 02 
0. 42000000E 02 
O.l9199999E 03 
0. 49200000E 03 
0. 84000000E 03 
O.l3560000E 04 
0. 20280000E 04 
o. 32460000E 04 
0. 41460000E 04 
0. 51419999E 04 
0.60419999E 04 
0. 69419999E 04 
0. 78420000E 04 
0. 87420000E 04 
0. 96420000E 04 
O.l0541999E 05 
O.ll442000E 05 
CONCENTRATION= 0. 42493771E-04 TIME= 0.12443999E 05 
CONCENTRATION= 0. 51539584E-04 TIME= 0. 63120000E 05 
CONCENTRATION/COUNT RATIO= 0.40837342E-08 
PARAMETERS AND INITIAL VALUES FROM EQUATION B-27 
NO. OF TERMS= 11 
INITIAL CONCENTRATION IN BATH= O.l5648379E-05 
AREA OF MASS TRANSFER= O.ll644274E 02 
INITIAL CONCENTRATION IN POROUS PLATE= O.lllOOOOOE-02 
DIFFUSIVITY= O.l6100000E-04 
AVERAGE VOLUME IN SOLVENT BATH= 0.29450000E 03 
RESULTS FROM EQN B-33 





INITIAL CONC. IN BATH= O.l5194262E-05 
AREA OF MASS TRANSFER= O.ll865972E 02 
EFFECTIVE LENGTH= -O.OOOOOOOOE-19 · 
NUMBER 0 F ITERATIONS= 2 
AVERAGE ABSOLUTE PERCENT DEVIATION= 0. 44057584E 01 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF INITIAL CONCENTRATION IN BATH= · 0. 72612161E-07 
STANDARD DEVIATION OF DIFFUSIVITY= 0. 90748133E-01 





1. Standardization. The data obtained from the standardization runs 
are summarized in Table B-II as runs numbered 1 through 14 and 105 through 
110. These summarized results include the run number, the number of data 
points used in the analysis and the corresponding average solvent bath volume, 
the initial concentration of the solute in the bath and its standard deviation, 
the area of mass transfer and its standard deviation, and the average absolute 
percent deviation of the residuals. For this latter term the percent deviation 
of the residuals is defined by, , 
I cf. - cf· I DEV = 100% 1 1 (B-41) 
cf. 
1 
All of the standardization runs were performed at 25. 0 ° C were the 
diffusion coefficient of sodium chloride is (0.161 ± • 001) x 10-5 square 
centimeters per second (Harned and Owen, 1958). 
The results obtained for the standardization runs are also summarized 
in Table B-Ill. The areas determined show agreement to :1:: 5% for any one 
cell. The runs numbered one through fourteen were performed at the 
beginning of this project and those numbered 105 through 110 at the end. The 
values of the area of mass transfer do not show any trends either increasing 
or decreasing. This indicates that during the course of this work the pores 
in the plates did not significantly collect any foreign particles. 
While counting the samples taken from these standardization runs, it 
was noticed that periodically the counters being used would malfunction. 
This was usually noticed by an unusual drift in the count rate obtained for one 
sample of a series of samples. To minimize the possibility of errors 
TABLB B-II 






















<::o 1 ute Ne.Cl 
































































































Initial concentration of porous plate= 0.0111 moles/liter 
Bffective length ~ 0.544 em (Wu, i968) 


















































































Average Area of Mass 
Transfer, cm2 
12. 03 :± 0. 6 
12. 59 ::1: 1. 6 
11.96 :l:: 1.1 
11. 92 :± 0. 9 
12.31 ::1: 2,3 
11. 09 ± o. 9 
11. 98 
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obtained from these drifts, each sample was counted by two different counters 
in rapid succession. Likewise, the samples taken during the diffusivity 
determination runs were counted twice; however, the liquid scintillation 
counter used for these samples did not show this drift. This unusual drift 
in the count rate was probably due to the poor counters used as they were 
very old. 
During the data analysis of the diffusivity determination runs it was 
noticed, by Wu (1968), that if the individual cell average area of mass trans-
fer was used, the results did not yield a smooth Arrhenius activation energy 
plot of the calculated diffusivities versus reciprocal temperature. On the 
other hand, if the average area for all cells was used, the determined 
diffusivities gave a smooth Arrhenius activation energy plot. This indicates 
that some error was introduced during the standardization runs that was not 
introduced during the diffusivity determination runs. That error is probably 
due to the counters used as indicated above. Thus, the average area of mass 
transfer of 11. 98 square centimeters as shown in Table B-III was used in the 
data analysis for all of the diffusivity determination runs. 
This average area should be very close for all cells as they were all 
made to the same dimensions. The use of this average probably limits the 
accuracy of the experimentally determined diffusivities to approXimately ten 
percent or more. 
The results obtained for the area of mass transfer from the analysis by 
Equations B-20 and B-27 differ in most cases by less than 10%. The results 
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of the data analysis obtained from Equation B-20 will be used here since this 
equation was developed by including the effects of the solute concentration 
increase in the solvent bath. 
2. Diffusivities. The data obtained from these runs are summarized in 
Tables B-IV through B-IX and appear as runs 50 through 104. Shown with 
other data for each run are the values of the diffusivity and the initial concen-
trations obtained from the leastsquare.sanalysis of Equation B-20. The 
experimentally measured diffusion coefficients at the given temperatures are 
summarized in Table B-x. The activation energies and the free energies of 
activation for each temperature are also given in Table B-X for each system. 
The diffusion coefficients shown in Table B-X are the average values of all 
the runs made for any specified solvent-solute system at the temperature 
indicated. 
Figures B-8 and B-9 show the variation of the binary diffusion 
coefficients as a function of reciprocal temperature. The activation energies 
given in Table B..X are calculated from these data. The activation energies 
vary from 4 .. 48 to Q~ 92 Kcal/mole. On the other hand, the free energies 
of activation vary only from 4. 76 to 5. 66 Kcal/mole. 
Estimates of the entropies of activation for these six systems vary 
from about 0 to 17 entropy:.'llrilits. Bondi (1946) shows entropies of activation 
for viscous flow that range from -10 to 100 entropy units for the viscous 
materials that he investigated. 
Bondi (1946) also has shown that there exists a 11degree of proportionality" 




Run Cell Temp Vol~e 
No. No. oc em 
91 3 26.6 293.0 
92 3 26.0 292.5 
97 6 30.0 292.5 
98 6 30.0 292.5 
103 3 39.9 295.0 
104 3 39.9 295.0 
Number 
TABLE B-IV 
RESULTS FOR THE DIFFUSIVITY RUNS FOR THE 
DIFFUSION OF CYOLOHEXANOL INTO 
PROPYLENE GLYCOL 
Initial Stannard 
Effective* Ba-th Deviation 
of Data Length Concentration of Initial 
Points em mole/liter Concentration 
x10 4 xto6 
14 0.324 0.1826 1 .6704 
1_5 0.325 0.0856 0.5510 
15 0.320 0.1280 1.2657 
15 0.322 o. 1314 I. 275? 
10 0.375 0.6622 2.0126 
10 0.373 0.6362 2.0033 
Initial concentration in porous plate = 0.0241 moles/liter 
Area of mass transfer= 11,98 cm2 
*:iu (1968) 
Average 
Standard Percent Dt~fustvlty nevtation of "Deviation 
em /sec. Utffusl.vlty of Residuals 
xto6 xto8 
0.2810 0.7573 8. t 1 
0.2365 0.2678 2.05 
0.3121 0.6454 2.60 
0.3082 0.6433 2.89 
0.5549 1,5374 3. t8 





Run Cell Temp Volu~e of Data 
No. No. oo om Points 
89 5 26.6 294.5 11 
90 5 26.6 294.5 11 
95 2 30.0 292.5 15 
96 2 30.0 292.5 15 
101 5 39.9 294.0 U? 
102 5 39.9 295.0 10 
TABLE B-V 
RESULTS FOR THE DIFFUSIVITY RUNS FOR THE 
DIFFUSION OF CYCLOHEXANOL INTO 
DIETHYLENE GLYCOL 
Initial Standard 
Efi'ective* Bath Deviation 
Leglth Concentration of Initial Di~fuslvity 
mole/liter Concentration cm·/sec. 
x:104 x:105 x1o6 
0,345 0.3059 0.2221 0. 4621 
0. 3ll4 0.2678 0.2117 o. 4586 
0.332 0.2219 o. 1579 0.4980 
0.333 0,:?254 0.1542 o. 4950 
0.499 0.9780 o. 2645 0.8278 
0.462 0.9624 o.nso 0,8257 
Initial Concentration in porous plate = 0.0241 moles/liter 
Area of mass transfer= 11.98 cm2 
*WU ( 1968) 
Aver!!ge 
Standard "Percent 
Deviation of 'Deviation 
Di!fusivity of Residuals 
x:IO 7 
o. 1539 2. 17 
o. 1488 5.70 
0.0994 2.80 
0.0974 4.24 






RESULTS FOR THE DIFFUSIVITY RUNS FOR THE 
DIFFUSION OF CYCLOHEXANOL INTO 
ETHYLENE GLYCOL 
.1\verage Initial Standard 
Sol vent Number !l:ffective Bath Deviation 
Run Cell Temp Volu~e of T!sta Length Concentration of Initial 
No. No. oa em foiota C!D mole/liter Concentration 
x10 4 x1o5 
87 4 26.6 295.5 9 0.330 0.2744 0,2573 
88 4 26.6 ::>95.5 9 0.325 0,2843 0.2487 
93 1 30.0 293.5 13 0.357 0.5336 0.'2778 
94 1 30.0 293.0 14 0.356 0.4953 0,2208 
99 4 39.9 296.0 8 o. 444 0.5252 0.2965 
100 4 39.9 295.5 9 0.474 0.4822 0.2626 
Initial concentration in porous plate = 0.0241 moles/liter 
~rea of m~ss transfer= 11,98 cm2 


































RESULTS FOR THE DIFFUSIVITY RUNS FOR THE 
DIFFUSION OF ETHYLENE GLYCOL INTO 
ETHYLENE G~ 
Average Initial standard 
Solvent Number Effective* Bath Deviation 
Run Oell Temp Vol~e of Data Length Concentration of Initial 
No. No. oo om "Points em mole/liter Concentration 
xto7 xto8 
51 4 25.0 297.0 6 0.324 0.4257 0.2191 
52 4 25.0 297.0 6 0.339 0.4839 0.2319 
57 1 25.0 295.5 9 0.545 0.3129 o. 2201 
58 1 25.0 295.5 9 0.536 0.2956 0.2187 
63 4 30.0 295.5 9 0.582 0.3374 0.2184 
64 4 30.0 296.0 8 0.558 0.3353 0.2277 
69 1 40.0 297.0 6 0.459 0.5581 0.3478 
70 1 40.0 297.0 6 0.502 0.4997 0.3392 
75 4 40.0 295.5 9 0.546 o. 4865 0.3592 
76 4 40.0 295.0 10 0.568 o. 4764 0.3450 
81 1 so.o 297.0 6 0.354 0.3170 o. 4054 
Initial concentration in porous plate = 0.000036 moles/liter 


















Deviation of Deviation 




o. 1526 2.76 
0.1519 2.22 
o. 1821 4.94 
0.2131 2.19 









RESULTS FOR THE DIFFU3IVITY RUNS FOR THE 
DIFFUSION OF ETHYLENE GLYCOL INTO 
DI~THYLENE GLYCOL 
P vera ge InitiB1 :1tt~11'hrrl 
:qol vent Number Effective* BRth ~-e v1at 1 on 
Run Cell Temp Vol u~e of f'atR LP. ngt h Con:)e rtr~ t l () :• of' In\ tilll Diffusivity 
No. No. 0'< C'l'l T'oints em mole/11 ter ConcentrAtior; cm?/sec. v 
xl ')4 x1o5 x:105 
59 2 25.0 294.5 I 1 O.lt75 o. 5510 0,27l!6 0.0563 
60 2 ?5.0 :?94.5 II 0. 493 0.472'3 0.2597 0.0554 
65 5 30.0 293.5 13 0.?40 0.51?!; 0.2.!;80 0.0624 
6f 5 30.0 !?Q5.0 lQ o. !;'.\8 0.5361 O.??S6 0.0676 
7" 
'. 5 40.0 295.5 9 0.40':) 0.99::~ o. 5.';78 0.09?6 
78 5 ~'),() 'l95.5 q o. ',1Q 0.7808 0.5175 (). 1066 
Initi~l eoneentrqt\on in porous plate = 0.045 'J'Inl8R/liter 
ArPa of mass tr'30Pfer = 11,98 em? 

























RESTJI.TS FOR j':-13 TIIFFi.J:HVITY RUNS FOR THE · 
DIFFUSIO~ OF ETHYLENE GLYCOL INTO 
FRO~YLENE GLY~CL 
.\verA""' !t>HiAl ::tannr~r:'! 
'i(t] vent :·~mber F.ffectivE>* Flath \,.;,vl!'ltion 
Run Cell Temp Valu3 of llata. Lengtr. Ooncentration of Initllil Dif.fusivity 
No. l-to. ,, em Point~ CIJI l!ole/11 tl:'r Concentration cm2/sec. 
.. 
xto5 x1o6 ~10~ 
61 6 25.0 294.5 11 o. 479 o.;245 0.225ll 0.4866 
62 6 25.0 29''· 5 11 0.525 0.3782 0.~350 0.4772 
67 3 30.0 ~92.5 15 0.7?1> 0.?545 o. 1396 0.5274 
63 3 30.0 !?9''. (l 1? 0.561 o. ?434 o. 1 9l5 0.536:3 
73 6 .!:.0,0 297.0 6 o. !:.23 0,.!:.187 0.2915 i .0293 
74 6 40.0 296.5 7 0.479 0.5204 0.2-190 0.8159 
85 6 53.0 297-5 5 :->. 3'19 0,0710 0.3204 I, 2531 
8€ 6 50.0 ?)7.5 5 0.349 0.0821 0. 37'27 1 .2657 
Initial concentrat\on in porous plat!:! = 0.045 moles/liter 
·\rea of mass tranc;f'er :-: I 1. 98 om? 





























EXPERIMENTALLY MEASURED DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS, 
ACTIVATION ENERGY AND FREE ENERGY 
OF ACTIVATION AT THE TEMPERATURES INDICATED 
Solvent Solute 
Ethylene Ethylene 25 
Glycol Glycol 30 
40 
50 
Diethylene Ethylene 25 
Glycol Glycol 30 
40 
Propylene Ethylene 25 
Glycol Glycol 30 
40 
50 
Ethylene Cyclo- 26.6 
Glycol hexanol 30 
39.9 
Diethylene Cyclo- 26.6 
Glycol hexanol 30 
39.9 
Propylene Cyclo- 26.6 







1. 509± .15 
2.067±.21 







0. 608±. 06 




o. 827±. 09 
0.259±. 03 
0.310±. 04 


























0 Ethylene Ethylene 
2.4 Glycol Glycol 
2.2 
fl. Diethylene Ethylene 
U) Glycol Glycol 
0 
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Figure B-8. Diffusivities of ethylene glycol in the solvents ethylene 






































Figure B-9. Diffusivities of cyclohexanol in the solvents ethylene 




energies in Table B-X are cnlyslightly different (by less than 10%) from the 
enthalpy of activation. The free energy of activation defined by 
Thus, since this degree of proportionality between the enthalpy and entropy of 
activation exists, one should expect the free energy of activation to deviate 
much less from system to system than does the activation energy. This is of 
course shown in Table B-X. 
G. Programs 
The following program was used to predict the diffusivities by the Wilke-
Chang equation, the modified Gainer and Metzner equation, the Olander equa-
tion, and the equation developed in this work. 
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$In YGW0645 MITCHFLL,R.D. OIFGM $fCP TIME=? 1 PAGF.S=65 
$ IBJOB GO $IBFTC MAIN LTST 1 DF.CK C ••••• THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS RY THF WILKE-
C CHANG EQUATION IDWC); BY OLANDER'S EQUATION {QOI, BY GA!NEP'S 
C FQUATION 1 BUT USfNG THE EXPFRMFNTAL VALUES OF THE VISCOUS ACTYVAT!ON 
C ENERGY IDG"''lt AND BY FOliATIONS Of>ll 1 D'42,ANO 0~3 AS OEVELOPFO IN THIS 
G WORK. 
DIMENSION E00!411 1 EDNI41J DIMENSION SU~I4l 1 601 1 SOMI41,60l 1 SUMEC41,60),SOMF!41,60l 
niMENSION SOUM(4lt60) ,RATf4lliENHI4ll ,FDHI41l 
0 I MENs I ON f) EN ( 2 I 4 1 I ' vI s ( 2 '41 I IE N ( 41 ) 'EO {It 1 ) t ALp ( 41 I 'X p ( 4 1 I I X M ( 4 11 
z, z r 41 1 , v 1 4ll 1 DBP 1 4 1 1 1 v 1 41 1 , R A 1 41 1 
R E AD ( 5, 2 {) C l l RUN 
DO 8R JRUN=l 1 1RUN 
READI~t2001 NWAY,NSTO,NTOT,NH20 
C ••••• NSTD I~ THE' NUMBF.R OF PURE LIQUIOS FOP WHICH OATA IS Pt::An IN. 
C ••••• NTOT IS THE NUMBER OF SVSTF~S FnP WHICH THE DIFFUSIVIfiFS ARE 
C CALCULATED. 
CORF=2.0**0.166667 
REA 0 ( '5, 106 I IRA T ( I I, I= 1 t N S Tn I 
C ••••• RAT IS THE RATIO OF THF ENTHALPY OF V~PORTZATION OU~ TO OISPERSIP.N 
C FORCE RONOS TO THF TOTAL. 
REAO (5,1001 l!OEN!I 1 JI,I=l,21,J=l,NSTDJ C ••••• DEN IS THE DENSITY. 
READ ('5 1 lOCI liVIS( I,J),T=1,2l ,J=l,NSTOI 
C ••••• VIS IS THF VISCOSITY. 
REAO ('5,100) IXP(l J,XM!II,7!Il,ZZI JI,OBPI II,Y=l,NSTDI 
C ••••• XP IS THE SOLVENT PARA~ETFR FOR USE IN THF WILKE-CHANG EQUATION. 
C ••••• XM IS THE MOLt=CULAR wETGHT. 
C ••••• z IS XI FOR USE IN GIANER AND METZNER'S FQUATION. 
C ••••• ll IS XI FOR USE IN EQUATIONS 0~2 AND DM~. 
C ••••• OBP IS THE MOLAR VOLUME AT THE RniLING POINT. 
REJI0(5, 1001 R,CI<,XK,AVGN,H 
C ••••• R IS THE UN!Vt=RSAL GAS CONSTANT. 
C ••••• CK IS THE CONSTANT USED IN THE WILKE-CHANG EQUATION. 
C ••••• XK IS THE BDLT7MAN CONSTANT. 
C ••••• AVC.:N IS THE AVnGA!'JR(l NlJMf\FR. 
C ••••• H IS THE PLANCK CONSTANT. 
WRITE ( 6, 1 50 I R 
WRITF !6,1'511 H 
WRITE (6,15?1 XK 
WRITE Ui,I5~1 AVGN 
WRITF (6 1 1541 CK 
SA M=O .0 
C ••••• SAM,AS WELL AS SUM,SOUM,SOM,SUME, AMO SC"E RELOW, ARE USED IN 
C CAlCULATING THF AVERAGE- ARSQLUTF FRACTIONAL DEVIATIONS • 
DO 10 J= 1t IIISTO 
C ••••• J IS THE SOLVENT IIIUMBEP, SF.F LIST BELOW 
PF110(5,1001 Tl 
C ••••• Tl IS THE TE~PERATUR~ FOR WHTCH THE nATA ARE USEFUL FOR THIS SOLVENT. 
T.?=Tl+l5. 
WRITE' f6,15'51 J 
WPITF (~,1'561 RAT(JI 
WRITE (6 1 157) XPIJI WRITE (6,}'5f!) XM(J) 
WRITE !f,l5gl 7.1JI,Zl(JI 
WRTTF !6,163) DBP(JI 
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WRITE I 6, 109 I 0 EN I 1 , J ) , T 1 , nE N I?, J I , T2 
WRITEI6,1lll VIS!l,J J,Tl,VISf?,Jl ,T/. 
c ••••• ~~~i~=T~~~~~~~~y~~~'~il,Vb~\}~~~~~6{1~t'~~}I~~l~,~~bv 1 FOR VISCOUS 
C TP <\NSFER. 
ALP(Jl= OENil,JI*I fl./DFNI2,Jll-ll./OEN{l,JIIl/ IT2 -Tll 
C ••••• ALP IS THE COEFFICIENT OF VOLlJMf.TRIC EXPANSinN. 
EDIJI= ENIJ) -IR*Tl >I<( 1.- (Tl* ALPIJ)I1.0J)) 
C ••••• ED IS THE SFLF-OIFFUSION ACTIVHION ENF.RGY FOR EQUATIONS OMI ~NO DM3. 
WPITE (6,1601 FN(J) 
WRITE I 6 t 161 I EO I J I 
10 WRITE (6,1621 ALP(Jl 
no 16 I=l,NSTO 
EN HI I l-= EN ( I I *I 1 • - R A Tl l I I 
C ••••• EN~ IS THE ACTIVATION ENERGY FnR VISCnStTY DUF TO HYORnGFN RO~DING. 
EO~ ( I I:: E 0 ( I I* I 1 .-JH T( I I I 
r ••••• EOH IS THE ACTIVATION ENERGY FOP DIFFUSION OUF TO HYORn~EN BONDING. 
EDDI I I= EO( I I*R A Til I 
C ••••• EDD IS THE •cTIVATION FNERG~ F~q DIFFUSION OUE TO OfSPERSIC~ FCRCES. 
16 EON I Il=ENI U*RAH I I 
C ••••• EnN IS THF. ACTIVATION FNFRGY FOP VISCOSITY OUF T~ OISPFRSION FnRCES. 
DO 11 J=l ,NTrJT 
RF~C (5,1021 NB,NA,Tl,CACT 
C ••••• DACT IS T~E fXPFRIMFNTAllY OfTERMJNEO DIFFUSJVITY. 
IP=l 
OW C= { CK *T 1 *I { X P IN fl I* X"' I N~ I I**. 5 I I IV f S ( 1 , NR I * ( n~ PI Nil l **. 6 l l l *. 00 0 l 
C ••••• DWC IS THE f'liFFUSJVYTY AS CALCULATEO BY THE ~TLKF-CHANG EQUATinN. 
VINAI=XMIN~l/OfN{l,NAl 
C ••••• V IS THF MOLAR VOLUME AT THF T~MPERUURE' Tl. 
VINBl= XMINBJ/ OENI1 1 NRI 
RAINAI=IVINAI/AVGNI** 0.?31~1 
C ••••• RA IS THE MOLECULAq RADIUS. 
RAINBI= IVINRI/AVGNl>~<* 0.?~3~3 RAB=!RA!NP)i-RA(NA) )/2.1')0 
C ••••• RAB IS AN AVERAGE MOLECULAR RhO!US. 
!1FBO-=R*Tl*ALOG!VISiltNBI*V(NRI/IAVGN*HJl 
C ••••• Of80 IS THE ACTIVATION FREF FNFRGY nF THF SOLVFNT 8 FOR CLAN!1ER'S MOOEL. 
DFAO=R*Tl*ALnGIVISII,NAI*VI~AI/IAVGN*Hil 
C ••••• DFAn IS THE ~CTIVATlON FFEF FNERGY OF THF SOLUTE ~ FQR OLANDER'S MrOFL. 
DEV"5=1 DACT-OWC 1/T'lACT 
C ••••• OEV5 IS THE FRACTIONAL DFVIATION rN THF WILI<E-r::HAI\JG OIFFUSIVITY. 
SAM=SAM+ABSIDEV51 
c ••••• THIS SECTION IS HEqF TO SUPPRESS UNNEFDED OUTPUT ~HEN OFSIRFO. 
IF ( NW A Y I Vl t 31 , 3 0 
30 lFIJ-1142,32,42 
3 2 WR IT E I 6, 1 0 3 ) N A 1 N R WRITF 16,1701 TI,uACT.VISil,NBl 
W R IT E I 6 ,112 1 !'1\ol C , n E V '5 
Gfl TO 42 
31. CONTINUE' 
8 WRTTF 16.1031 NA,NB 




C ••••• DFB IS THE ACTIVATION FRFf EN~"~GY FOR ~f'OH 0"11 F-OR SOLVPJT P,. 
DFA-=DFAO+!R*Tl*IAL0\.(2.C**O.?))I 
C ••••• DFA IS THE ACTIVATION FPEE ENF~GV FnR MODEL n"'l FrR SDLUT( A. 
f)fAH:( 1.-IUTINAI l*OfA 
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C ••••• DFAH IS THE ACTIVATION FREE ENERGY DUE Tr HYDROGEN ~ONOING FOR SnLUTE A. OFAI--=fl.-RATINBI I*DFP . 
C ••••• DFBH IS THE ACTIVATION FREE FNERGV DIJE TO HYDnOGEN· BCNDIN~ FOR SOLVFNT R. DFA=DFA*RATCNAI . .. '""' -
C ••••• OFI IS THE ACTIVATION FREF ENfRGY FOR SOLUTE A DUE TO OISPERSIDN C FORCf RONDS. 
DFP.-=DFB*RATINBI 
C ••••• DFfl IS THE ACTIVATION FFRF. f~jFRGY FOR SOl VFNT B OtJF TO DISPFRSION C FORCF AONOS. . . . . . . . 
X= R *T 1 *I l.- I TI *AlP IN B l/ "". I I 
XV-= -SORTIIIRACNBI*RA!NAl/!!~AAI**?ll**l21*Z71NAI*FDD!NAl*EOD(N81 2/ZZ!N8ll . . . -
XlX=- SQRT IRAINAI*EOHINAl*RAINBI*EDH!NRl*ZZ!NRl/IR~B*RAA* 2Z7{NBIII . 
X ZY=-Z INA l *SQR T ( RA ( NB I *R A ( NA I *FNH! NA l *FNH (I" 131/ I R AR*R ll B I II Z IN 8 I 
XX-=-ZCNAI*SQRT((RA(NAl*RA!NAI/I(RIBl**~ll**l?*EDN!NBl*FDN!NAII/ 2Z I NB I .. .. . . -
XZZ=-2.*VINAI*SQqT(!FO!NAI*EDINBI/(VCNAl*VINRilll 
C ••••• X, XV, XlX, XZY, XX AND XZZ API= GROUPS OF TERfoiS TORE USED TN T!-!F 
r EXPONENTS OF THF VARIUS EQUATTONS RELOW. 
TANT = RA(NBI/SQ~TC!PAINAl**21+12.*PAINAl*R~IN8lll 
C ••••• TANT TS THF TANGENT flF THE ANGLE THFTA, SEF OERIVATION OF f:OUATION f1M3. 
ZP= 3.141~9/ ATAN( TANTI 
C ••••• lP IS THE NtJ~RFR OF fl MOLECULE'S THAT WILL FIT AROUND THE CENTRIIL A 
c I~Ol ECUL I'. 
7P=I2.*ZP-l.)/ll. 
DO I? IP=t,40 
F: IP 
F=0.025*f 
c ••••• F f<; TH.AT FRACTION OF THE ACTIVATION IFRFEJ Ef'.ERGY OUF TO THE 
C HOLE FnRMATION STEP. 
AF-=1.-F C ••••• AF IS THAT FRACTION OF THF ACTIVATION (FREF! ENERGY DUE TO THE 
C JlJ~P STFP. 
DO=!XK*Tl/IRAINBI*5.6ll*EXP(AF*IDF80-SQPTfO~RO*DFAOIJ/(P$Tlll 
2/VJS(l,NBJ 




XOMl• IF*Xl+!l.-FI*ZP*(XY+XZXJ XDM?=(F*Xl+ ((l.-FI*IEN(N8l+(IVCNI\I/VINBII*EDINAll+!XZllll 
C ••••• ZG, XOGM, XOMl, AND XOM2 ARE TE~MS USED IN THE ~XPnNF~TS OF THF 
C EQUATIONS 8ELOW. DGM= (XK*Tl/!ZCNAl*VIS!l,NBIIl*IEXPIXDG~/CR*Tlll)/ RA!NB) ( ••••• ~G~ IS THE OIFFUSIVITY AS CALCULATED BY THE MODTFIED GAINER MODEL. [l~ 3= ( X K*Tl I ( Z Z ( N 8 I* VIS I 1 ,N B l ) ) * { EX PI XnM 1/ ( P* T 1 l ) ) I (RAIN R l *CnR F I 
C ••••• OM3 IS THE DfFFUSlVITY AS CALCULATEO BY THF fQUATION n~~. ~M2= (XK*Tl/IZZ(NBI*VIS(l,NPIII*!EXPIXDM2/ !R*Tl))}/(PAINBI*CORFI 
c ••••• DM2 IS THE OIFFUSIVITY AS Cli.LCULATED RY fQUATION DM?. 
DMi=C((RA(Nfii*CORFI**2 l*XK*Tl/ ZI"JRli*FX 0 !-ZG/(~aTl)) 









22 WRITE (6,104) F,Oo,nGM,DI'I1,Df'l? DM3 ~bi~fl(tzlO':iiSUM! lP,Jl,SOM(!P,JJ,suMF.IIP,JI,SCME( IP,JJ,SOUMIIP,JI 
?1 CONTI"'JUE 
WRIT~ 16,1041 ftOO,OGM,OMl,DM2 DM3 WRJTE(6,10'5JSUM~ IP,JI,SOMIIP,JJ,SUME( !P,JI,SCMEI TP,JI,SOlJMIIP,JI 12 CONTINUE - . 
11 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,1711 








C ••••• WW, W, X, Y AND U ARE THE AVERAGE DEVIATIONS OF THE OIFFUSIVITIES. 
Dfl 14 I=l,NTOT 
WW=WW+ABSISOUM(J,Ill 
W=W + ABS (SUM( J, I I I 
X=X + ABSISOMIJ,TII 
Y=Y + AFIS!SUMF! J,! I I 









WRITF (6,173. SAM 
BR CONTINUE 
STOP 
100 FOR"'AT 14E18.8l 
101 FflRMAT I4El8.8J 
102 FORMAT 12I6,2E18.8l 10~ FO~MAT 11X,l4H SOLUTE CflnE =,J3,5X,l5H SOLVENT CnDE =,131 
106 FORMAT!BF9.'5l 104 FORMATI'5X 9 5H F = ,F5.3,RH 00 = ,El2.5,9H DGM = ,F.l2.5,9H DM1 2 = ,El2.S,qH OM2 = ,El2.5,9H DM1 = ,El2.51 
105 FORMATI15X,RH 000 = ,Fll.7,9H OOGM = ,Fl1.7,9H DO~l = ,Fll.7, 
29H ODM2 = 9 Fll.7,9H ODM3 = ,Fll.7l 109 FORMAT ( lOX,llH DENSITY= 1 F7.5,3H AT,F6.1,6H OFG C,6X,llH DENSITY 
2 = ,F7.5,3H AT,Fb.l,18H OEG C, IN GR.6.M/CCI 111 FORMAT llOX,l3H VISCOSITY = ,F7.5,3H AT 1 Fo.J,oH OEG C,4X,l3H VISCfl 
2SITY = ,F7.5,3H AT,F6.1,16H DFG C, TN PuiSEl 
112 FO~MAT 16X 9 4HOWC=,El8.8,6Xt5HOOWC=,F9.51 150 FUR"'ATI1Hl 9 10X,28H UNIVFPSAL GAS CONSTANT,ll = ,F10.5,13H CAL/[)fG*M 
?DL E I l'il FORMAT! lOX,?lH PLANCK CIJNST~NT,H = ,FIB.8,8H ERG*SECl 
15? FnRMAT!lOX 9 24H ROLTlMAN CnNSTANT,XK = ,El8.8,8H ERG/OEGl 153 FflR~AT!lOX,24H AVrGADRO NUMBFR,AVGN = ,ElB.A 1 7H 1/MCLEI 154 FORMAT(l0X 9 50H EMPERICAL CONSTANT FOP WILKE-LHANG ~QUATION,CK = 
2Fl8.RI 1'55 FORMAT!lHC,lOX,lAH Sf1LVFNT N\JIIBER = ,131 
138 
156 FORMATilOX,83H FRACTIO~ OF TOTAL ENTHALPY OF VAPrRIZATION ATTRIBUT 
ZED TO OISPER510N FORCE BONDS= ,F6.31 
1~7 FORMATtlOX,~~H SOLVENT ASSOCIATION PARAMFTFR FOR WILKE-CHANG E~JAT 
?ION = ~F~.z1 
1~8 FORMAT lOX,~4H MOLECULAR WEIG~T nF SOLVENT,X~ = ,F8.3,10H GRAM/MOL 
Zfl 
1~9 FOPMAT(10X,?.3H XI FOR EQUATIO~ DGM = ,F5.2t36H AND XI FOR EQUATIO 
2N OM?. AND OM~ = F?.21 
1n0 FORMAT(l0~,32H v\scOUS ACTIVATION ENERGY,EN = ,F12.5,13~ CAL/OEG*M 
20LFI 
161 FORMATILOX,64H SELF OtFFUSION ~CTIVATION ENERGY FOP EQUATION DM2 A 
2ND OM3,ED = ,F12.5 l3H CAL/DEG*MOLEI 
162 FORMATI10X 1 43H COEFFIEIENT OF VOLUMETRIC EXPANSION,ALP = ,Fl/..7, 26H 1/0F.Gl 
163 FOR~ATI lOX,~lH MOLAR VOLLMF AT THF BOILING PnJ~T,n~P = ,FlO.?, 
~qH CC/MOLEJ 
170 FORMATilOX1 14H TEMPERATURF. = ,F6.2,6H OEr. C,lBH DifFUSTVTTY =, 2Fl?.S,lOH ~M**2/SFC,l5H VISCOSITY= ,FA.5,6H POISE) 
171 FOPMAT(5X,49~ THE FOLLOWlNG n~VT~TIONS ARE AVERAGES FOP ~ACH Fl 
172 FORMAT(~X,S~ ~ = ,F?.3,8H 000 = ,FI!.8,9H ODr.M = ,Fll.8,9H nO~l 
2 ~ ,Fll.8,9H nOM2 = ,F11.q,QH DOM3 = ,Fll.~) 





UNIVERSAL GAS CONSTANT,R • 1.98700 CAL/DEG*MOLE 
PLANCK CJNSTANT,H • 0.&6250000E-Z& ERG*SEC 
~OLT!MAN (;ONSTANT,XK • O.LU05400E-l5 ERG/OEG 
AVu~AOKJ NUMBERoAVGN • 0.60225200E Z~ !/MOLE 
c~PE~ICAL CONSTA~T fOR WILKE-tHANG EQUATION,CK = 0.74000000E-05 
SJLVENT NUM~ER • 1 
fKACTION Of TOTAL ENTHALPY Of VAPORIZATION ATTKl~UTEO TO OISPERSION FORCE BONOS • 0.331 
~<JLVENT 4SSO:IATION PARAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EQJATIO~ • 1.00 
MOLECULAR WEII>HT OF SOLVENT 1 XM • 62.LJJ GitAM/MOLE 
XI FJR EJUATION uGH • 6.00 AND XI FOR EQUATION DMZ AND DM3 • 12.00 
MOLAR VOLUME AT THE ~OILING POINT 0 08P • &6.60000 CC/HOLE 
OEN~I TV • 1.10o20 AT 303.0 OEG C DENSITY = 1.0'1580 AT 318.0 OEG Co IN GUM/CC 
VISCJSITY • 0.13560 AT 303.0 OEG C VISCOS!fY • 0.07980 AT 318.0 OEG C, IN POISE 
VISCJUS A:TIVATION ENERGY,EN • 67&7.12933 CAL/OEG*HDLE 
SELF UIFFUSIUN A:TIVATION ENERGY FOR EWATION DMZ AND DM3,EO • to203.54272 CALIOEG*MDLE 
CuEFflciENT UF VOLUMETiliC EXP4NSION,UP = 0.0006327 1/DEG 
SOLVENT NUMBER • 2 
1-KACTIO~ OF TOTAL ENTHALPY Of VAPORIZ4TION ATTRI8JTEO TO DISPERSION FORCE BONDS • 0.331 
SJlVENT ASSO:I4TION PARAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EQUATIO~ = l.Ol 
MOLeCULAR WeiGHT OF SOLVENT,XM • b2.1JJ GRAM/MOLE 
XI FJR E.IUATIO~ JGM • o.OO AND XI F-Ok EQUATION OM?. AND DM3 = 12.00 
MuLAK VJLUME AT THe aOJLING POl NT,D8P = 66.~0000 CCIMOLE 
OfNS!TY ~ 1.!1320 AT 293.0 DEG C DENSITY • 1.10280 AT 308.0 DEG C, IN GRAM/CC 
VISCOSITY • O.l0620 U 293.0 OEG C VISCOSITY= 0.11300 AT 308.0 DEG C, I~ POISE 
VISCJUS A:TIVATIJN ENERGY,EN = 7l90.J3223 CAL/DEG*HOLE 
SELF- DIFFUSION A:TIVATION ENERI>Y FOR EQUATION DMZ AND OM3,EO • 6643.58966 CAl/DEG*MDLE 
COEFFIEH:NT Of VJLUMETRIC EXPANSION,ALP • 0.0006287 1/0EG 
SOLVENT NUMBE~ • 3 
~KACTIO~ OF TOTAL ENTHALPY OF VAPORIZATION ATTRIBUTED TO DISPERSION FORCE BONOS • 0.454 
SOLVeNT ASSOCIATION PARAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EQUATIO~ • 1.0J 
MOLtCULAil WEIGHT OF SOLVENT,XM • 76.10) GRAM/MOLE 
XI FJR E~UATION ~~M • 6.00 ANO XI FOR EQUATION DMZ AND OM3 • 12.00 
MOLAK VJLUME AT TiE SOILING POINT,OBP • 88.BOOJO CC/HOLE 
OENSITY • 1.JZ920 AT 303.0 DE~ C DENSITY= 1.01770 AT 318,0 OEG C, IN GRAH/:C 
VISCJSITY • 0.32630 AT 303.0 OtG C VISCOSITY • 0.15500 AT 318.0 DEG Co I~ POISE 
VISCJUS ACTIVAT!JN ENERGY,EN • 951)1.19117 CAL/DEG*MDLE 
SeLF UlFFUSIJN A:TIVATIIJN ENERGY FOR EQUATION OM2 AND 0113, EO • 8944.93'145 CAL/DEG*MDLE 
CUEFFIEIENT OF VOLUMETRIC EX~ANSION,ALP • J,OQ07533 1/0EG 
SOLVENT NUM~ER • 4 
f~A,T!U~ UF TOTAL ENTHALPY OF VAPORILATIUN ATTRIBUTED TO UISPERS!ON FORCE RONOS = 0.568 
SOLVI:NT ASSJCIAT!JN PAK4METER FOR WILKE-:HANG EQJATIO~ • 1.0) 
MULi::ULAR •EIGHT LIF SOLVENT,XM • 106.1Jl GRAM/MOLE 
XI FJK EJUAT!UN lGM • 6.00 AND XI FOR E~UATION OMZ ANO OM3 = 12.00 
MULA< VOLUME H I~E SOILING POINToUBP = ll8.400JO CC/HOLE 
~er;S! TY = 1.10~ZU AT 303.0 o~; (; UENSITY • 1.09850 AT 318.0 DEG C, IN GRAM/CC 
VISCJSUY • 0.21610 AT 303.0 OEG C VISCOSITY • 0.12000 AT 318.0 OEG C, IN POISE 
V!SCJUS ACTIVAf!JN tNEKGY,EN = 7508.23~08 CAL/DEG*MOLE 
SEll- UI~FuS!.JN A:TIVATION ENERoY FOR EQUATION UMZ AND OM3,ED • 6945.66211 C4L/OEGO~JLE 
GOEFFIE!ENT JF VOLUMoTKIC EXPA~S!uN,ALP = 0.0006494 1/0EG 
SOLVENT NUMBER • 5 
F~ACfiU,~ 0~ TUTAL ENIHALPY 01- VAPORIZATION ATTRIBUTED TO UlSPERS ION FORCE BONDS = 0.914 
SilLVt:NT ASSJ:!ATIJN PARAMETER FOK WlLKE-:IiANG c~JATID~ • 1.0) 
M<lL~CULAR wEIGHT OF SOLVENT,XM = 150.20J GRAM/MOLE 
XI FJK E"UAT!ON loM boOO ANU XI FOR EQUATION DMZ AND OM3 • 12.00 
MuLAl VJLUME AT T~E 8tliLING P&liNT,OBP • 170.200)0 CCIMOLE 
140 
141 
VGW0645 ~ lTCHElL 0R.D. 
DENS! TV • ;•13880 AT 273.0 OEG C DENSITY • lolZ130 AT 288.0 OEG C, IN GRAM ICC 
VI SCJSlTY 1.60000 AT 273.0 DEG C VISCOSITY • 0.56000 AT 288.0 OEG c, IN PO[SE 
VISCJUS ACTIVATION ENERGYoEN • 10933.9&008 CAL/DEG"MMLE 
SELF DIFFUSION ACTIVATION ENERGY FOR EWATION DMZ AND DM3oED • 10425.08044 CALIOEG*MOLE 
COEFFIEIENT OF VOLUMETRIC EXPANSIONoALP • O.D006801 lfDEG 
SOLVENT NUMBER • 1> 
FRACTION OF TOTAL ENTHALPY OF VAPORIZATION AHRIBUTEO TO DISPERSION FORCE BONDS • 0.666 
SOLVENT ASSOCIATION PARAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EQUAflil'j • 1.00 
MOLECULAR ld!IGHT OF SOLVENT,XM • 100.200 GRAMIMOLE 
XI F:JR E~UATION JGM • 6.00 ANO XI FOR EQUATION DMZ AND DM3 • 12.00 
MOLU VOLUME AT THE BOlLI tG POl NT, DBP • 136.90000 CCI MOLE 
DENS! TV • 0.94155 AT 303.0 DEG C DENSITY • 0.9U94 4T 318.0 DEG c, IN GRAM ICC 
VISCJSITY • 0.41070 AT 303.0 OEG C VISCOSITY • 0.17190 AT 318.0 OEG c, IN POISE 
VI SCJUS ACT! VA TIDN ENERGY,EN • 11111>.53943 CALIDEG•MDLE 
SELF DIFFUSION ACTIVATION ENERGY FOR EWATION DMZ AND OM3,ED • 10565.08972 CAL/DEG•HOLE 
COEFFIEIENT OF VOLUMETRIC EXPANSION,ALP • 0.0008323 liOEG 
SOLVENT NUMBER • 7 
FII.ACTIO~ OF TOUL ENTHALPY OF VAPORIZATION AHRIBUTEO TO DISPERSION FORCE BONDS • 0.:!172 
SOLVENT ASSOCIATION PUAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EQIJATIQ)I • 1.00 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF SOLVENT,XM • 92.100 GRAM/MOLE 
X I FJR E>!UA TION ~GM • 6. 00 AND XI FOR EQUATION OH2 AND 0'13 • 12.00 
MOLA~ VOLUME AT T~E SOiliNG POINT,OBP • 91>.20000 CC/MDLE 
DENSITY • 1.25830 AT 298.0 OEG C UENS ITY • 1.2~~00 AT 313.0 OEG C, IN GRAH/CC 
VISC~SITY ~ 9.50000 AT 298.0 DEG C VISCOSITY= 2.UOOO AT Jl3.0 DEG c, IN POISE 
VISCOUS ACTIVATIJN ENERGYoEN • 11>744.~Hl3 CALIDEG*MDLE 
SELF lliFFUSiuN A:TIVHION ENERGY FOR EWATION OH2 AND DM3oED • 11>181.55505 CAL/DEG*MOLE 
COEFFIEIENT OF VOLUMETRIC EXPANSION,ALP • 0.000~96~ 1/0EG 
SOLVENT NUM~ER • 8 
FiUCTION OF TOTAL ENTHALPY OF VAPORIZATION ATTRIBuTED TO DISPERSION FORCE BONDS • D. 368 
SOLVENT A SSO:: U Tl ON PUAMETE R FOR WILKE•CHANG EQIJAT ION •· 1.00 
MOLECULAR oEIGHT OF SOLVENT,XM • 92.100 GRAH/NOLE 
XI FJR EQUATION JGH • 6.00 AND XI FOR EQUATION OHZ AND OH3 • 12.00 
MOLAil. V:.ILUME AT THE BOlLIN> POINT,OBP • 96.20000 CCIMOLE 
DENSITY • 1.26130 AT 293.0 OEG C DENSITY • 1.25190 AT 308.0 OEG c, IN GRAM/CC 
VISCJSITY • 4.80000 AT 293.0 UE3 C VISCOSITY • 3.82000 AT 308.0 OEG C, IN POISE 
VI SCJUS AC TIVUION ENERGY,EN • 11>190 .65710 "•LIOEG*NDLE 
SELF OIFFUSIJN A:TIVATIUN ENERGY FOR EWATION 0112 AND DN3,EO • 15636.92896 CAL/OEG•NJLE 
CUEFFIEIENT OF VOLUMETRIC EXPANS!ONoALP • 3,000500~ 1/0EG 
F:~t ¥~~~ ~~M~~~A~ EN~HALPY OF VAPORIZATION ATTRIBUTED TO OISPERS ION FORCE BONOS • O. 368 
SOLVENT ASSOCIATION PARAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EQIJATIO~ • I.D3 
MtlLECUlU oEIGHT OF SOLVENT,XH • 92.133 GRAHII40LE 
XI FJR E~UATIUN )GH = 6.00 AND XI FOR EQUATION DH2 AND OM3 • 12.00 
HULA~ VJLUME U THE 3UILING POINT,DBP • 96.200)0 CC/HOLE 
~ENSUY = 1.26080 AT 294.0 OEG C DENSITY • 1.25130 AT 309.0 OEG C, IN GRAN/CC 
VISCJSITY • J.60000 AT 294.0 DEG C VISCOSITY • 3.~9000 AT 309.0 DEG Co IN POISE 
VIStJUS ACTIVUIJN ENEilGY,EN • 1631>8.35)39 CALIDEG*MOLE 
SELF DIFFUSIJN A:HVATION ENERGY FOR EQUATION OM2 AND OM3,ED • 15813.15161 CALIDEG•NJLE 
COEFFle!ENT UF VJLUM!:TRIC EXPANSION,ALP • )o000506l 1/DEG 
F:~zn~~ ~~M~5~A~ E~~HAl.PY Of ~APORIZATIDN ATTRI8UTEO TO DISPERSION FORCE BONOS • O. 75<, 
SOLVENT ASSU::IATION PARAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EOJATIO~ • 1.03 
MuLECULAR WEIGHT OF SOLVENT,XM • 102.203 GRAHIMOLE 
X 1 FJK EJUA TION )GM • 6. 00 AND XI FOR EQUATION DMZ AND OM3 • 12.00 
MULA~ VOLUME AT THE aOILING POINT,08P • 148.00000 CCIMOLE 
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UENSITY • 0.81560 AT 298.0 DE• C ~ENSITY • 0.8152~ AT 313.0 DEG C, IN GRAM/CC 
VISCJSITY • 0.00~37 U 298.0 DEG C VISCOSITY • O.J0287 AT 313.0 DEG c, IN POISE 
VISCJUS ACTIVATION ENERGY,EN • 5194.9$399 CAL/DEG*MOLE 
SELF DIFFUSIJN A:TIVATION ENERGY FOR EQJATION 0112 AND QM3, ED • 460lt.5695Z CAL/DEG•MOLE 
COEFFIEIENT OF VOLUMETRIC EKPANSillN,ALP • 0.00~029~ 1/0EG 
SuLVENT NUH~ER • Ll 
FRACTION OF TOTAL ENTHALPY OF VAPORIZATION ATTRIBUTED TO DISPERSION FORCE BONOS • 0.750 
SOLVENT USO:IATION PARAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EQJAT 10~ • L.OJ 
MOLECULA~ WEIGHT OF SOLVI!NT,KM • 10Z.ZJJ GRAM/MOLE 
XI FJK c~UATIUN lGM • 6o00 AND XI FOK EQUATION DMZ AND 0113 • LZ.OO 
MDLA{ VJLUHE U THE BOILING POINT,OSP • H8.JOOOO CtfMOLE 
DENSITY • 0.83285 AT 213.0 OEG C DENSITY • 0.82Z39 Af 298.0 DEG c, IN GRAHI:C 
VISWSITY • 0.008d0 AT 273.0 DEG C VISCOSITY • 0.)0517 AT 288.0 OEG Ct IN POISE 
VISCJUS "TIVUIDN ENEitGY,EN • 4395.9H68 CAL/OEG*HOLE 
SELF DIFFUSION A:TIVATION ENERGY FOK EQUATION DMZ AND DM3,ED • 389S.39035 CAL/DEG*MJLE 
CUEFFIEIENT JF VOLUMETRIC EXPANSION,ALP • 0.0008~7i 1/DEG 
SOLVENT NUMBER • 12 
fRACTIO~ OF TOTAL ENTHALPY OF VAPORIZATION ATTRIBUTED TO DISPERSION FORCE BONDS • 0.100 
SOLVI:NT ~SSOCUTICIN PAIIAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EQUATIO~ = ZobO 
~OLECUlH oEIGHT OF SOLVENT,KM • LS.OJJ GRAM/MOLE 
XI FlR EQUATION JGM • 6.00 AND XI FOK EQUATION DMZ AND DM3 • 12.00 
MULA< VJLUME AT T~c BOILING POINT,OBP • T5.b0000 CC/MOLE 
DENSITY • 0.99723 AT 293.0 DI:G C DENSITY= 0.99~06 AT 308.0 OEG C, IN GRAH/CC 
VISCJSITY • 0.01005 AT 293.0 OEG C VISCOSITY • 0.)0722 AT 308.0 OEG Ct IN POISE 
VISCJUS ~CTJV~TIJN ENEKGY,EN • )953.50595 CAL/OEG*HOLE 
SElf DIFFUSION AC Tl VAT! ON ENERGY FOR EQJATION DMZ AND OM3o ED • 3383.40332 CAL/DEG•MDLE 
COEFflt:IENT OF VOLUMETRIC EXPANSIUN,ALP • J.0002126 1/DEG 
SOLVENT NUMBH • 13 
FRACTIO~ OF TOTAL ENTHALPY OF VAPORIZATION AHRIBUTED TO DISP!:RSION FORCE BONOS • 0.395 
SOLVENT ASSO:UT!JN PARAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EQJATIO~ • l.9J 
MUUCUUII WEIGHT OF SOLVENT,KM • 32.000 GRAM/MOLE 
XI FJ~ EolUATIDN lGM = 8.00 AND XI FOR EQUATION DMZ AND OM3 • 16.00 
MOLA~ VJLUME AT THE BOILING POINT,OijP • ~5.SOOOO CC/HOLE 
UENSITY • 0.79030 AT 294. 0 UEG C DENS !TY • 0 .17bLO AT 3J9. 0 DEG C, IN GRAH/CC 
VISCJSITY • u.0057b 4T Z9~.0 DEG C VISCOSITY • O.J0~76 AT 309.0 DEG c, IN POISE 
VISCOUS ACTIVATIJN ENERGYoEN • lZ94.71390 CAL/DEG*MDLE 
>ElF UIFFUSIJN ACTIVATION ENERGY. FOR EQUATION DMZ AND IJM3, EO • 1780.42723 CALIDEGOMJLE 
C~EFFIEII:NT UF VOLUMETRIC EXPANSIONoALP • J.0012198 1/DEG 
SOLVENT NUMBER • L't 
I'UCTIO.~ UF TOTAL ENTHALPY OF VAPORIZATION ATTRIBJTEO TO lliSPSRSION FORCE BONDS • Oo365 
SOLVENT ASSOCIATION PARAMETER FOR IHLKE-CHANG EQUATIO~ • 1.0) 
MOlECULAR WEIGHT OF SDLVENT,XM • 92.LOJ GRAM/MOLE 
XI FJR E~UATION JGM = o.OO AND XI FOR EQUATION OH2 ANO DM3 • 12.00 
MOLU VOLUME AT THE dOlLING POINToDBP • 91>.20000 tt/HOLE 
DENSITY • Lol7370 AT 273.0 OEG C DENSITY • 1.264~0 AT Z88.0 DEG C, IN GRAMICC 
VISCJSITY • 1.00000 AT 273.D DEG C VISCOSITY • 2.&7000 AT 288.0 DEG C, IN POISE 
VISCJUS AOIVATIJN ENERGY,EN • LT't42.b0L3Z CAL/OEG*MDLE 
SELF OIFFUSIJN A:TIVATION ENERGY FOR EQUATION OM2 AND OM3,ED • 16924.35547 CAL/DEGOHJLE 
COEFF IE lENT OF VOLUMETRIC EX PANS I ON, ALP • J .0004903 1/0EG 
SULVENT NUHijEK • 15 
FRACT!O~ UF TOTAL eNTHALPY OF VAPORIZATION ATTRIB~TED TO DISPERSION FORCE BONDS • 0.61>8 
S~LVENT 4S~J:IUIJN PARAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EQJATIO~ • 1oOJ 
M~LECULAk WEIGHT OF SOLVENT,KM • &a.ZOJ GRAM/HOLE 
XI FJR E~UA TIUN JGM • b.OD AND XI FOR EQUATION DMZ AND DM3 • 12.00 
MOLA~ VOLUHI: AT THE ~OILING POINT,DSP • l25.9JOOO CC/MOLE 
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DENSITY = O.B0760 AT 303.0 OEG C DENSITY • 0.79700 AT 318.0 DEG c, IN GRAM/:t 
VISCJSITY • 0.02980 AT 303.0 DEG C VISCOSITY • O.JlBSO 4T, llS.O DEG c, IN POISE 
VISCJUS ACTIVATION ENERGY,EN = 5879.61H4 CAL/OEG*MOLE 
SELF DIFFUSION A=TI VHION ENERGY FOR EQUATION 0112 AND OHl ED • 5331.46'154 CAL/DEG•NJLE 
CUEFFIEIENT OF VOLUMETRIC EXPANSION,ALP • 0.0008867 1/0EG 
SOLVENT NUMBER • 16 
FRACTIO"' OF TOfAL ENTHALPY OF VAPORIZATION ATTRIBHED TO DISPERSION fORCE BONDS • 1.000 
SOLVENT ASSO:IHION PARAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EQJATIO~ a 1.0J 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT UF SOLVENT,XM • 86.200 GRAM/HOLE 
XI FJR EUUATION ~GH • 6.00 AND XI FOR EQUATION 0112 AND 0113 • 12.00 
MULA~ VOLUME AT THE SOILING POINT,OSP • 140.60000 CC/HOLE 
UENSITY • 0.65050 AT 303.0 DEG C DENSITY • 0.63720 AT 318.0 OEG c, IN GRAM/CC 
VISCOSITY • O.OOZ18 H 303.0 DEG C VISCOSITY • 0.00227 AT 318.0 OEG c, IN POISE 
VISCJUS ACTIV.UICJN ~NERGY,EN = 2586.B3170 CALIOEG*HJLE 
SELF lliFFUSluN A:TIVATION ENER.;Y FOR EQUATION Dl12 AND OM3,ED • 206'1.38553 CAL/DEGOMOLE 
COEFF!EleNT OF VJLUMETklC EXPANSION,ALP = 0,00139B 1/DEG 
SOLVENT NUM~ER = 17 
FRACTION OF TOTAL ENTrlALPY OF VAPUR!ZATION ATTRIB~TED TO DISPERSION FORCE BONOS • 1.000 
SOLVENT ASSO:IHION PARAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EQUATIO~ • I.Oa 
~OLECULA~ WHGHT OF SOLVENT,XM = 240.~00 GRAM/MOLE 
XI FJR E~UATION JGH • 6.00 AND XI FOR EQUATION DM2 AND OH3 • 12.00 
MOLA~ VJLUME AT THE SOILING POINT,DBP • 340.20000 CC/MOLE 
OENSITY = 1.04800 AT 295.D DEG C OENSIT1 • 1.03850 AT 310.0 OEG c, IN GRAM/CC 
VISCJSITY • 4.50000 AT 2'15.0 DEG C VISCOSITY • 5.70000 AT 310.0 DEG c, IN POTSE 
VISCJUS ACTIVATIJN ENERGY,EN • 1766~.82959 CAL/OEG*HOLE 
SeLF OlFFUS!JN A:TIVHION ENER~Y FOR EQUATION 0112 AND OM3,ED • 17113.81616 CAL/DEG•~nE 
CUEFF!EIENT JF VJLUMETRIC EXPANSION,ALP • J.000609~ l/OEG 
SOLVENT NUM~ER • I~ 
FKACTION OF TOT4L ENTHALPY OF VAPORIZATION ATTR!IIUTED TO DISPERSION FORCE BONOS • 0.668 
SJLVENT ASSu:IATION PARAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EQUATIO~ = !.OJ 
MULE:uu~ WEIGHT OF SDLVENT,XM • l02.20l GRAM/HOLE 
XI flR EQUATION ~GM = 6.00 AND XI FOR EQUATION 0112 AND OM3 • 12.00 
MULA~ VOLUME: AT THE 8D!LlNG PO!NT,OBP = 148.00000 CCIMOLE 
UENSITY • 0.81660 AT 296.4 Dei C OENSITY = 0.80610 AT 311.4 DEG C, IN GRAM/CC 
vlSCJ~ITY = 0.04760 AT 296.4 DEG C VISCOSITY = 0.02970 AT 311.4 DEG c, IN POISE 
VISCJUS A:TIVAT!JN ENERGY,EN • 5767.0Bl97 CAL/DEG*MDLE 
s•LF DIFFUSION A~TIVAT!ON ENERGY FOR EQUATION OM2 AND DMl,ED 5228.66431 CAL/DEGOMOLE 
COcff-ltlt:NT JF VJLUHETRIC EXPANSION,ALP • 0.0008684 1/DEG 
F~~~¥i~~ ~~M~g~A~ c~~HALPY OF VAPORIZATION ATTRIBUTED TO DISPERSION FORCE BONDS • 0.668 
~OLVE:NT AS~O:!ATION PARAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EQUATID~ • l.OJ 
MOLECULAR WEii>rlT OF SOLVENT,XM = 88.200 GRAM/MOLE 
X I f)R E:IUA Tl ON lGM = o. 00 AND XI FOR EQUATION OM2 ANO OM3 • [2.00 
MULA< VJLUME AT THE 8UIL1NG POINT,OBP • 125.300JO CC/HOLE 
UE:NSITY = U.~l240 AT 296.4 DEG C DENSUY • 0.80170 AT 311.4 DEG C, IN G~AM/:C 
VISCJSITY = o.03610 H 296.4 OEG C VISCOSITY= 0.02310 AT 3LL.4 OEG C, IN POISE 
VISCJU> A.:TIVATIJN ENI:RGY,EN • 545d.6~1SO CALIDEG*MJLE 
SeLF D!FFUSIJN AC T!VATIUN ENERGY FOR EQUATION DM2 AND DM3,ED • 4921.48920 CAL/DEG*MJLE 
CUt:FFIEIENT OF VOLUMETRIC EXPANSION,ALP = 0.0008899 L/OEG 
F~~~¥~~~ ~~M~5~A~ c~~rlALPY OF VAPURIZATION ATTRI8JTED TO OISPERSION FORCE BONDS • 1.000 
SOLVENT ASSO:JATION PARAMETER FOk WILKE-CHANG tQUATION • 1.01 
MuLtCULAR oEIGHT UF SOLVENT ,XM = l42.3JO GRAM/MOLE 
XI FJR EOIUATllJN JGM • 6.00 ANU XI FOR EQUATION OM2 AND 0~3 • L2.DO 
MOLA~ VJLUME AT T~E dOlLING POINT,08P • 229.~0000 CC/MOLE 
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UiNSITY = 0.72850 AT 295.0 D~G C DENSITY • ~.71710 AT 310.0 OEG C, IN GRAM/CC 
VISCJSITY = 0.0090~ 4T 295.0 OEG C VISCOSITY • O.l0703 AT 310.0 OEG Co IN POISE 
VISCJU!> A~TIVHIJN tNERGYoEN • 3073.12799 CAL/DEG*I!OLE 
>eLF DIFFUSIUN A:TIVAT!ON ENeRGY FO~ EQUATION DMZ ANO OM3oED 2548.05078 CAL/DEG•MDLE 
Ltlcf-FlciEH JF VOLUMETRIC EXPANSION,ALP • l.DOI0598 1/DEG 
SLlLVENT NUHt!ER = 21 
FKACTIU~ OF TOTAL ENTHALPY OF VA~ORIZAT!ON ATTRIBUTED TO DISPERSION FORCE 80NOS • 1.000 
SOLVENT AS!>U:IATIO~ PA~AMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG E~AT!O~ • !.OJ 
MOLECULAR WEIGrlT OF SOLVENToXM • 418.8JJ GRAM/MOLE 
XI f-JK E.!UAT!ON Jt;M • t..OO AND XI FOR EQUATION DM2 AND OM3 • !Z.OO 
MULA~ VJLUHE AT THt ~OILING POINT,D8P • ~58.60000 CC/MOLE 
DEN!>ITY • 0.9302U AT 295.0 Oto C OtNSITY • 0.92)90 AT 310.0 DEG C, IN GRAM/CC 
VISCJ~ITV = 0.00000 AT 295.0 OEG C VISCOSITY • 8.10000 AT 310.0 DEG C, IN POISE 
VISCJUS ACTIVHIJN ENERGY,I:N = 193~6.3~54~ CALIOEG*MJLE 
SELF DIFFU!>IJN A:TIVATION ENERGY FUK EIJUATION DMZ AND DH3oED 18799.00~59 CAL/OEG•~JLE 
CUEFFIEIENT OF VOLUMETRIC EXPANSION,ALP • ~.0006732 1/DEG 
SOLVtNT NUMBER = 22 
t-RACT 10~ OF TUUL ENTtiALPY Of VAPORIZATION ATTRIBJTED TO DISPERSION FORCE BONOS= 0.668 
SJLVcNT ASSJ~IHI8N PARAMETER FUR WILKE-CHANG EQJATIO~ • 1.00 
MOLI::ULAR oEIGHT OF SOLVENT,XM • !Ol.2~J GRAM/MOLE 
XI FJR E:JUATION JOM = 6.00 ANO XI FUR £QUAT!ON DMZ AND DM3 = 12.00 
~JLA< VOLUMe AT THE BOILING POINT,OBP = 148.00000 CC!MOLE 
UcNSITV = o.~IHO AT 295.0 UEG C DENSITY • 0.801!0 AT 310.0 DEG C, IN I>RAM/:C 
VISCJ>ITV • 0.049ijQ H 295.0 OEG C VISCUSITV • O.B!OO AT 3LO.O OEG C, IN POISE 
Vl;,j.JU!> AniVATIJN ENO:RGV,EN = 5742.408~9 CALIOEG*MOLE 
:>EH Llli+USIJN ACTIVATION ENER:;Y FOR I:QUATION DM2 AND DM3, EO • 5205.75854 CALIDEG•MilLE 
cui:FF It:lc~T JF VJLUMETRIC EXPANS!ON,ALP = 0.000859J 1/DEG 
;ulvt:NT NUMBER • ZJ 
f~ACTION Uf TOTAL ENTrlALPY OF VAPURIZATIDN ATTRIBUTED TO DISPERSION FORCE BONOS • 0.696 
>JLVENT AS~JCIATION PARAMETER FOR WILKE-CHANG EQJATIO~ • t.OJ 
~LlLtCULAR WEIGHT OF SOLVENT,XM • I30.2Jl GRAM/MOLE 
XI ~JK t:UUAIIUN J.M = o.OO AND XI fOR EQUATION DMZ AND 0~3 • 12.00 
MJLAK VJLUHE AT THE BOlLING POINT,D~P = 192.400JO CC/MOLE 
DE~SITY = O.d2730 AT 295.0 OEG C DENSITY • 0.81710 AT 310.0 OEG C, IN GRAM/:C 
viSCJ51TY • O.Od220 H 295.0 DEG C VISCOSITY • O.J4760 AT 310.0 OEG C, IN POISE 
VI;CJUS AcTIVATIJN •Nt:RGY,t:N = 661B.B27f> CAL/DEG*HDLE 
SELf DIFI-USIJN A[;TIVHIIJN ENER:>Y FOR EQUATION OH2 AND DM3,ED • 
CO EFFICIENT iJF VOLUME TKI C EX PANS! ON,Al P = J.0008322 1/0EG 
!>ULUTt CUUE = 1d SOLV•NT COOt = 17 
TEMPERATU<t: =.196.40 )E~ C DIFFUSIVITY • 0.19300E-06 C~**Z/SEC VISCOSITY • 24.50000 POISE 
Owe• U.bY22J576E-Od UUWC• 0.9&413 
D.u.l~ DO = 0.20043E-U6 llGM = 0.50117E-01 DHI • O.Z9170E-05 DMZ = 0.40717E 01 JM3 • 0,39!73E-13 
UDJ = -u.03<149o4 UD:iM • 179.>ZB1l6,~ DOH! • -14.11384)5 DDM2 = 9Z7.0000000 lOM3 • 0.99~9998 
u. usa 00 0.18I42E-06 OGM • 0.3330H-OI UM1 • 0.24578E-05 UM2 • O.Z3978E OI 0143 0.5?775E-13 
OOJ U.0599~S5 DOGH • 565.4804~88 DOMI • -11.7345<!>85 OOM2 = 835.8750000 DDM3 • 0.99~9997 
JO = O.I6421E-Ob UGM • 0.218nE-OI OM! • O.Z070H-05 OM2 • O.l4120E OI OM3 0.71100E-13 
UDJ • 0.14914~l DDGM • 348.654Z969 00141 • -9.7298512 UDM2 = 311.687~000 JOM3 • 0.9999996 
0.100 OU O.L4~o4E-06 UGM • 0.1H6H-OI OMI • 0 ,17449E-05 OM2 = 0.83l55E 00 OM3 • 0.91787l'-13 
UJJ 0.2l~o4Io DDGM = 443.664l)Z5 DOM1 • -8.0407Z2l OOMZ • 524.4375000 )QM3 • 0. 9999995 
O.l<> JO O.ll454E-Oo OGM • 0.94364~-0Z OM! • O.l4702E-05 DMZ • 0.48969E 00 DM3 • O.l2905E-I2 
ODJ 0.30l8842 OOGM • ~92.041Jl5b DDMI • -6.6175014 OOM2 • 260.!875000 )0M3 • 0.999999~ 
u. t >o JO • D.1Zl7B~-Ob OGM • 0.6!975~-0Z OM! • O.l2387E-05 OM2 • 0.2863AE 00 ~M3 0.173R6E-I2 
UUU • 0.3~~9992 UDGM • 110.4914551 DOM1 • -5.4183297 OOM2 • 174.40~2500 10M3 • O. 9999901 
u. 1 75 DO • O.l!Ollf-U6 DGM • 0.4)703 E-OZ OM1 • 0 .l04l7E-05 OH2 • 0.16982E 00 OM3 • 0.2l42ZE-I2 
DOJ 0.4288438 DUGM • 088.86474)I DOM1 • -4.4079341 ODHZ • 908.4687500 JDM3 0. 9999989 
O.lOO DO • 0.99779E-07 DoM • Q.267llE-02 UM1 • 0.87942E-06 OM2 = O.IOOOIE 00 OM3 = O. 3l555E-l2 
JLlJ = 0.48J0127 DDGM • 850.1945801 DOM1 • -3.55659~~ ODM2 • 17I.5507813 JOM3 • 0.9999984 
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F • 0,225 DO • 0,90315E-07 
OOJ • 0.5320H2 
F • O, 2 50 DO • Q, 81 750E-D7 
DDO • o. 5 764Z5 s 
F • O.Z7S DO • O.Tl997E-07 
ODJ • 0,6165976 
F • O.JOO 00 • 0.61>979E-D7 
DDJ • 0.6529598 
F • 0.325 DO • 0.60626E-07 
DDO • 0.6858733 
F • 0.350 00 • 0,54877E-07 
000 • o. 7156653 
F • 0. 375 00 • 0.49672E-07 
ODD • 0.1<1,26319 
F • O, 400 DO • 0.44961E-07 
DUO • O, 76701t09 
F • 0.425 DO • 0,40697E-07 
ooo • o.7891H9 
F • 0.450 DO • 0.36837E-07 
000 • 0.8091335 
1- • 0.475 00 • 0.33H4E-07 
000 • 0.8272354 
f • 0,500 DO • 0.30181E-07 
ODJ • 0.8436205 
F 0.525 00 • 0.27319E-07 
UUJ • 0,8584517 
F • o. >so oo • o.zuzae-o7 
ODO • 0.8718762 
F • O. 5 75 DO • 0.223d3E-07 
OOJ • Ood84027o 
F • O,oOO 110 • 0.20260E-07 
LWO • 0.8950265 
F 0.625 00 • O.l8338E-07 
u~J • o.90498l3 
F • 0.650 00 • Oo16599E-07 
ODJ • O. 913993ti 
F • 0,015 00 • 0,15025E-07 
OOJ • 0.9221507 
F • o. 100 oo • o.u6ooe-o7 
OOJ • 0.9295340 
• 0.725 DO • O.l2310E-O 7 
OOil • o. 936Z170 
F • 0.750 JO • 0,11143E-07 
UOJ • 0.9422663 
F • 0.775 00 • 0.10086E-07 
ODJ • Oo94774L8 
F = o. aoo lO • o.91293E-oa 
uJu • o. 9526980 
F • o. 825 JO • O. B2635E-OB 
UOJ • O.Y5 7184.! 
F • O.d50 00 • 0.74797E-08 
DOJ 0.9612448 
F • o.875 ao • 0.67704:-oa 
OOJ • 0. 9649204 
F • 0.900 tJO • 0.61283E-08 
uou • 0.9682474 
F • o. ~25 00 • O. 55470E-08 
DUO • 0.9712588 
F • 0.950 00 • O.>OZLOE-Oij 
oou • 1).9739847 
DGM • 0.17557E-02 DMl • 0.74098E-06 DMZ • 0.58894E-01 DM3 • 0.42512£-12 
DDGM • 096,0515137 DDM1 • -2.8392844 DDH2 • 147.2695113 )0H3 • 0,9999978 
DGM • Ooll531E-02 DMl • 0.6Z433E-06 DHZ • 0.3468ZE•Ol 0M3 • 0,57274E-12 
DDGM • 973.&721802 DDHl • -2.2348919 DDMZ • 698.7285156 lDM3 • 0,9999970 
DGM • O. 75733E-D3 DML • 0 o52605E-06 DMZ • O.Z0424E-01 DH3 • o. 77161£-12 
ODGM • 9Z2.9863535 DOML • -1.7256443 DDH2 • 822.9179688 JOH3 • 0,9,99960 
DGM • Oo497H E-03 DM1 • 0.44324£-06 OH2 • Ool2028E-01 DM3 • 0.1 0395E-11 
ODGM • 576.1573181 DDM1 • -1.2965643 DDHZ • 317.9746094 JDH3 • 0,9999946 
DGM • 0.32667E-D3 DML • 0.37346£-06 DMZ • 0,708Z9E-02 OM3 • 0.14DD5E-11 
OOGM • 691,5998688 ODHl • -0.9350315 DDH2 • 698,2177734 ~OH3 • 0,9999927 
DGH • Oo21455E-03 DM1 • Oo31467E-06 DMZ • Oo41711E·OZ DH3 • Oo18868E-11 
DDGM • 110.6493)21 DDMl • -0.63041Zl DDMZ • 610.9130859 JOH3 • 0,999990Z 
DGM • 0,1409LE-03 DM1 • 0.26513E-06 DMZ • 0.24!163E-02 DM3 • 0.2H19E-11 
ODGM • 729,0978317 DOM1 • -0.3737477 ODM2 • 726.1079102 lDM3 • 0.9999868 
DGM • Oo92545E-D4 OM1 • 0.22340E-06 DMZ • 0.14465E·OZ DH3 • 0.34246£-11 
DDGM • 478.5064812 DDM1 • -0.1574877 ODM2 • 493,9D51514 JDH3 • 0.9999823 
DGH • D.60781E-Oit DM1 • 0,18823£-06 DMZ • 0.85184E-03 DH3 • Oo46137E-11 
ODGM • 313.9255562 DDM1 • 0,0247279 DDM2 • 412.6983643 JDM3 • 0,9,99761 
DGH • 0.39919E-04 DMI • 0.15860E-06 DMZ • 0,50164£-03 DM3 • 0.62157E-11 
ODGM • 205.8336906 ODM1 • 0.1782585 DDMZ • 598,1961670 DDM3 • 0.999~~78 
DGH • O.UZUE-04 DMl • O.l3363E-06 DMZ • O,Z954ZE·03 DM3 • 0,83739E-Il 
DOGM • 134.84Z182Z DOMl • 0.3D76197 DOH2.• 529.6486664 ODH3 • 0.9999566 
DGH • 0,17219E-D4 OM! • 0.11259E-06 DMZ • O.l7397E-03 ~H3 • O.l1Z8ZE-I~ 
ODGM • -88,217H54 DOH1 • 0.4166165 ODMZ • 900,3884430 lOH3 • Oo9999H5 
DGM = 0.11309E-04 OM1 • Oo94868E-07 DMZ • 0.10245E-03 DM3 • 0.15199E-10 
OOGM • -57.5951347 DDM1 • Oo508451t6 DDM2 • 529,8Z15561 JDM3 • 0,9999212 
DGM • 0.74273E-D5 OM! • 0,79934£-07 DMZ • 0.60331E·04 DM3 • Oo2047~E·l0 
DOGH • -37,4835300 DDH1 • 0,5858353 ODH2 • 311.5970688 OOM3 • 0.999!939 
DGM • 0.4878JE-05 DM1 • 0,67350E-07 DMZ • 0.35529E-04 OM3 • 0.27586E·lJ 
DDGH • -24.2748334 ODH1 • 0.6510346 DOHZ • 183.0862560 lDM1 • 0.9998571 
DGH • 0,3203aE-05 OM1 • 0.56748E-07 DMZ • 0,209Z3E-04 JM3 • 0.37165£·10 
ODGM • -15.5~97583 DDM1 • 0.7059698 DDM2 • 107,4071255 lDM3 • 0,9998074 
DGH • 0.21041£-0S DM1 • 0.47814E-07 DMZ • 0.1Z321E-04 OM3 • 0.5007DE·10 
DD.M • -9,9022254 DOM1 • 0.7522570 DDM2 • ·62,8402071 lDM3 • 0,9997406 
OGM • 0,13a19E-05 DM1 • 0.40287E-07 DMZ • O. 7Z558E-05 OM3 • 0.67456E·ll 
OOGM • -6,16J2561 DOHl • 0.7912575 ODM2 • ·36.5950570 )DM3 • 0.9996505 
DGM • 0.9D7UE-06 DMI • 0,33945E-07 DHZ • 0,42729E-05 DH3 • 0.90878E·I~ 
DDGM • -3,702~421 OOH1 • 0.8241185 D~Z • -21.1394691 lOM3 • 0.9995291 
OGM • 0,59609E-06 DH1 • 0,28601E-07 ~z • 0.25163E-05 DM3 • O.I2243E-09 
ODGM • -2.0885H9 DOM1 • 0.8518063 DDM2 • ·1Z.0377806 JOM3 • 0.9993656 
DGH • 0,3914~E-06 D•H • 0.24099E-07 DMZ • Oo14818E-05 DH3 • O.l6495E·09 
DDGM • -1,D284707 DOM1 • 0.8751355 DDHZ • -6,6778589 lDM3 • D.999l454 
DGH • Oo25712E-06 DM1 • Oo20305F.-07 DMZ • O.B7264E-06 OM3 • Oo222ZZE-09 
OD~M • -0,3322391 DDM1 • 0.8947921 DDMZ • ·3.5214381 JDH3 • 0.9988486 
DGM • O.l6U7E-06 DM1 • 0.17109£-07 OHZ • 0.51389E-06 OM3 • Oo29938E-09 
OOGM • 0.1250Z51 DOM1 • 0.911354Z DDHZ • -1,6626438 DOM3 • 0,9984488 
DGM • 0.11091E-06 OM1 • 0,14415E-07 DMZ • 0,30Z63E-06 DM3 • 0.40334E-09 
DO~M • 0.4253427 DDMl = 0.925309Z DDM2 • -0.5680123 JDM' • 0.9979102 
DI>M • 0.7Z84ZE-07 OMI • 0.12146E-07 DMZ • 0.178Z1E-06 DM3 • 0.54J39E·09 
llOGM = 0.6225822 DOM1 • 0,9370672 ODM2 • 0.0766084 )0M3 • 0.9971845 
DGM • 0.4784JE-07 OM1 • Oo10234E-07 DM2 • O.l0495E·06 OM3 • 0.73207E-09 
DDGM = 0.7521233 DOM1 • 0.94697~3 DDM2 • 0.4562210 lDM3 • 0.9962069 
DGH • 0.3L4ZOE-07 OM1 • 0.86229£-08 DM2 • Oo61804E-07 OM3 • 0.98626£·0~ 
DDGM • 0,8,72020 ODM1 • 0.9553218 ODMZ = 0,67977Z3 JOM3 • 0.99~8898 
DGM • 0.2063>E-07 OM1 • 0.72654E-08 DMZ • 0.36396E·07 lH3 • 0.13287E·OB 
DOGM • 0.3930791 DDM1 = 0.91>Z3552 OOMZ • 0.8114Z01 JOM3 • 0,993115~ 
D~M • 0.13553E-07 OM1 • 0.&1217E-08 DMZ • O.Z1433E-07 OM3 • 0.17901£·08 
ODGH • 0.9Z97775 OOMl • 0.9682814 DDM2 • 0.8889466 JDM3 • D,9907249 
D~M • 0.8901ZE-O~ 0M1 • 0.51580~-0B DM2 • O,LZ622E•07 ~M3 • O.ZH17E-OB 
DOGH • 0.953~900 ODH1 • 0.9732746 DDM2 • 0,9346014 ~DM3 • 0.9875044 
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F • 0.975 1)0 • Oo454411E-08 DGM • 0.584~JE-D8 DMl • o.U460E-08 OM2• D. 7433DE•08 lM3 • o.32't91E•08 
OLJJ • 0.9764520 ODGM • D.h9U97 00111 • 0.9174818 DOMZ • 0.9614812 JDM3 • o. 9831655 
F • 1.aoo llO • o. 4113 ll: -08 OGM • o. 38J9SE-08 Dill • 0 .366LIE-OI DMZ . 0.'>377ZE-08 DM3 • o.nnze-o8 
Dllu • 0.'178685~ OOGM • 0.9801)&;1 DDMl • 0.9810267 DOM2 • 0.9173201 JDM3 • 0.9773201 
THE FOLLOWING DeVIATIONS ARE AVERAGES FOR EACH F 
F • o.a25 000 • 1.65865356 DOG H • 27. 7500~J:IO DDMl • 92 o2l>376J'>3 ODM2 • 02.00000000 l0M3 • o. 99999908 
F • 0.050 000 • L.37729'i90 OOGM • 1Z.937SJJ:IO OOM1 • 73.99202728 DDM2 • 22.00000000 JOH3 • 0.99999882 
F • o.o75 000 • 1.14017'>98 ODGM • 55.0000)l:IO 00111 • Sf .31571>729 ODM2 • 70.00000000 l0M3 • o. 999998"8 
F • 0.100 000 • 0.9307 ... 922 ODGM • S9.nl75JOO DDM1 • 47 .sznus:s 00112 • 92.00000000 )0M3 • o. 999'19805 
F • 0.125 llJO • o. 74576373 llOGM • S....l7187500 ODMl • 38 .0494 ... 420 00112 ........ 00000000 uDH3 • o. 999997 ... 8 
F • o. 150 01>0 • o. 5894694"3 ODGM • 29.15625000 OOMl • , .... 33l!34U ODM2 • 40.00000000 JOM3 • 0.99999H7 
F • 0.175 OIJO • 0.496261"' llOGM • 60.5625~JJO 00111 • 24 .309802~6 ODM2 • u.oooooooo lOH3 • o. 99999583 
F • o.zoo 0.)0 • 0 .... 6571707 DDGM • 78 •. DH25)J0 OOMl • 19 .3852196 7 ODM2 • 90.00000000 )OH3 • o. 99999~61 
F • 0.225 000 • 0.~4083787 DDGM • 65.d1835938 00111 • 15.42391348 DDM2 • 46.00000000 JOM3 • o. 99999303 
F • o. 250 Di>O • 0.~~296414 DUGM • 05.0439\531 OOMl • 12 .236U6~1 DDH2 • 20.00000·000 )0M3 • ~.99999098 
F • 0.275 Oi>O • 0.41>626 ... 71 DDGM • 62.0122~703 ODMl • 9.67095 tn OOM2 • 8 .... 00000000 )0M3 • o. 99998832 
F • o. 300 Di>O • 0.4d70<Hl3 DOGM • 52.90b73&2S OOMl • 7 .605498!>1 OOM2 • 80.00000000 ODM3 • 0.9999BU5 
F • o. 325 oJu • 0.50~H975 DOGI1 • 55.30ZOJl95 00111 • 5.94212913 00112 • 04.50000000 JOM3 • 0.999980H 
F = o. 350 OJO • 0.522132)1 OOGM • ""·82949121 OOMl • .... 6021 7041 ODM2 • 95.25000000 )0M3 • 0.99997H7 
F = Od75 000 • 0.53692125 OOGM • 3 .... 1336~b99 OOMl • 3.522UOH DllM2 • 98.62500000 )0M3 • 0.9999bb83 
F = 0.400 000 • 0.~5485131 OOGM • 65.84503174 DDM1 • 2.65204880 DOH2 • 72.25000000 JDM3 • 0.999'15685 
F • 0.425 000 • 0.60434055 OllGM • l3.77014t60 OOMt • 1.958.4955) ODM2 • 23.15625000 'OM3 • o. 99994384 
F • 0.450 Ui>O • o.olod27291 OOGM • 06.6 ... 602661 OOMI • 1.4436096~ ODM2 • 07 .... 3750000 JDM3 • 0.9999H84 
F • u.47S 0)0 • 0.6a727867 ODGM • 2'>.09223175 OOMl • 1.02999598 ODM2 • ... 9.51951125 nM3 • o. 99990\63 
F • o.soo OJU • o. 72191589 DOGI1 • 35.12725l67 OOMl • ) .74142119 OOM? • 16.45117188 JOH3 • o. 99987559 
F • o. )25 01)0 • o. 75267d 7o OOGH • 61.79987717 OOIU • J .552580)1 DDM2 • n. 59861281 )0113 • o. 9'1'18~758 
F • o. 5 50 U.JO • o. 78000502 DOGI1 • 57.65475382 ODMl • J.55Tl5361 ODM2 • 96.73828125 )!:1M3 • 0.99978782 
F 0.575 .JUO • O.SD428Hl OOGM • ~~.9665~124 OOM1 • ).56750688 ODM2 • 72.8439'141~ lOM3 • o. 9997l26S 
F = 0.600 01>0 • o. 825d54"52 OOGM • 57.1627iJ984 OOM1 • l.H7735H OOM2 • 27.58215332 )0113 • o. 99963711 
F • o •• 25 U.JO • o. 84502582 UDGM • 3".32223558 OOM1 • ).58753534 DOMZ • ... 0.71170044 ~0113 • o. 9'1'152~'1~ 
F • 0.650 1))0 • o. 86201>615 ODGM • 20.49532366 DOMl • '.5'1671'1 ... 2 DDH2 • 08.40029907 00113 • o. 99'137768 
F • o. •75 000 • 0.81721471 OOGM • 12.10827839 ODMl • ) .64330213 OOM2 • 33.89511871 JOM3 • 0.99918HZ 
F o. 700 0~0 • o. 89068362 OOGH • 7.01051>957 00111 • J. 71058223 00112 • 36. 363246'12 aOH1 • o. 9'1892'190 
F 0.725 DOD • 0.90266092 OllGI1 • 3.90573~)0 ODM1 • J. 765(17033 00112 • 04.77280235 OOM3 • 0.998595U 
F • o. 750 000 • 0.91331343 OOGM • 2.0107))77 OOMl • ~ .I09216S7 OOM2 • 46.38111687 00113 • o. 99815522 
F • o. 775 0)0 • 0.92278Hl OOGM • O.d933U89 ODMI • J.8 ... 4"99863 OOM2 • 20.36279583 )!)M3 • D.9975nH 
F • o. 800 U)O • 0.93121926 OUGM • 0.38716839 00111 • J .87401339 00112 • a. 7091'1156 JOI'i3 • o. 9968lt 76 
F • o. 8 25 0~0 • o. 93872035 ODGM • o. 32253b50 OOHl • J .89755070 OOM2 • 3 .... 8133612 ~0143 • o. 99580U~ 
F • 0.850 000 • 0.'14539572 ODGM • 0.56370~50 OOMl • ~.91665281 ODM2 • 1.48~85030 )0113 • Q.99~4"7H~ 
F • o. 875 0)0 • 0.95133719 OOGM • o.72HHH OllMI • 3.93216220 001'12 • 0.8'1812'153 lOM3 • o.99Z7H95 
F • o. 900 DUO • 0.95o62618 OOGM • 0.81182US OOM1 • 0.94476010 ODM2 • o. 72592238 )0113 • 0.99040957 
F • o. 925 UcJO = 0.9&133505 OOGM • o.d9S27132 DOM1 • J .95499766 llDM2 • o. 77373'158 JOM3 • O. 9873SZI 0 
F = 1). 950 0)0 = 0.96552804 DDGM • 0.9.H6H~2 001'11 • 0.96H2079 00112 • o. 8879~309 l0M3 • 0.98131095 
F • o.Hs OJO • 0.9&9Z6Z18 OOGH • 0.9591HBS OOMl • 0.97009057 ODH2 • 0.9H..,31t96 OOMl • 0.977967l6 
F = 1.000 0:10 = o. 97 2581:11 7 DOGM • 0.97H1Sb2 OOM1 • J .975599\9 00M2 • 0.970897H JOM3 • O. 97089H7 
uowc • IJ.9'+836 
*01* UN ITO~, I:Jf. REC• 00000 Frl• 00002 
The following program was used to predict the diffusivities for the 
original Gainer and Metzner equation. 
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$ I~JnB GO $18LDR MAl~ 000336 12/19/69 MAINOOOO $TFXT MAIN 000136 11/1Q/6Q MAIN0001 
C ••••• THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE OIF~USION COEFFICI~NTS FOR THE 
C O~IGINAL GAI~E~ AND MFTZ~P~ MOOEL. 
!)J "'EN<; 10111 H ( 30 I , HH ( 3 0) t r.1 '2Q l, 7 (30 I., Xfoo1 ( 30) , VI 30 1., R (30 l ,DE (30 I 
OTMENSION EI~Ol,E~(30l,EDI30l,SUMI40r30) 
RFAC('5 9 200) !RUN 
00 88 JRUN=lti~UN 
R~~CI~r2001 NWAV,NTOT,NSVS 
C ••••• NTOT IS THE NOMRER OF LIOL:TOS FClR WHICH nATA IS RF.:AD IN. 
C ••••• NSYS IS THE NUMAER PF SYSTEM<;. 
RfAO 1'5,100) XR,XK,XI\1 
C ••••• x:R JS THE UNIVF.~SAL GAS CONSTMH. 
C ••••• XK IS THE SOLTZM~N CONST~NT. 
C ••••• XN tS THF AVOGADRO NUMREP. 
WRJTE 16,1501 XR 
WRITE ( 6,1521 'XK 
WPJTF. (,,1'53) XIII 
I')!") 1 l'=l,NTOT 
R FA 0 I 5, l 0 ll H ( I l t t-<H { I ) , n I I I , Z I J ) , X~ l I I , VI I l , T 
r ........ IS THE ENTHALPY OF VhPDRIZATtnN. C ••••• HH IS THE R~Ttn QF T~E FNTHALPY OF VAPORIZATION DUF TO OISPE~~ION 
C FnRCf. BONOS TO THF TOTAl. 
C ••••• o IS THF. QFNSTTV. C ••••• ? TS XI FnR THI: GAJNFq-MfTZN~Q MODEL. 
C ••••• XM IS THE' ~OlFCULAR \-~FIGHT. 
r ••••• V IS THF VISCOSITY. 
C ••••• T IS THE: TF.MOFRATURE. 
R (I l= f XM (I)/( !J{ Y l*XN J l**O. 3~3~ 
C ••••• R I S THE Mnt. EC lJ ll\ P. ll A OI II S • 
flE I I J=Ht I 1-XR*T 
C ••••• flf JS THE FNE~GV OF V~PORIZATJON. 
F ( I l=XP *T*Al OG IV { I l *OE I I I* f I X~( I I /01 I l) **0 .6661) I I O. 0010 t7* ( S QRT ( 
2XM I I II I* IT** 1.;) I J C ••••• E IS THE ACTIVATION ENERGY FCR VISCOUS TR.NSFER FCR THE rRIGINAl 
C GAI~F.R MOIJEL. 
ED I J l = E I I l *1-l H I I I C ••••• ED IS THF ACTIVATION FNEP~V DUE TO DISPE?SlON FORCE BONOS. 
1;'1-4( I I=EI fl-Efll I l 
r ••••• FH IS THE ACTTVAllON ~NERGV DU~ TO HVnROGEN RONDS. 
WPITE 16,15';1 I 
WPIH (6,1?01 l"lfl 
WPITE (~,tt;t,) HHIII 
W~ITE 16,1~1l Dfll 
WR IT F. ( 6, 159 I 7. ( 1 l 
WPTTF. (6,l'H~) XMI!) 
WQ[TEI6,llll Vfll,T 
1 WRIT~ (~,160) Ffl) 
UU="lSYS 
r~ ' r = 1 , N s v s QFAIJ (r;,tC21 NR,NJI,T,nAr:T 
C ••••• nACT IS THF. EXPC::'UMFf\!TAUY flETFRMII\JEfl DTFFIISfV(TY. 
~RITE (6,1011 NII,N~ 
WRJTE (6[170) T,n~CT,VINRI 
'JO ? JP= ,40 
F=IP 
F=O.O:?'i*F 
r. ••••• F IS TH~f FR~CTinN nF THF ACTIVATION EN~RGY DUE TO THF. HOLE 
C FORMATTO~ TERM. 
A= 1.-F 
c ••••• A IS THAT FRACTrnN OF THE ACTIVATIO~ F~ERGY OUE TO THE JUMP TERM. 
R~B=IRINAl+RI~~ll/2. 
C ••••• RAB IS THE ~V~RAGF RAOIU~ OF THE TWO MOLECULES IN FACH SYSTE~. 
RAB=RI~BI*RINAI/IRAB**2) 
DF.LE=IEINBJ*A 1-IZINAl/l(NBJl*ISQRTIA*A *PAA*EHINAl*EHINBJI 
2+SQRTIA*A *I~AB**12l*EDINAl*EOINBllJ C ••••• DFLE IS PART OF f~F. FXOONENTIAL TERM FOR THF. ORJGfN-l G~INfR MODEL. 
OX=XK*T*tEXPIOELF./IXQ*Tlli/IZINAI*VINBI*RINBJJ C ••••• DX IS THE ntF~USIVITY AS CALCULATED AY THE ORlGINAt GAINER MODEL. 
SIJM ( JP, l 1=1 OACT-OX Jlnac T 
C ••••• SUM IS THE FPACTIONAL DEVIATION. 
C ••••• THIS SECTION IS HERE TO SUOPRFSS UNNFF.OF.O OUTPUT WHFN DESIRED. 
IFINWAYl20,2l,?C ?o IFII-U z,n, 2 
2? WRITE 16,1211 F,OX,SUMIIP,Il 
GO TO 2 
?1 CONTINUE WQTTE (~,1031 NA,NA 
WRtTE (6 7 170) T,OACT 1 VlNBI WRITE (6,1211 F,OX,SU~(I?,II 
2 CONTINUE 




n.n 1 T= 1, NSYS 
3 U=U+ABSISUM!J,Tll 
U=U/UU C ••••• U IS THE AVERIIGF. f-QAC:TJQNAL DEVIATIDN. 
4 WRITF (6,1041 F,U 
88 CI'JNTINUE STflD 
100 FQP~AT 14Fl8.~1 
101 FnR~AT 17FlO.~I 
102 FnRMAT (2l~t4F.J8.8l 103 FOR~AT ltX,14H SOLUTF COOF =,I3,5X,l5H SCLVFNT COOE =,131 
104 FOR~ATI tnX,'.5H F = ,F'.5.~,32H AVERAGE FPA(.TIONAL DfVIATION = ,FR.'51 
111 FORMAT f1QX,11H VIS~OSJTY = 1 f7.'5,1H AT,F6.1,6H DE~ Cl 120 FOR~ATI10X,30H F.NTHhLPY nF VAPOPI7ATIO~,H = ,Fl0.1,9H CAL/MOlEI 
121 FOPMAT(10X,?H F = 1 F5.3,9H DGM = ,El7..5 7 10~ OOG~ = ,FB.5) 150 FOQ~ATilHl,lOX 9 2RH UNIVFRSAl ~AS CONST~NT,XP= ,F10.5 1 11H CAL/DFG*M 
20LF.I 1'51 FORMAT 110X,llH OF.NSITY = ,F8.5,8H GRA~/CCI 
152 FOR~AT!10X,24H 80LTZMAN CONSTANT,XK = ,F1B.A,8H FRG/DEGI 
1'53 F!1QMAT!lOX,?4H AVOGADRO NUMB~Rt XN = ,EI8.~,7H 1/~0LEI 
1'55 FOR~AT( lHO,lOXtlF.lH SnLVf.NT NU'-'AFR = ,nl 156 FORMATilOX 1 ~3H fRACTJryN OF fDTAL FNTHALPY QF VAPORIZATION ATTRTRUT 
2EO TO CISPERSION fO~Cf ~O~OS = ,F6.31 1'58 FOR"4AT! 10X 9 34H ~Ot ECULAI:l WFTr,IH OF ~OLVENT,XM = ,FA.3,10H GRA'-1/MOL 
2EJ 15q fORMAT(lCX,14P XT FOP GATNER-~~TlN~R EQUATION= ,F4.2) 
160 FORMATI10X,12H VTSCOUS ACTIVATION FNfR~Y,F = ,F12.S,l1H CAL/DEG*M 
20LF.I · 170 FORMAT(l0~t14~ TEMPEPATUP~ = ,F6.2,6H OEG C,tBH OIFFUSIVTTY =, 
2Fl2.5,10H ~~**2/SEC,15H VISCOSITY= ,F8.~,6H POISE) 




l.INIVER!.AL G4S CClNSTANT,XR2 1.987JO tALI~I::G•MllL E 
~OLTlMAN CUNSTANT,XK c O.l38030~JE-15 o~GIDEG 
A~OGAORO NUMBER, XN 0.6023UOOJE H LIHOLE: 
~uLVENT NUHdER • 1 
I:I'ITHALP'I' UF ~APOill lATIUN,H 8lOO.OOJ GAL/MULE 
f-~A(;TIO~ UF TOTAL ENTriALI''I' OF VAPUIU.I.ATION AITKiolJTEU IJ uiSf'Eo()I:J~ f'J~Cc ~O'IIJ~ L.~•LO 
OI:~SIT'I' • 0.8~420 GRAMICC 
XI FUR GAINER-MEilNcR t~UAT!ON • o.20 
MULEC ULU WE !GHT Of SOL \11: NT, XM = 7tl.lD GI\AM/ MOLE 
VI)CJS!T'I' = O,OQb9b AT 288.0 01:3 C 
V 1 SCJ US AC Tl VA TlON cNERG Y ,t: 1770. S2ftft~ CAL/UEG*HJL E 
SuLVENT NUM&I:I\ : 2 
I:N THALPY OF VAPOR I lATluN,H • 8840.0:IJ LAL/MIJLI: 
F~ACTIO~ Of TOTAL ENTriALPY OF VAPUR!ZATION ATTNIBJTED TO uiS?c~SIO~ fJRC~ MU~DS !.c~u 
UcNSITY • 0.&7160 ~RAH/CC 
XI FUR GAINE~-METZNER t:iolUATlllN = ~.JU 
MuLECULAR Wt:lG.,.jf OF SOLVI:NT,XM • 92.13.l ~tiAM/MOLE 
Vl~COSITY " O,OOo2l AT 2116.0 <:JE:G C 
\llSCJUS ACTIVATION ENEI<SY,t 1782.2~HI8 tAL/Ll~G*MJLE 
)UL\IENT NUMdl:tl • 3 
cNTH4LPY Of 1/AI'Oil.llAHON,H = 7>'t0,UJJ (;AL/MlJLE 
F~A~Tlu~ OF TUTAL t:NTHALPY UF VAI'IIK[lATlUN ATTI\I!.iJTI:U IJ Ul5Po~SiuN hHCc ULo)lD) [,(:tO 
UENSITY = 0.66380 ~RAM/CC 
XI FuR GAINEti-METlNER E~UATIUN = ~.4J 
MLlLcCULAK WEIGrlT llF SOLVENT,XM • a~.l7J uKAM/MilLE 
VI SC.u SlTY " u. 0033 1 AT 21111.0 Uti> ~ 
VISCJUS ACTI\IATIJN ENEK.;Y,l: l43CJ.J)~H CAL/o..J~G.*~OLE 
SULVENT NUMdi:R = t 
ENTHALPY OF VAPURliATluN,H • d~SO.UuO (.AL/MULE 
F~A~TION OF TOTAL ENTrlALPY OF VAPURIZATIUN ATT~I~JTEU T~ Ql~Pt~SlO~ ~J~LL du~D~ 0.•~5 
DtN~ITV • U.79609 ~RAM/CC 
XI FJR GAINEK-METlNEtl Eo,~uATION = ll.LO 
MOLECULAR WI::I!OriT Uf SUL\ItNT,XM = 3l,u4:J \iKAM/MuLI: 
VISCOSITY • u,OOo23 AT 288. U i:lt\i C 
VISCJU~ ACTIVATION ENEK.OY,t:: l12~.b117':l LAL/Ll~G*i'IJLg 
~uLVENT NUMdi:R = S 
i:<HHALPV OF 1/APU~Il.ATIUN,H = LO.,o~u.JJJ C.AL/MULt-
fi(ACTWi\1 uF TIJUL ENTrlAlPY 01- ~A~URllATll.IN ATfidbJTEu 1•.1 oll~I'~KSW~ I'HCC bU~Ll~ ll.~o:oS 
DENSITY= Q,ij0749 ~RAM/CC 
XI rLlR ~AlNcti-METZNI:K ~o,IUAfluN = o,ou 
MULE:UL4R WeiGHT 01- SOLVENT,XM = bO.J•J GKAM/M,JU. 
\IISCJSITY = rJ.U2!>22 AT iHI!I.U UtG t 
\IISCJUS ACTIVATlLlN EN~K.OY,~ li>o9.T;Ho CAL/.JI:G*M:l(.c 
SOLVENT NUM~EK = o 
tNTH~LPY OF VAI'ORIZATILlN,H • LO~~O.OJJ CAL/MULE 
FRACTIO~ OF TOTAL ENTrlALPY OF VAI'UKIZATION ATTRioJTtu TJ LIIS,'H~WN t-J<Co IHl~v) = 0.5~0 
UcNSlT'I' = 0.78~1o ~KAM/CC 
XI FOK GAlNI':R-METZNEtl EoJUATION = :..40 
MLllE:CULH WT:lGrlT UF SULIIENT,XM = oJ,;HJ <>ol.IIM/MOLI: 
V lSC.OSITY = 0.0<!859 A.T 2t18.0 llcC. t. 
VISCOU~ IIC:TIVHlvN I!:NER.O'I'ot: 27~.l.d9~2.l I..AL/UEG*"l)LE 
~LlLVENT NUMtiER • 7 
ENTH4LPY OF VAPU~lZATIUN,H = 1053~.0JJ tAL/MOL~ 
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YGw0o45 M lT~HHL,R.D, 
f«:.CriO~ LlF TOTAL ~NTHALPY UF VAPUR!ZAT!ON ATTR!HJTEU TU UISI'cK>lUN f)c\CC KU~DS 
DI:NS!TY = U.dl337 G~AMitC 
XI I'UK GAINER-METZNER EQUATION= o,!J 
MULE~ULAk Wt:IGHT UF SULVI:NT,XM = 74.10 GKAMIMUUi 
Vhl.ll:>ITY = U.OHIY AT 2ti8.u Dtu C 
VI SCJ US ACT 1 VAT lJN E NEHG Y ,1: L861, 92o45 C.AL/DEG*MOL £ 
SJLV~NT NUMdER = ~ 
£,HHALPY Ul' VAPOil.lZATluN,H lO'>oO,O:lJ CALIMOLE 
F«AC.TlUN Of TOTAL ENTHALPY UF VAPUR!lllf!ON AfTRIBJTI:D TU ui;Pl,SIO~ rJ,Cc iJONll~ 
llt:NSITY = l),ijlJ57o (,RAM/CC. 
XI FJil. GAINEK-MI:TZNER tQUATIUN = o,JQ 
MULI:COLAR Wl:lGHT Of- SULVENT,XM = H.!2J uRAM/MULE 
VISCJSITV • U.l)47U3 AT 281!,0 l)t:G L 
VISC...JUS ACTIVATIJN ENEK:iY,t: JO>U.o7:i;J CAL/ilt:G*~JU: 
S0LVE~T NUMdEM • 9 
E,>lfHALPY Uf VAPUKIZATIUN,rl S<hO.OOJ ~ALIMOLC 
F,~AI.flU~ uf- TUTAL tNTrlALPY Ul- VAPlJRIZATlON AITRlilJTtll IJ iJISPH>JU~ f.io(CL H(J~[J; 
OSNSITY • 1.05310 ~RAM/tC 
XI FJR ~AINLM-METlNSM ~WUATICN = o,00 
Mi.Jlt:CULAK WLI~>HT Uf- SOLVENT ,XM : oJ,U5) "((AM/MULL: 
VI>CU~IfY = U.UU14 AT 2b8.u LJcG C. 
VI.)(.JUS A~TIVATl~N I:NEMGY,t l71t2,J7J24 C.AL/IJI:~*~Jlt: 
.>JLVEIH NUMdEK = 10 
1:~ THALi>Y Uf VAPOK!lATlUN,H lU00.J:l:l CALl MULe 
h<.!.t.TION Jf IUTAL ENT~AL~Y Ul- VAPORIZATION AlTK!UJTt:O li.J Ul>·'c\~W~ >J•Cb HU~·J> 
USN>! TV = 1.491!4~ ~MAM/C~ 
XI I-UK ~AI~CK-MI:TZNEK t~UATION = 
MULE~ULAR ~i:HirlT Uf :iULVENT,XM = 
Vl>CJ:.ITY = 0,1)0S9o AT 2!18.0 Ll~~ 
VJSCDU:. A::TIVATILIN ENEKGY,E 
>ULVtNT NUM6cM = 11 
o.Ou 
11;, 3iiJ 01\AM/MLJU 
c 
177:J,0~7b4 l.AL/UEG*MJL£ 
l:i.IHALi>Y Of VAPUKIZAT!UN,H /ll3u.:liJ:J CH/MULE 
FrtACT IU~ OF TOTAL cNTHALI'Y Uf VAPORILATIUN ATTKIHJTEil 1 u OIO>etKS IU~ F.I<Cb b[\~,J> 
DENSITY • 1.6037~ ~RAM/CC 
XI FUK ~AINtK-METlNER eQUATIUN = 
Mu LtC ULAK ~E I JrH U~ SOLVE NT, XM = 
Vl::.CU:>ITY = J.Ol03ti AT 28d.O i.l~G 
VISCJUS A::TIVATIJ~ EN~K~V,E 





Lr.IH4LPY UF VAPO~llATIUN,rl ~'IU(J,JJ:l CAL/MOL!: 
FI\ACTIUI' Uf fufAL I:NfrlALPY uf VA>'UK[ZATIJN ATTRidJTErJ Til uiSec<Sill~ rU{Cf: llU~JS 
UtNSITY = l.UlU ;;RAM/L:C 
X l ~JR ..>AINI.:r\-METlNEK t:,JUATI ON = o.J(] 
MuLcCULA~ ~clGrlT UF ~OLVtNT,~M = lU.50.J wt<AMMULt: 
VISCJSITY = U,U0~44 AT l8d.O ~t:u ~ 
V lSCJUS AC TIVA II UN i:NE:K~Y,t: ld14.5>58<t LAL/<.JEG*MJL( 
E1~~~n~~ ~~Mt~~U~J zHiwN,ti '12UO.Oo:l LAL/MllLE 
rr\Al.TlU.~ Of fllTAL i:NTriALI'Y UF IIAPl.JRilATlUN AfTRidJTEU fu Dl:>et{SIG~ 1-Jc<Ct !lOW~ 
D~N:>ITY = 1,5017U G~AM/CC 
XI FJH lAINlR-MtllNER ~QUATIUN = D.J~ 
MdL£CULA~ wi::!GriT Uf ~LILVENT,XM = l>7.J2J GI\AM/M,ILe 
VI~CUSlfY = u.U1lY6 AT 288.U Llt~ l. 





l ... • '·· (~ 
Yt:.W06it5 MlTCHELLoR.D. 
SOLVENT NUMSER • lit 
ENT~LPY OF VAPORIZATIONoH • lOOOO.JJO tAL/MOLE 
FRACTIUN UF TOTAL ENTHALPY OF VAPORIZAfiUN ATTRISJTEO TO OIS~ERSIO~ FJ~Cc oONDS 3 0.463 
DeNSITY= 0.79367 SRAHICC 
XI FOR IOA!NER-HE·TZNER EQUATION • 8,30 
MuLECULAR WEIGH OF SOLVENT,XM • ltb,07J GRAM/HOLe 
VISCOSITY • O.OlHO AT 288.0 OEG C 
VISCOUS ACTIVATION ENERGY of 22bl.OH39 CAL/OEG*MJLE 
SULVENT NUHdER • 15 
ENTHALPY OF VAPORIZATIUNoH • bb20.JJO tAL/HOLE 
FRACTION OF TOTAL ENTHALPY OF VAPURIZAflilN AITRISJTED TJ DISPCKSION ~ORCE BONDS O.quo 
DENSiTY • Oo7192S GRAM/CC 
XI FOR GAINER-METZNER EQUATION • o.OO 
HllLii:ULAR WEIGHT IJF SOLVENToXH • 7it.12J GRAM/MOLE 
VISCOSITY • 0.00247 AT 288.0 Dt:G C 
VISCOUS ACTIVATI.UN I::NER:>YoE l126,1t8il72 CAL/Dt:G*MJLE 
SuLVENT NUMdER • lb 
EoHHALPY OF VAPOiU ZATIUNoH" 13100.000 CAL/MOLE 
FRACTIU:~ UF TOTAL ENTHALPY OF VAPLHUlAT!ON AlTRicJTEU Tu i.ll>h~>IUN hl~CI: bONUS 0.3~4 
DENS I TV • 0. 7952o GUI1/CC 
X I fJ!t li41NER-Mf:TZNER I:I.IUATION = b.JJ 
HOL~CULII.R WI:IGHT OF SOLVENToXM = o8.Hl GRAM/MOLE 
VISCU!>ITY • 0,0035> AT 288.0 DEG C 
VISCOUS ACTIVATION ENEKGYolO 1bd9.27315 CAL/uEG*"'JLE 
SULVI:NT NUMBI:R = 17 
EoH~LPY UF VAPORIZATIONoH = l\ll50,000 CAL/MULI: 
FKACTIO)l UF TUTAL ENHALPY UF VAPORIZATION ATTRitiJTEi.l TU ulSi'HSIO~ ~:HCI: BUNDS • J.1UO 
DeNSITY= 0.99~13 GRAH/CC 
XI FUR G41NE!t-METZNER EQUATION = 6.1~ 
MOLI:CUL4R WEIGHT UF SOL\IENT,XM = lB.:JlJ Gt\414/MlJLf: 
VI SCU lil TV = 0.011 Oit AT 2118.0 JcG C 
VI~CDUS ACTIVATioJN ENER~Yol: ~~~l.'I>B~ CA!./UEG*MJL£ 
SLIL \/EN T NUlla co< = 18 
E1HHALPY UF VAPOR! LATIOI~oH"' 65UO.OJJ CAL/MOLE 
FI\ACTIUN UF TOTAL ENlHALPY 01- I'MORILAriUN ATTRltiJTED 10 iJl:irC:RSIJ~ F 1J~Lt UONO!i = •J.91D 
DENSITY= 0.79452 GRAM/CC 
XI FuR !>AINER-Hf:TZNER ciiUATIUN = b.OO 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT Of' SOL\IcNToXM • U.1Jl GI<AM/MCIU: 
VISCOSITY • 0.003bS AT 303.0 ill:::> C 
VISCUUS ACTIIIHIUN ENERGYoE 13lb.~H!>9 CAL/llEG•MJLE 
SuLVENT NUM81:1\ = 19 
i:NTHALPY U~ 1/APOKllATH.lN,H = 7u5Q,jJJ CALIMULE 
~RA,TIUN UF TOTAL ENTHALPY OF VAPDRILATillN ATTRI~JTEO TO UIS,~KSIO~ ~J~Ct UUN~S • 1.0~0 
U~NSI TY = o. 7a9lS iiKAM/CC 
XI ~Uk GAINER-METZNcK E~UATION = o.JU 
MulECULAK WEI~riT L.IF SULVcNT,XM = dlt.2JJ l.>KAM/MOLE 
\IISCUSITY = (),00820 AT 298.0 clto> C 
Vl:>COUS 4CTIV4TlllN ENI:illlY,t l!HO.~oJ4~ C.A!./Uf:(;*MJU: 
>ULVENT NUM~ER c 20 
E,HHALPY U~ VAPORilATHINoH = !llOO.JOO CAL/MUL.E: 
~o{At:TION OF TUTAL t:NTHALPY UF VAPUkiZATION ATTRISJTED TU Dl~PtKSIU~ f"J~Lc ·JUNih • L.lli;O 
Llc1~Sl TY = 0. ijbijit4 (;RAM/t:C 
XI FJI\ !>AINER-McTlNcK eQUATION " o.iO 




IIISCOSlTY • 0,0051>9 AT 303.0 DtG C. 
VI SCJ US t.t Tli/HION ENEI!GY ,E 1700.72300 CAL/OEG*HilL E 
SUL\IENT NUH~ER a ll 
I:NTHALPY OF VAPOKIZ.AflON,H • SLOO,OOU CAL/HOLE 
Fti.ACTlON UF TOTAL ENTHALPY OF VAPLlRU.ATlUN ATTRI8JTEU TO UISP~ti.~IO~ ~U~C.E ~ONUS • l.Jvtl 
DeNSITY • 0.87368 GRAH/tt 
X I FOR GAINeR-MET Z.NER c~Ut.TI ~ • b .20 
MtlLEi,;ULt.R WEIGHT OF SULVENT,XM = 7d.LJJ !;!<AM/MULE 
VISCOSITY • 0.00~99 AT 29d.O Ul:li C 
VISCOUS ACTII/HlON ENERGY,E l7lo.l712l CAL/UEG*HJLE 
30LVENT NUM~ER • 22 
ENTHALPY OF VAPURlZ.ATIUNoH = l3lutJ.OJO CAL/MOLE Fti.AI:TIO~ OF TOTAL eNTHALPY OF 1/APURlZ.ATitlN AHR!BJTED TO Llbi'I:RSICJ~ ~Oti.C.f dD~O) = 0.3~4 
DENS! TV • O, 78250 GRAII/CI: 
XI FJK Gt.INER-IIETZ.NER EUUATION • b,UO 
MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF SULVENToXM' = )d.l::ll GRAMfMULE 
VI SW SlTY • o. 00302 H 298,0 UI:G l. 
VISCJUS ACHVATION ENERGYoE lol7.U918 t.AL/UE:G*Mlllc 
SULVENT NUII~ER • 23 
tNTHI\LPY OF VAPORlZ.ATIUNoH = Hl!'tO.UJO CAL/MOLt 
f~ACTIO·~ Of TOTAL ENTHALPY Of 1/APOI<IZ.ATION ATTKIBJTEU TJ UISPt~S IO,~ HJRCE ~ONOS l.uul• 
DeNSITY= 0,85770 ~RAII/CC 
XI FUR GAINER-METZNER c~UATION • o.JO 
MLJLECULAR Wt WH UF SOl. VeNT, XM = 9l.lJJ GRAHl MULE 
VISCJSITY = O.Oth23 AT 303.0 OEO. (; 
VISCUUS 1\~TI\/HlllN cNEr\GYol: 172Soli1UO l.ALIDEG4<MJLE 
>LlLVcNT NUII~ER • 2~ 
E1HrlALPY UF VAPOUZATION,H" dij40.JOU CAL/MOLE 
F~AC.:TION Of TOTAL ENT~AI.I'Y OF VAPllRllATION 4TT~I~JTCLI IJ Ul~~r~SION f.HCI: DOMJS l."l·Cl 
U~N~ITY • Oo8bl20 GRAM/CC 
XI FJR GAINI:R-METLNER twUATION = o.OO 
l'luLcCULAR ~ElGH UF SULVcNT,XM • 92.LJO t.RAMfHULE 
Vl~C~SlTY = u.uo555 AT 29~.0 OEG C 
Vllii:JUS A~ri\IATIJN I:Nci<GYoE lHY.2,~5:J CAL/UEG*MJLE 
~LlLVENT NUH~ER = 25 
EN TH4LPY Of VAPOKIZATION,H • ltJ400.JJJ CAL/ MULE 
Fti.ACTIUN OF TOTAL eNTHALPY Of 1/A~URlZATlON ATTf\lt:IJTEu li.l ulS~eRSiu~ ~Jt\Cr BLINJS = l •. lu<) 
UcN!>lTY • 0.79730 GKAM/LL 
XI FuR GAINcR-HETZNEK E~UATION = b.)u 
HuLtCULAR WI:IG•iT Or SOLVENT,XM • !>u.lJ) t.KAM/MOLI: 
VISCJSITY = 0.01970 AT 298.0 UE;t; C 
VISCUUlo 4CTIVATI~N ENI::K~Y,c 2Sd'J.701t53 C.AL/iJcG*"luLt 
SOLVENT NUMdER • 2o EoHHAL~Y Uf V4PUKI ZATION,ti = 7~40.u0J tAL/MOLe 
f~ACTION UF TOTAL ENTHALPY Llf VA~URI.I.ATIUN ATT~I~JTI:U lu tll~n~S!J~ ~J~(.t buNll~ l.h.G 
UENSl TY = ~.65055 GI\AM/CC 
XI FJR GAIN~K-MEIZN~R E~UATIDN = ),~0 
MtlLE~UL4K WEWH OF SOLVENT,XM • do.c!JJ <it<AMIMULE 
VISCOSITY = 0.002 78 AT 303.0 DI:G C.: 
VISCLlUS 4CTlV4TluN ENEKiiYo!: 1348.H~7D C.AL/ucG*'IlLE 
SuLVENT NUH~ER = 27 
ENTHALPY U~ 1/APU~I.I.ATION,H"' 7dJu.uJ() CAL/MOLE 
FKACTION Or TOTAL ENTtiALPY UF 1/APURllATltJN ATTKitlJTEU TO Jl!>~C.~SIJ~ r-.I~Cl. eU~uS l.c· .. u 
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DeNS! TY = 1. 58200 GRAK/CC 
XI FJR ~41NcK-HcTZNER t:loiUATION 
"' 
!>.!10 
HuLEC Ulo\k WEIGHT OF SUL VF:NT, XH 
" 
1!>3.~~~ GRAM/MULE 
VISCOSITY .. o. 0091 Cl A r j!98. 0 Ot:G c 
VI SCU US A: Tl VA TION E NliRG Y ,,;: 1714.70fo.70 CAL/OEG•MJL E 
~ULUTI: CODe = 17 SOLVE NT COOE = a 
TEMPcRATJi!.E •<!BII.uO .>E:> c lHFFUSIVITY • U. JUJUO E-J 5 l.~**ll SI:-C V ISC.J~I TV = U I \'l47t'3 >Jt ~: 
F o.oso OGH = o.l9021E-04 UDGH = -),34020 
.. 0.101) UGH . O.l7l<!SE-04 DOGM"' -4.7JII3!> 
F .. 0.150 D:OH .. O,l5418E-04 DDGH • -4.13941> 
F = 0.200 DGH .. O.UIIIIZl-04 LlUGM • -3.62727 
f- 1).250 DGM 
-
0.124981:-04 tJOIOM • -3.16&12 
F • 0.300 o;;M = 0.1125 3E-04 OOGM = -l.75093 
F " 0.350 DGH " o.10l31E-D4 OOGH • -2.37712 
I' 0.400 Ll:OH .. u. 912111:-0S UOGM = -~.U4l!>o 
F • 0.4:;0 il;>H .. 0.821l6E-05 UOGH • -1.73754 
.. = u.soo J:OH = o. 73942E-05 UUIOH = -1.tto472 
r • o.sso OGH • o.6o573t:-05 ilOGH • -1.2HJ\I 
f = 0.1>00 UGH . O. S993dt-D!I UOGM • -~.99794 
f • 0.650 O:>H .. o. !B\IoSt:-o~ .JOGM = -J. 79a&3 
F = U o7UO U~M a o.41!5117E-o~ UOI>M • -J .ol95o 
r = U. 7SO J;>H = o.4l74!>E -05 OOGM = -J.4!>SLo 
F = O.!IOU J:OH O.l9lt1St-05 OUilH • -J. Jl.2!14 
,.. 
• 0.1150 iJ:iH . O. H'toUI:-05 uO;>H • -J .1ti2JO 
F 0.900 ~:;1'1 0.3192oE-O~ UOIOM • -u.Jt>421 
F • 0. 950 IJGM 0.28744b-O~ IJUGM • J • .J41~~ 
F l.OuO HM = o. 2511uo~-us uOGH • J.l.H34 
f .. 1.050 aJ:lM . O.lo8o 7E-OS OOGH • ~ .4~777 
F . 1.100 .J::;M = 0.1 O'i93t: -os Oo)GM • o .c>.i3!>b 
f = 1.150 u:>H 
"' 
o. 1lo44~;.-oo .JilGH • .... 7: 11 'I 
,.. 
= 1.200 U:>M o. 4uo93£-uo IJOGH • J.~'t4~b 
f . 1.2~0 OGM .. o. 30<t.H~ -06 uUbH • .J.d'iS!io 
F .. 1.300 J:iM = o.1911~3t -oo IJOGM = J.HlA9 
F 1.~,0 03M = O.l29Zoli-.:.O 00\0M • v.~\:>b~I 
F . 1.400 JiiH .. o. !ltt24ttt -u7 uiJGH = :J.'HI~<! 
F . 1.450 >lGH . o. 549051:-07 uObM • ~.9tH 70 
1- 1. SuO J.>M = O. 35 78St-07 IJ01>'1 • ll.?'ldJ7 
1- . 1.sso JGM " O.lH<!U-01 uOGH • IJ.•N2.2~ 
F l.ooo )!OM 0.15199t -or UO<iM • :J.'I'i4'ij 
F . 1.o;o J:lM = O. 99uo OE -Od uO.>M • <J.9'i')70 
F = 1.700 JGH . o. 645o l~-Utl JIJG/1 • u.~<~ru~ 
f = 1. 750 J:iH . 0.420771:-llti llOGM • :l.9'19b1J 
F . 1. uiJU J:OH . O. 2742J£ -Uti uil\OM • o.·~·Hu'l 
F . 1.851) u:>M = O.l7&73t-OII vlli#H • ..J,99HU 
f' 1.0100 J:OM . 0.116481:-0ij uU~ol'l • J.9~~bl 
F = 1o9SO ui>H = 0. 7:.91 !lt -O'i uOGH • :J.'IiiH; 
t- = z.ooo LllioM = 0.4.,477t-09 tlOGM • J.H~o4 
.>CLUTE C.UOt: = l7 Si.llVcNT CU<Jt = 14 
T !ll'l~t;RA TUKI: ·~ea. •lll ut:t> c.. ul Fr .;l>l VI TY = u.I;,L<!JOE-h c~ .. .d ;,tC ~I~L.Il>llY (),Jl3h• > 1 r ~: 
~UL UTE CLlOt: = 17 !>OLV~NT CUtJt: = .. 
Tt:i~i>ERA TU~E: =2~~.uu .>.:.- c.. OlfhiSlVI TY = J.l7~J()€-J4 l~••ll)~~ vi~C"!.I TY = u. Jt)62l ~ '~J s: 
.>UL UTE CuDt: = 17 :>ULVE NT CO.Jt: = :> 
T ctoll'cRATURt: =288.UO JE-' c. I.IIHUl>IVIIY . J.;e~JuOt:-J:l l..'l**t/5£1. VlSCJl>!TY lJ.02b'i9 ~ J! s: 
SllL UTE .:uoE = 17 SuLVENT CO.>~ 5 
T~MI't:RA TUKE =2tl&.oo ue.- c.. U!FFU:>!V!TY = u. t> lJJI.l E-J 5 ~.~··d)tl.. V bC.; ~ITY 0.02~n ";.r ~= 
.>ULUH CUUt: = 9 SUl V~ NT cu.:.e . 4 
Tc•~l'cRATURc =288.UU llt:u 
' 
IJIFfUS1Vl TY ,,,!%u.>E-J4 I. 'I Hit.)( c Vl~CJSITY • o.o.;ol) P II 5: 
l>ULUTt COOt = 14 SOLV.O NT COUE = 1-:J 
T ~MPt:RA ftJJ{c =..!d~.uo .JE.; c Ul fF ..JSl\11 TY . t •• 2~JUOE-J4 C'l **21 ~ t:L: vlSL.J~IIY O. JU<;'JU ~' ···r ~ .. 
l>UluTE CL.IOt: = 15 SULV: .~T CULJC = l..J 
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Y~w0o4' "l TCtit:LL ,R.O. 
TEMPE I<A TUH.t: •zsa. uo Jc;.; c Ll!FfUSIVITY . ". 20700 E-)4 C~U2/ >EC VISCJSJTY 0,00596 ~ JI Si 
SOL UTE Ci.liJ€. . 16 SOL V~ Nf COOf . 10 
T ~MP~ RA TURt •28d.OO Jt:l> 
' 
DIFFUSIVIrY = J.<!::I:>OOE-J4 C~"*21 HC V I.)CJ S I TV 0.00591> r 11 s" 
SOL UTE t.OUE . 10 oUL Vf: NT COOl: 
" 
15 
TEMPI:RATUR.I: ·2~ij.IJQ 01::~ 
' 
DIFFUSIVITY . 0, 't40:JO E-04 C~**U>EC VI>C:JSITY o.oo247 P :J IS: 
.:>ULUTc -.uot: . 10 >ULVE NT COOt ,. 14 
T tMPE RA TORt •2 ~ij. 00 01::1 c UlFI-USIVIfY . ~. 16300 E-04 <..~**21 SEC V I>CJSITV . 0.01330 PJI s: 
SULUTt: COOt: . 10 )lJLVt:NT COOt: . lb 
lcMPt RA TUR.E ·~U. OU OI:G 
' 
UIFt-USIVI fY u, 39l00 E-04 <..~**21 SEC VI SCJ S I TV (J,Q0355 ~.JI•: 
F • 0, Ol~ AVEUI>E HUCTI ONAL DI:VI AT IUN 2.UB43 
I' • o.o~o Avt:R•Gt: FRAC l'l UNAL UI:VIAfllJN • .!.55dl5 
1- • 0. 075 A Vt:RA;Je f-H.AC Tl ONAL Ut;VIAflON • l.>n3~ 
1- • l). 100 AVtl\~lo~ fUC Tl UNAL Ol.Vl Af!LJN • z.or .!4.J 
F • v .ll!> AVtH:it:: F-KA~TIONAL Dl:: VI Afl uN L ,ij!>9.27 
1- = u. 150 AVtR~ut I'RACTIUNAL lJLVI AT! UN 1.66.170 
r = 0. lT~ AVt~41>1:: f'RA~lluNU DlVIATli.lN• I. 48 I 7'> 
• 0.20() AV"R4Gt; F~A~ TIUNU Ut::VIATIUN • I. H 50<> f • 0. 225 A\lt:R4Gt HU~IIUNAL DI::VIArl UN • l.lol4J 
F u. 250 AVER4_.t; f-1\AI.: T! ONAL UI::VIATlllN • 1 .u l47o 
.. u. 27!> AVCR~Ge rRA~ T! UNAL ll~V!AflON u,SS~Ul! 
I" J. 3uu A\ILKAI.ot 1-~A;; T! UNAL UtVIATIUN • J. 76!:127 
0. 32!> AVdAGE i-RA: TIUNAL lli::VIATIUN = u.ooo7l 
1- • 0. 350 AVel\4.1~ ~1\A(;fiONAL OLVIAfiLIN• .; ,;,;, J!>t> 
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=proportionality constant in Equation 37 
=effective mass transfer area on surface of porous plate, 
2 
em 
= constants defined by Equation B-11 
= the nth root of Equation B-31 
= solute concentration in porous plate, mole/liter 
=Laplace transform of C 
= initial solute concentration in porous plate, mole/liter 
= solute concentration in solvent bath, mole/liter 
= Laplace transform of C f 
=initial solute concentration in solvent bath, mole/liter 
= solute concentration of sample number i removed from 
the solvent bath, mole/liter 
= solute concentration calculated using the curvefitted 
parameters for sample number i removed from the 
solvent bath, mole/liter 
=constants in Equation 8 
2 
=binary diffusion coefficients, em /sec. 
2 
=self diffusion coefficients, em /sec. 
= binary diffusion coefficient calculated by the original 
2 Gainer and Metzner model, em /sec. 
= binary diffusion coefficient calculated by the modified 















=binary diffusion coefficient calculated by Equations 29 
2 
and 13, em /sec. 
=binary diffusion coefficient calculated by Olander's 
2 
model, em /sec. 
=binary diffusion coefficient calculated by the Wilke-
Chang equation, em 2 I sec. 
= percent deviation of calculated from experimental 
diffusivity. 
=activation energy for diffusion, Kcal/mole 
=activation energy for diffusion due to hydrogen bonding, 
Kcal/mole 
= activation energy for diffusion due to "dispersion 
force" bonds, Kcal/mole 
= activation energy for viscosity, Kcal/mole 
= activation energy for viscosity due to hydrogen bonding, 
Kcal/mole 
= activation energy for viscosity due to "dispersion force" 
bonds, Kcal/mole 
= energy of vaporization, Kcal/mole 
=partial molar energy of vaporization of a solute A 
from solvent, B, Kcal/mole 
= the ratio of the activation (free) energies due to hole 
formation to the total, 
=the ratio of the activation (free) energies due to the 
jump step to the total (=1-f) 
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=activation free energy for diffusion, Kcal/mole 
=activation free energy for viscosity, Kcal/mole 
-27 
= the Planck constant, 6. 6242 (10 ) erg/sec 
= enthalpy of vaporization, Kcal/mole 
= enthalpy of vaporization due to hydrogen 
bonding, Kcal/mole 
= enthalpy of vaporization due to dispersion 
force bonds, Kcal/mole 
= partial molar enthalpy of miXing of A in B, 
Kcal/mole 
= enthalpy of activation for diffusion, Kcal/mole 
-16 
=the Boltzman constant, 1. 3805 (10 ) 
=constants of proportionality in Equations 19 
and 21 
=effective pore length in porous plate, em 
=molecular weight, grams/mole 
23 
=the Avagadro number, 6. 023 x 10 molecules/ 
mole 
= the number of samples taken for analysis 
during any one run 
= partition function for equilibrium state 















th . ~ 0 
= e umversal gas constant, 1. 987 (10) Kcal/mole K 
= approximate molecular radius, em 
= arithmetic average of R and R A B 
= Laplace transform variable 
= the weighted sum of the square of the deviation of the 
actual concentration of sample i from the concentration 
of sample i calculated using the curve fit parameters 
0 
=temperature, K 
= critical temperature, °K 
=time, sec 
-1 
= half-life, hr 
3 
= molar volume, em /mole 




=variable defined by Equation 39a 











A-1' >..2' >..3 
a 
' 
=ratio of volume of solvent bath to void volume of porous 
plate 
0 -1 
= thermal coefficient of volumetric expansion, C 
= defined by Equation 3 9b 
=correction to AT calculated in least squares program 
= correction to C~ calculated in least squares program 
= absolute percent deviation of predicted diffusivity from 
experimental diffusivity 
= Lennard-Jones force constant 
= zero point energy difference 
=coefficient of viscosity, poise 
=the distance between neighboring molecules in the ith 
direction, em 
= the distance between equilibrium positions in the 
direction of motion, em 
= a lattice parameter in the rate theory equation 












= sample number i 
= at constant pressure 
=at constant volume 
= components A, B, and X 
= boiling temperature, temperature 1 and temperature 2 
all in °K. 
= due to the hole formation process 
=due to the jump process 
=refers to initial estimate of variable used in iterative 
least squares program 
IG2 
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